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SUMMARY 

This work is aimed at a study of grammatical categories or linguistic units that 

have both morphologicul and syntactic properties in Baba 1. We will take into 

consideration the set d rules that govern linguistic units whose properlies are definable 

by both morphologicd and syntactic criteria. As a matter of fact, we will present and 

analysc thc structure:; of nouns and verbs in Baba 1 with particular emphasis on their 

internal constituent elcmenls. This means that we have to concentrate more on the critical 

and substantive analysis of nominal and verbal forms that constitute the morphology of 

the language. 

Thus, nominal morphology in this light precisely consists of regrouping the nouns 

in this language into different classes according to attested morphological properties 

shown by nouns of cach given class. It will also be shown that in Baba 1 there are same 
typically, hut by no means completely consistent, semantic correlation manifested by 

nouns of some of thc classes. Furthermore, noun related elements like determiners and 

pmnouns are studied both in isolation and in collocation with nouns so as to show their 

lineur order of wcurrences in such utterances. This will help in determining the order of 

modification assumed by each category of noun related etements occurring in a noun 

phrase in Aaba 1. In addition we will go further to consecrate a chapter on the various 

positions that the nominal constituent can ussume in a larger information structure. T h i s  

has to do wilh syntax since it involves examining the syntactic operations that will 

mediate in the positional variation of the noun phrase in a Baba 1 sentence. The changes 

that are to be observed in these varying positions of the nominal constituent will be 

interpreted us movements. This will give us a gist on the different types of movement 

operations that may operate within the language as a whole. 
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With respect to verbal morphology, a critical analysis is done not only to 

determine the internal constituent structure of basic verb forms of the various verb types, 

but also to isolate and bring out the semantic values of all verbal affixes identifiable in 

this language. This thorough analysis is also undertaken in order to identify and define 

the verbal morphemes and deternine their relative position in the affixal string. This will 

enable us to convincingly assign or postulate the segmental or non-segmental markers or 
the different verbal modalities (tense, aspect, and mood) realized whenever verbs are 

conjugated in different constructions within this language. 

Thc wholc work, in addition to II general introduction and II conclusion, consists 
of parts 1 , I I ,  and 111, each of which is still subdivided into chapters. 
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Since Wuba 1 ha.. not yet been an object of any detailed linguistic description, we 

feel that any work g e i i r l  towards an adequate and consistent analysis of this language 

should, a.s a matter o f  fact obviously begin with a phonological description. This will 

endhie us establish the sound system that will serve as a base for our morphological 

analysis as well ES For any other fbture study to be carried out on the language. 

Consequcntly, part I which is complementary but indispensable to the entire study is 

devoted to phonology and tones. Chapter one presents the data, on which the 

phonological analysis is based,! it also discusses some general phonological principles and 

telated issues so as to relate them to the data. Chapter two reviews some phonological 

processes attested in Raba 1 as well as establishes phonologicaI rules to account for the 

behaviour of some segments in well defined contexts in the language. Furthermore, the 
basic tonemes in Baba I are established, general tonal' phenomena discussed and some 

tone rules formulated. Then chapter three establishes the orthography based on the sound 

inventory resulting from the analysis of the data in the two previous chapters. 

c 
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Part 11 could he considered as the beginning of the study proper, and consists of 

chapters four five and six. Chapter four treats the noun classes and gender system of Baba 

1. Nouns are grouped into two broad groups based on morphological and semantic 

considerations respectively. A link is cstablished between these two broad groupings. In 

chapter live, the various attested noun related elements a ~ e  examined both in isolation 

and in concatenation with nouns in a noun phrase so as to determine the permissible 

linear order in which they co-occur. Chapter six seeks to illuminate the different 

movements within the noun phrase, and this will serve as tacit evidence that movements 

operate within the language. 

) I  

Part Ill deals exclusively and essentially with verbal morphology. It consists of 

chapters, seven, eight ,and nine, each chapter concentrating on a separate verb related 

element. Chapter seven treats the different tenses and their specific references attested in 

this language, chapter eight deals with aspects, while chapter nine concentrates on mood. 

'l'herc is chapter ten, an appendix provision wherein an overview of the whole work will 

he presented; the lindings clearly brought out and some proposals for future research 
made. 4- 
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RESUME 
[,e but de ce tnvail est de faire une Ctude de catCgories grammaticales ou des 

unitr's linguistiquus qui, A la his ont - des propri6t6s morphologiqucs et syntaxiques en 
bnha 1.  C'eci consistc 11 pr6senter etcanalyser les structures des noms et des verbes dans 

cetie langue, avec une emphase particuli5re sur leurs conslituants internes et 

I'enchafnement avec d'aulres Clkments. L'analyse qui sera essentiellement 

paradigmatique metka I'emphase sur la morphologie nominale et verbale. 

/ 

La morpholoyie nominale dans ce sens consiste A regrouper les noms dans les 

classes morphologiquement altest6es dans cette langue en se basant sur les crit6re.s 

morphologiques comniudment manifest& par les noms dune dasse donnk. 11 est 

dhontr t !  qu'en haba I il y a un rapport ou quelques cordations &dlantiques manifest& 

d'une manikre inconsistanle par les noms de certaines de ces classes nominales. En plus, 

les 616rnents 6troitement liQ aux noms comme les dktenninants et les prhoms sont 

6tudi6s en isolation et cn enchainement avec les noms. Ceei est fait afin de d6terminer 

I'ordre d'apparition assum6 par chacun de e a  Clhents lorsqu'ils apparaissent avec le 
noni dans un syntagme nominal. D'ailleurs, les diffkrents sites d'un syntagme nominal 

dilns une chnine de communication en baba 1 seront v6rifih. La variation de site par ce 

I 

constitu3t dans une phrase sera interprCtC en t ame  de dkplacement. ! - -.c 

En cc qui concerne la morpholoyie verbale, it ne s'agit pas seulement de pdsenter 

et identifier la structure interne de la base verbale et les diffkrents types de verbes dans 
cutte langue, mais egalement de les isoler et d6terminer les valeurs dmantiques de tous 

les al'fxes qu'on puisse trouver dans cette langue. Ceci nous permettra d'identifier les 

formes segmentales et non segmentilles de toutes les modalitCs verbates, A savoir, temps, 

irspect, et mode dans les dirhrentes constructions grammaticales dans la dite langue. 

b' 

12Ctude entibre, un dehors d'une introduction et conclusion gt!nbrales comporte 

trois parties, chacune &ant subdiviske en chapitres. 

Puisque baba I n'aiamais fait I'objet d'une description d6taillee, nous avom pens6 

que pour fairc une analyse adbquate et consistante de celte langue, il faudra hvidemment 

commencer d'abord par me description phonologique. Ceei &tablira le syst5me phonique 

qui serviri comme la base de notre analyse morphologique et pour d'autres Ctudes 

iiltlirieures A hire sur ceite langue. Par cons6quenf la premikre partie sera 

compltmentaire mais indispcnsahle B I'etude entBre. Cette partie qui est camwr6e A In 
phonologie et les tons comporte deux chapitres. Le chapitre I pdsente Ies domkes sur 

lesquelles l'analyse phonologique est basbe. I1 fait le point sur quelques phknomknes 

V i  
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phonologiques, employan1 des rkgles bien formul&s pour expliquer les cornporternents 

de quelques segments dans les contextes bien p&cis. En plus, les tonemes de base dans 

ccite langue son1 thh l i s  et les comportements tonals sont examines et les rkgles tonales 

formulkes. Le chapitre I I  jette un regard sur des processus phonologiques et tonals aussi 

bien que la rormulation des dgles qui expliquent les diK6rents phbnomenes observts 

dans I'enchaincment des segments. I x  chapitre trois 6tablit I'orthographie bask  sur 

I'analyse des dorinks de deux chapitres pdcedents. 

La deuxieme partie est le dCbut de cette ktude proprement dite, et elk comporte 

les chapitres IV, V ct VI. 1.c chapitre 1V traite des classes nominales et le systkme de 7 

genre en babd 1 pI.es noms sont regroup& en deux gtoupes suivant des criteres 

morphologiques d'une part, et shantiques d'auhe part. Au chapitre V les Clhents 

&dement l i& aux noms sont examines et lrait6s en isolation et en combinaison avec les 

noms et d'autres elements y afferents dans un syntagme nominal. Le chapitre VI fait part 

de dirkrents d6placements qui peuverit effectuer le syntagme nominal dans me phrase. 

Ceci nom donnerd une id& genkrale de tous les d6placements qui poumnt 6tre effectues 

dans cctte langue. 

1.a troisihme partie est exclusivement et essentiellement consacree A la 
rnorpholoyie verbale. E l k  comporte les chapitres VI1 VI11 et IX, chacun traitant un 

6lkment verbal dilTkrent. Le chapitre VI1 k t e  les dinhenis temps et lem Gfkrents 

s@cifiques, le chapitre VI11 Fait I'6tude des aspects, et le chapitre IX qui est le demier de 

la partie analyse les modes. Un bref chapitre d'annexe qui servira c o m e  une conclusion 

gbnerale clbturera le travail entier. Ceci fern une rewe de chacune de sections et il 

contiendrd lcs dsultdts auxquels on a aboutis sous forme de &sum&. 
.e 
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0 General Intmcluction 

Ilndertakilig the analysis of yet an unanalysed language could oRen be likened to 

venturing into w virgiii lijrest. There is therefore the need to clearly have in mind the precise 

ohjective o f  SIIC~I all  entcrprise, and how to go about it. This presupposes the identification of 

the task and :i .selection of the appropriate tools for its accomplishment. The analysis of the 

Dahs 1 language appeiirs to  neatly lit with the above an:ilogy. In that perspective, we need to 

specify the areas the study is supposed to cover, the theoretical framework to be employed and 

the method ol' data collection and elicitation. It is also important to present the geographical 

location of the area in which the language is spoken, those who speak it, as well as its linguistic 

classification. 

I 0.1. GOHI and Scope. 

The study seeks to carry out a detailed morphological descripticin of the Baba I nouns 

niid vcrhs. 'l'his ineans that focus is on nominal and verbal stems and affixes as well as other 

related fonns which tire closely linked to nouns and verbs when they occur in a communicative 

chain in this language The work will also determine what constitutes a noun phrase in the 

language and further examine the various syntactic slots which this constituent can fill in a 

sentence. The varying positions that the noun phrase is seen to occupy in a larger synk t i c  

striicture will he interpicled in tcnns of movement, a phenomenon that is generally observed in 

human languages. This will not only give us an idea of movement operations attested in the 

language, it will also keep us abreast with recent developmental trends in the field of linguistic 

research as a whole. In addition to this main area, there is a brief analysis of the sound system 

of the kanguage, that is, phonology and then tones, the resuIt of which will permit us come up 

with a proposed orthoyniphy for the language. Moreover, this area will provide data for the 

study hecause through it, the data presented will clearly reveal some phonological and tonal 

plienonicnn likely to he rccurrent in the morpho-syntactic analysis of the language. 
'ihe Morpho-synkux of I3;iha I is laken as an object ofthis study hecause this is the first 

descriptive study carried out on this language, and secondly, morphological studies carried out 

on many (inssfields I h t u  languages in general, and the Nun group of languages in particular, 

are most often based on either nouns or verbs. This study hopes to narrow the gap and check 

the undue preference given to just an aspect of a language 

1 i 
i 

future studies. 
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0.2. Theoretical framewnrk. 

As tlie study purports to cover many research areas, it might not be easily achieved hy 

the simple irpplication of a unique theoretical model. Consequently an eclectic approach will be 

adopted with emphasis on relatively current theories. Precisely, the tenets of two linguistic 

theories, gencrativc and autosegmental approaches will predominantly be employed in the 

tnorphophonologicnl analysis of data. ‘Ihe generative model will be widely employed for 

phonology and morphology, while the basic assumptions of the autosegmental theory will be 

used to explain tonal phenomena attested in the language. As concerns the syntax of the noun 

phrase (Ne) or precisely its movement, we will readily rely on Chomsky’s Principles and 

Parameters theory wliicli aptly spells out or stales the phrase structure rules of various 

constituents in any natural language 

0.2.1. The Generative Theory 

’Ibis is a linguistic theory that emerged in the late fifties and finally reached prominence 

with the puhlication of the monumenial work (The Sound Pattern of English) of Chomsky and 

t lalle (1 968). This book offered a fundamental thesis on: 

i) a theory of the internal structure of sound segments, 

ii) a theory of levels and derivation and 

iii) a theory on the link up between syntax and phonology. 

This theory is highly committed to rule formalism, having as a basic format for a phonological 

nile thus: 

A ----+rjic D. 

The formula presents ‘A’ as the structural description, ‘B’ is the structural change and ‘CD‘ is the 

context in which this change takes place. This theory upholds the following tenets: 

i) ‘l‘here IIW two levcls of mpresentations: underlying arid surface representations respectively 

which arc) conriecteJ by linearly ~ ~ n l c ~ x l  rules. 

ii) ’Ibe rules for combination and transformation must be couched in symbolic notation and 

formally defined. ‘This provides a standard way of expressing the relationship between 

phonemes and their difliercnt realizations. 

- /  
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iii) Ilnderlying representations are abstract but regular, and only indirectly mirror surface 

representations. 

iv) Phonemes are decomposable into features, thereby permitting statements of generalization 

to he expressed in a simple and natural way. 

v) Rules of a language interact in complex ways. They are disjunctively ordered, hence 

simplifying redundancies by preventing the formulation of many niles for the same unified 

process. 

With these claims, we notice that the theory, unlike its predecessor (structuralism) is 

more observationally, descriptively and explanatorily adequate. Apart from avoiding redundant 

statement of rules, it can distinguish significant generalizations from those that are insignificant 

or false, and can therefore he considered a better working tool in linguistic analysis. 

0.2.2. Autosegmental lhcory 

l 

'I'his model is a radical departure from the view of the generativists that phonological 

representation is simply depicted a.. a linear or string-line arrangement of segments and 

boundaries. 'Ihe autosegmentalists uphold the view that phonological representation should he 

seen as multi-tiered. In this c s e ,  difFererit features may be placed on separate autonomous 

levels. This theory was originally designed to handle tonal phenomena (which concerns us 

here), hut its domain was readily extended to other areas such as complex segments, vowel and 

consonant harmony, pitch accent, etc. Let us examine how this theory would look at the 

occurrence of contour tone in the demonstration below: 

[-cons] 

l'he two tiers are underlyingly independent and autonomous, but are finally synchronized on 

the surface with tones superimposed on tone bearing units following some well-formedness 

conditions (cf (foldsmith 1976). This representation requires that there should be rules 

inserting, deleting or changing elements on one autosegmental tier without necessarily affecting 
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elements on the other ticrs. In addition, it requires rules to be posited to manipulate not the 

features themselves but rather the associations between one tier and the other. This can explain 

in a strai~Iitli)tw:lrcl arid natiir;il way the surface representation derived from this naha I 

underlying form. 

(2) 
I ndzd qmE/ 

a)ndza t']I AM qme 1, 
3 [ndG ~.)m&] 'a person's garment' 

Underlying representation. 

Association line deletion. 

Tone docking. 

Surface representation 

In Baha 1, as shown above, there is a tone docking rule whereby in an N1 + N2 
combination; the floating associative tone marker docks to the left. This only happens when a 

rule must have deleted the ward boundary association line as shown in (2b). It is only by 

resorting to the autosegmental model that we can give a well principled account of the ordered 

processes in the derivation ahove. With the linear framework, we cannot account for the 

associative floating tone because it is claimed that tones are inherent parts of their tone bearing 

units such that if any segment is deleted, it drops away together with its tone. This is the reason 

why we have chosen a non-linear approach for our tonal analysis, coupled with the fact that we 

have a better working knowledge of the model. 

0.2.3 Prinriplcs nncl I'itrnnirfcrs frnmcwnrk. 

,C 

'Ihis is a concept of grammar introduced in Chomsky (198l),which takes natural 

language,that is, our linguistic competence to be a complex network of subsystems of 

principles, each with one or  inore parameters of variation, md grammars of particular 

litngiinaes to he determined hy fixing pmameters in these (sub)systems. These subsystems or 
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sub-theories and principles work concertedly in mapping the relationships that exist between t I 
the various levels of language. Writing about this theory Koopman (1998) claims that: 

1 Irc ihtincwcrik prwklrd powerful analy.ictil tools that trlluwed 

substantial Imaderiing of cinpirical coverage language internally 

and cross linprii~lically. leading to a much k l t e r  understanding of 

propertie\ of syntactic reprcscntations I t  lent itself to the discovery or 

inany ncw patterns in evcr expanding areas of inquiry md in languages 

that liad bceii little studicd previously, or Ilia1 had not been studied at all ... 

\ 
With this assertion, we feel hat Uiis theory will serve as an inskumental tool for our syntactic 

represetitation with respect to the analysis of noun phrase (NP) movement in Daba 1 which is a 

language being studied for the lirst lime. 

\ P I 

0.3. Dnta Elicitation ant1 Analysis 

As a native speaker of the language under stiidy, 1 will for the most part act as an auto- 

inli)rniant, presenting data that will he used to provide an adequate account of my intuition 

through rules and nile applications. I lowever, elderly native speakers have been consulted for 

clarifications a!! to the acceptability of certain forms or items. 

'fhis study which is essentially paradigmatic starts OK with a survey of the phonology 

and tonology in order to acquaint the reader with the sounds of the language as well as the basic 

tonetnes and possible tonal phenomena that are attested. The study proper begins with the 

grouping of the nouns into various classes on the basis of their structural constituents. There 

will be an :ittcmpt t o  lintl otit any possible correlation between morphological classes and 

scintln\ic catch:ories of the nouns. Noun related forms in this langrtge are also to be examined 

both in isolation and in collocttion with nouns, and statements will be made on the possible 

vwi;itions tl1:it might he observed in the forms presented. With respect to verbs, the various 

bimic verb sterns will he determined, the diKerent verbal aRixes mtl their semantic properties 

examined, analysed and explained. At the end o f  the operation, selected texts, if necessary, will 

he presented so as to htirig out the wide range of verbal features that could be more 
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illuminating when verbs are used in context. 

0.4 Cco-political presentation of Ihba 1 

’1 he people whose language is the object of this study live in one of the thirteen villages 

that make up Ndop plain (cf page 13), the newly created Ngoketunjia division in the North- 

West Provincc of Cameroon. ‘1% village is situated at about forty kilometres from Bamenda, 

along the ring njad that leaves Bamenda through Kumbo (Nso). It has a population of about 

15.000’ people living under a unilicd “fondom”. The predominant activities here include 

pastoral agriculture, woodwork, weaving, fishing, rice cultivation, etc. 

‘the history of this people is marked by migration. They make up part of the large Tikar 

tribe who migrated from Lhrnu, in the North-East of Nigeria and settled in the north around the 

Adamawa high plateau. ‘the Baba 1 people decided to leave and move southwards, sojourning 

in many places. M e r  several devastating warfms, disagreements and desertions in their ranks, 

they finally arrivcd and settled in the present site as elearly indcated on the maps found on the 

following pages. 

I 
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THE 1,OCATION OF BABA 1 IN ANGLOPHONE CAMEROON 
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8.5 Linghistic clnrrificntinn of  the language. 

I\aha 1 is one of the many Grassfields Bantu languages assigned to the Benuc-Congn 

subdivision. This sub-division lhlls undcr one of the major African language families referred 

to as Niger-Kordofanian (cf Welmers 1973:16-18). More specifically, Baba I cohstitutes one o f  

the languages under the Nun language group. The Nun group in turn is among the other 

subgroups forming a larger group which is variably referred to as Eastern Grassfield and 

Mbam-Nkam. 'I'he Grassfields languages in general have been the object of many linguistic 

classifications, notahly that of Tessman (1955:13) among others. He puts together such 

languages as I\angorn, M i .  Randcng, and Bapi which he calls Bamileke languages. llowever, 

he establishes a link between these and some other languages in the Bamenda area. He observes 

that thc resernblancc shown by languages of these two geographical areas indicates a common 

linguistic parcntagc that could be traced from a very distant origin. 

I 

Later, Voorhocvc (1971) regrouped under he appellation of Mbam-Nkam, the 

following language subgroups: Nkambe, Ngemba, Bamileke, and Bamoun, while referring to 

thc rest of the Grassfields Bantu as Western Grassfields. In like manner, Stallcup (1977:43-57) 

dividcs the Grassfields Bantu languages into two major groups namely: Western Grassfield and 

Mham-Nkam. In this classification, Baba I is assigned to the Mbam-Nkam group as represented 

Bamun 
Baba I 
Bapi 
Bandeng 
Bambalang 

). 

helow: 

Fig. 1 
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'I'IIE GHASSFlELD BANTU LANGUAGES 



THE VILLAGES OF N W I '  PLAIN SHOWING BABA 1 
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Ilecently, IXcu et al (1983) have carried out a seemingly less detailed reclassification of 

the Nun languages where they give Ihba I an identification index of 900” under zone 9. 

Mungaka is considered the main language of this zone, while Baba 1, 5ati, and Bandeng are E rr 
considered dialects. Nevertheless, a more plausible classification seems to be that of Stallcup 

where these speech forms are considered as related languages. This is because no detailed 

f 

1 

I 
I 

comparative studies have yet been carried out on all these languages and Dieu’s recent study 

was based on an approximative and hasty approach. The result is that some of the speech forms I 
1 
~ 

referred to by Stallcup were leA out. A similar study carried out by the author of this present 

work on some or the Nun languages showed that they are not dialects of the same language. 

‘I‘his is because the highest similarity rate did not attain the sixty to ninety percent, which is the 

range exhibited by dialects of the same language (Ouarisma and Mahlig 1986: 21) 

I 
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I lltiha f in this stirt Iy invariably refers to the language and the village. &fore 

precision will he mride whivver such an appellation is deemed ambiguolcs. 

This figiwr is (111 estimate hmed on the 1987 census results that gave this vilkige (I 2 

I / l l ~ ~ l t l ~ U l ~ i J ~ l  0/' 12935 pC(lp/C. 
I 

3 7'hc Ianptage i s  referred to by Uieu et a1 (1983) as Bapakum, Bapa and the 
speakers cull it sli pd-pi& or pa'pidltitm. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1. Phonology and 'l'oiws 

This pitii denls with two subsidiary areas which are deemed indispensable to our main 

topic "'lhe Morpho-syntax of Ilaba I". In this respect, the analysis of these subsidiary areas will 

be brief hut accurate, with more emphasis only on those aspects that are considered relevant to 

our main men of study which is morphology. 

The generative approach as indicated will readily be employed for our phonological 

analysis. This is because, as earlier stated, this theory has proven to be more efficient and 

explanatory than the structuralist model. In the course of our analysis, the generative 

phonological theory will be reconstructed on the basis of concrete linguistic data, rather than 

characterizing It in terms or similarities to, and differences from other linguistic theories. On 

the other hand, with respect to our tonal anatysis, we will adopt the auto-segmental theory 

which is shown to have significant advantages over linear or segmental analysis. 

1.0 Phonetic Inventory 

'This chapter sets out to present all the sound segments that are observable in Baba 1. 

Emphasis here is on an exhaustive enumeration without distinction, of the sum total of all 

surface sounds found in morphemes in this language, starting with the consonants. 

1.0.1 Consonants 

In the table below, a synopsis of all the consonants in Baba I is presented. included in 

the table are all the phonetic features characterizing all the consonants. It will be noticed that 

some of the sounds listed here can only occur on the surface while in combination with other 

sounds, and others have completely different realizations. These will all be presented and their 

varying manifestations within the different contexts will be explained by the help of 

phonological rules. 

17 



Fig. 2: Surface consoiiants (phonetic). 

COR +COR 

I-ANr- -ANT 

-HIGH +HIGH 

.BACK +BACK 

+ROUND 

(Adapted from Schane’s 1973 universal grid.) 

ntese words helow are examples used to illustrate the different surface consonants in Baba I .  

18 



(3) 
i) Ipl pAm 
ii) ibl sbb; 

iii) / t i t /  iiii17 

iv) If/ iir~ 
v) Ivl vam 

vi) It/ tho 

vii) In1 n h  

viii) Indl ndho 

ix) Ind7J ndzbx 

x) Its/ IS5 

xi) AI  io 
xii) Is/ shq 
xiii) Irl rho 
xiv) I ~ I  Jho 

1.0.2 Vowels 

'bag' 
'pierce it!' 

l i d  

'wound' 

stomach' 

'neck' 

'bead' 

'cup' 

'wine' 

'kola nut' 

'name' 

'teeth' 
'chair' 
'illness' 

xv) Id1 tli 
xvi) 161 hi 
xvii) IF/ plm 

xviii) /y/ yilo 

xix) /k/ khm 

xx) /g! gk571a 

xxi) 1x1 x i  
xxii) 171 Yd 

xxiii) / r~ l  
xxiv) /w/ w6 

xxv) I71 47 

xxvi) /kpl kp6r 
xxvii) lgbl gb6 
xxviii) /om1 om& 

'salt' 
'eat!' 

'sun' 

' noise' 

'crab' 

'kernel' 

'lion' 

'thief 

'sugar cane' 

'death' 

'eye' 

'toilet' 
'sell' 
'person' 

In Baba I there are two main vowel types: simple and complex vowels. Simple vowels 

or monophthongs here refer to single vowels within the same syllable while complex vowels 

are two or more vowels within the same syllable. Complex vowels can be divided into 

diphthongs nnd long vowcls. Diphthongs are clusters of unidentical vowels within the same 

syllable while long vowels are double identical vowels within a single syllable. We will first of 

all present all the surface vowels observed in words in this language. 

Fig. 3 Surface vowe 

l h e  above table gives a glimpse of the surface vowels which are arranged at four 

direrent levels of aperture. Below are a few examples showing some words containing the 
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direrent vowels in the language under study. We are concerned here with the single vowels or 

monophthongs. 

(4) 

i) /i/ /ji/ 'blood' v) /at /nd&l 'garment' 

ii) /i/ /+I 'camwood' vi) /a/ /tau/ 'navel' 

iii) /u/ / t s d  'head' vii) lo/ fp6l 'hand' 

iv) / e /  /pk/ 'fidu' viii) lul / g W  'buy!' 

As already mentioned above, diphthongs are generally sequences of two or more 

unidentical vowels having the structure cvl v2, while long vowels are sequences of identical 

vowcls occurring in the form cv1 vi. 
I 

In Baba I, high vowels combine with non-high vowels or with other high vowels to 

form diphthongs as shown below: 

( 5 )  

a) pi6 'boundary' 

b ) xk 'lion' 

c) iii ' Ired 

d) t l h ~  'ceiling' 

e)  g(ih 'throwaway' 

0 g h  'type ofjuju' 

g) rub 'fon' 

h) rJgi)i 'wife' 

'I'liese examples show that only a restricted number of vowels can follow high vowels 

wlien they are in immediate sequence within the same morpheme (cf fig 6). Ifowever, when 

morphemes come together in derivational environments, any two vowels, be they identical or 

uiiidentical, are capable of occurring together as shown below in these combinations o f  nouns t 

possessive constructioiis: 



8) lnghf+a/ -IngW ' my wife' 

It should be noted that the two contiguous vowels illustrated by the. examples above are 

separated by a morpheme boundary in each case. The first vowel before the morpheme 

boundary ( i )  is the stem vowel while the following one mhks  the possessive suffix. 

Also present in this language are long vowels which, as earlier said, occur in the order 

CVI V I  as shown by these minimal pain below: 

(7) 
a) k66 'crow' k6 'take!' 

b) t h h d  'stitch!' tht5 'stir' (soup) 

c) pljb 'sky' pti 'them' 

d) [[I 'cut!' h 'know' 

These opposing items serving as examples explain two phenomena in Baba 1. They give 

empirical evidence that long vowels exist, and secondly, that vowel length is phonemic in this 

language. 

1.1 Syllable structure of morphemes. 

The syllable of a morpheme is the internal arrangement of segments in the said 

morpheme. 'this arrangement is usually in such a way that segments are distributed following a 

well defined pattern in any language. The distribution of phonemes within a syllable following 

a specified pattern in a given language gives the canonical shape of morpheme in the said 

language. 
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i 
Jurgen and [ h u l a t  (i971: 15) consider a syllable to be a phonetic unit made up of an 1 

obligatory central element called the nucleus and two marginal elements which may be optional 

depending on the language in question. Each language has a prefemd syllable structure such 

that if this structure is violared when morphemes come together in word derivation, the 

language would adopt a number of mechanisms to reconstruct the segments to be in conformity 

with the required syllehle structure of the said language. This is one of the reasons why the 

study of syllable structure of a language is important, since it is through this that one can 

explain sound segmentation and interpret some phonological processes that are geared towards 

maintaining a prererred syllable structure in languages. 

In examining the corpus fmm a given language one might discover that the said 

language does not permit a sequence of two or more consdnants. In such a language, affricates 

like [d3l, Ill], [dz] and [tsl, if present in this language would be considered as complex 

segments rather than a successionqf two consonants. 

Daba I is one of those languages that do not allow consonant clusters especially in initial 

positions of words. l h i s  is justified by the fact that foreign words having consonant clusters, 

when horrowcd into naha 1 are restructured to suit the structural pattern of indigenous words in 

the said language as showfi below: 

(8) 

English Daba I Oloss 

[skull ljiktir] 'school' 

[hrikl 1 halix I 'brick' 

[klay] {k;r&r] or LkalArl 'class' 

Ispun1 ilciptinl 'spoon' 

I\nsicnlly I; schwn is seen IO he inserted to hreak a cluster of consonants word initially since it is 

an impermissible sequence in this languge. 

1.2 Complex Segments 

Complex segments refer to segments of the same natural class in immediate sequence, 

and these woidd include prenasals and afliicates since they are found in Daba 1, the language 
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under study. 13loomtield (1933) considers affricates as single units though they are macle up of 

“compound plioncme” whcrc two simple phonemes act as a unit. 
On the other hand, prenasalized stops have the distributional and phonological 

propertics ol‘siiiglc segnieiils As Antlerson (1976: 331) puts it: 
In  a variety uf languages uf M i c a ,  Soul11 America, New Guinea and various 
areas of the Pacific, elements lmnscribed as (mb, nd, rJg] etc, clearly behave as 
single unils. 

Furthermore, Ilerbcrt (1977: 16) regards prenasalized consonants in formal terms as a 

necessary homorganic sequence of nasal and non-nasal consonant segments which together 

exhibit the approximate surface duration of simple consonants. Following the views of the 

i i h v e  authors we can conclude that prenasalized consonants are underlyingly sequences o f ,  

nasal and non-nasal segments which, at the phonetic level, surface as single units since they 

have a shorter articulatory duration than normal bisegmental clusters. This can be illustrated 

below: 

(9) 

a) [mbirj ‘hands’ 

The morpheme in (a) above can have the following simplified abstract representation: 
c ‘ c v  
I I 1  

I l l  
x x x  

m b o  

while (b) will be rcprcscnted as follows: 
c c v c  
\ I 1  I 

x x x  

The articutatory duration of the nasal and non-nasal segments in (a) is longer than that in (b) 

meaning that one can talk sf a hisegmental cluster in (a) but for the fact that Id is syllabic 

while (h) is a prenasal. ‘llx bilabial nasal in (a) cannot be considered as part of the complex 
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segment /mb/ because it bears a tone. 'I'his is because segments that bear tones are syllabic and 

they can function as the nucleus ora  syllable. 

In Raba 1 most nasals especially in initial positions are capable of being syllabic and can 

normally carry a tone. In this language one can duly establish a difference between a prenasal 

and a syllahic nasal especially from the phonetic point of view. Phonemically there are no two 

words in this language which differ simply because one begins with a prenasal and the other 

with a syllabic nasal as in the two items below: 

Ngiip 'mat' 

t4-g;p *0 

The absence of a minimal pair as the two words above indicate justifies the hypothesis that in 

Raba I one cannot phonemically make a clear-cut distinction between prenasals and syllabic 

nasals. Prenasals and syllabic nasals in this language can ofien overlap especially if the latter 

bear a low tone and moreover employed in fast speech. However, syllabic n a d s  are used in 

well defined contexts to convey grammatical rather than lexical information. 

It is important to note here that homorganic nasals are oiten used to form the plurals of 

certain nouns for the few nouns that form their plurals by the use of a syllabic nasal prefix as 

the examples below show: 

(10) 

p6 'hand' mb6 *hands' 

kh 'foot' j k u  'feet' 

kArJ 'spear' 6kih  'Spears' 

The fact that the labial stop in /PO/ becomes voiced when a nasal precedes it in initial 

position while the vel= remain voiceless can be explained. This is probably because, in this 

Ianpunge. voiced hilahiiil stops never occiir in initial positions in indigenous words. Also we do 

not have prenasalized voiceless bilabial stops in the language in any environment. For the 

velars they can occur initially both as simple and prenasalized voiced and voiceless velar 

consonants rcspcctivcly as these few examples below show: 

8 

(1 1) 

rJ&ArJ 'country' rJkArJ 'spears' 
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os6 'crocodile' rJkb 'message' 

od 'grass' oki 'rope' 

From thesc cx;unples above we realize that voicing and voicelessness are phonemic 

when they concern velar and other consonants but not with bilabial stops because the voiced 

hilnhial stop can never occur in initial position without being prenasalized, while the voiceless 

counterpart can never he prenasalized in any context whatsoever. 

I f  we consider that initial nasals are rather prenasals, problems will arise when we come 

to cases as the words helow: 

(12) 

i) n d  'market' vi) ntji 'water' 

ii) mh6 'nailbreast' vii) ndzi 'clothes' 

iii) nd3Am 'ax' viii) n d h  'cuphorn' 

iv) rJk6 ' monkey' ix) r~ghp 'mat' 

v) I l l i i  'vomit' x) ndii 'race' 

The problem here is that if the two initial COIWOIIMtS in each word are actually single 

phonic units, we expect that phonologically the second consonant would naturally be voiced 

through ~~SimifDt6n  in all the cases considering the environment in which it occurs. Likewise, if 

we consider the initial nasals as prenasals we would expect no opposition between voiced 

consonants and their voiceless counterparts as illustrated by the minimal pairs below: 

(13) 

okhp 'debt' OYGP 'mat' 

ntii 'vomit' ndii 'race' 

okh 'message' I& 'crocodile' 

ntji 'water' nd3i 'hunger' 

Following the facts presented above by our analysis we would conclude that most initial 

n;isiils in Ihihn I can hc syllabic in slow speech. 'I'he assignment of syllable structure in this 

I I U I ~ U ~ ~ C  will thus hc in agrecmcnt with the views of Kaye and Selkirk (1982), Vergnaud, Jlalle 

et RI (1978). According to their assumptian the syllable is divided into two pouts: the onset, 

containing all material prior to the syllabic peak or nucleus, which usually consists of a vowel; 
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though in other languages other segments may function as syllabic peak, (Van der €fulst and 

Norval Smith 1982: 258). In Baba I, nasals besides vowels are those segments which can 

function us syllabic penkh hecnuse they can hear tones. 

1.3 Syllable types 

This section seeks to examine the various syllable shapes that exist in Baba I. It should 

be noted that there is hardly a clear cut distinction between a monosyllabic morpheme and a 

syllable because in some cases, some syllables constitute whole morphemes. 

1.3.1 Monosyllabic shapes 

'lhese are forms which are initiated or realized in an utterance by what Ladefoged 

(1975: 221) calls a single chest pulse. In the language under study, monosyllabic shapes are 

varied with regards to the number of segments that could constitute such shapes as shown 

below: 

(14) 

a) Pd * FUfil' c) oktip 'debt' 

b) kbp 'forest' d) pfSo 'canoe' 

In Daha I ,  morphemes with monosyllabic structure generally predominate manifesting 

various segmental arrangements. ?hey sometimes begin with an initial nasal as in (c) above, 

and the nasal is capable of being syllabic mostly in slow speech. We can thus postulate a 

formula to capture the genemlized syllable structure in this language as shown below: 

("<:I)V (V) (q) 
This frame shows that Ml is an abstract nasal that can readily assimilate the features of a 

contiguous consonant nt initial position, C1 is the Ant consonant, and V is the vowel serving as 

the nucleus of the syllable while C2 is the second consahant. The elements in parenthesis mean 

that their occurrence is optional. This is indicative of the fact that we can have different kinds 

of monosyllabic shapes in Baha 1 as discussed below. 

1.3.1.1 The V shape 

l3ah:i I has no initial vowel except for a few pronoun forms and other isolated 

morphemes which consist of only a vowel. These single segmental syllables are quite few in 

this language. They can also be made up of syllabic nasal, and in the case of vowels, ld, fi/ and 
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/ul are so frequent in such forms which are usually grammatical rather than lexical morphemes 

ns shown helow: 

(15) 

i) llsii i iY - [ lSU-Sl 'my head' 

ii) /nor I u/ - 1  rJSr-<il 'your body' 

iii) /r&i- i/ -[ray -i l  'his/her/its yam' 

iv) /8sid -'It is a fish' 

v) / ii wi, ON -'who is there?' 

It is who there 

vi) IS ku-rnal ' I t  has died' 

It die (asp) 

The constructions above show that /a/, /id and /u/ are used as singular possessive 

pronoun morphemes in associative constructions (cf 15-iii) while /a/ with varying tonal 

manifestations can function as subject of interrogative or declarative constructions as indicated 

by (1 5 iv - vi). These are only bound morphemes as opposed to free morphemes because the 

former do not usually make sense in isolation. 

1.3.1.2 The CV form 

This structural morphemic shape often referred to as open syllable, is relatively 

predominant in Ihha 1. This form can take practically any of the vowels in this lanbwage as 

shown helow: 

(16) 

a) p6 'hand' d)$ 'camwood' g)ndzj  'garment' 

h) 16 'pnlm tree' c) Ii 'hlocnl' 

c)sii 'fish' I) fA 'kind ol'bird' 

1.3.1.3. T h e  CVC form 

Morphemes having this shape are referred to as closed syllables because they end with a 

consonant, unlike open syllables that end with a vowel. It should be noted that, just like open 

syllables, these can have a sequence of two vowels: 
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Open C V  syllables Open CVV syllables 

(17) 

a) p t  'fufu' d) pi6 'boundary 

b) vii 'ash' e) X h  'lion' 

c) {i 'blood' I) k61 'bed' 

Closed CVC syllables 

(1 8) 
a) pdx 'mushroom' d) fie? 'case /judgement' 

b) sho 'teeth' e) ti& 'snail' 

c) kin 'pot' 0 fikl 'thunder' 

Closed CVVC syllables 

The examples above show that when a sequence of two vowels occurs in lexical 

morphemes, the first in most cases is always a high vowel. This is true for both open and closed 

syllahles. In cvc structures, le1 has not yet been attested especially in nominal forms in Daba I. 

'i'his shows that such structures are discriminatory in terms of the vowels they take. It should 

however be noted that any initial high vowel in a complex syllable can readily undergo glide 

hrmation particularly in fast speech. 

1.4 The distribution of segments 

Ilaving enumerated the various segments and the forms that syllables assume in Baba 1, 

it is necessary to examine the manner in which consonants and vowels are distributed in the 

various forms of the syllable types we have discussed above, notably CV and CVC. 

1.4.1 Segmental distribution in CV structure 

In this type of syllable structure, the following consonants have been attested to occur in 

initial C position: 

Ipl, lyl, Iwl. lkl,lgl, lvl. 117, 11.4, ftjl, lrl, IIJ, IY I, Id, Idg, Idd, kpl, IIJ, lml,l PI ,  101, Id, Is/ ljl, 

I&/, lolnl. 

I n  the position occupied by V, practically all vowels can occur except lW which occurs only 

before mother vowel. 'I he examples below illustrate the occurrence of the various vowels that 

are found in V position in a CV structure: 
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(19) 

i) d3i 'eat' vii) s6 'hoe' 

ii) IS; 'kola-nut' viii) tli 'salt' 

iii) sc! 'elephant' ix) p6 'hand' 

iv) w6 'death' x) s6 'fish' 

v) Pi 'camwood' xi) ph 'madness' 

1.4.2 Segmental distribution in CVC structure 
I n  this type of structure, practically all the consonants that occur in C in (1.4.2.1) also 

appear in the same position here. The only difference is that the consonants that occur in C2 in 

ClVC2 are not many. We can say that the final position in this syllable type is discriminatory 

in terms ofthe type of consonants it accepts, and the restricted number of consonants occurring 

here can be eniimcrated thus: [m), lo!, 171. Ip1, [r] and [XI. These final consonants can be found 

in the words below: 

(20) 

a) cvm 

k5m 'crab' 

~ j m  'iron' 

tliim 'sardine' 

rani 'witchcrafl 

v;m 'stomach' 

b) cvo 

tau 'navel' 

shr) 'teeth' 

fbr) 'owl' 

I mu? 'fire' 
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sil7 

167 

Lf7 

'pepper' 

'sleep' 

' Fever' 

'shoe' 

'hnrk' 

'coward' 

'swamp' 

*war' 

'hush' 

'relative' 

*type of mushroom' 

'satisfaction' 

' yom' 

'hip' 

'ladder' 

'parcel' 

'pounded cocoyams' 

Since it is too lengthy to enumerate the occurrence of all the consonants in -.-E different 

positions by analysis, it will be preferable to put them in the form of a table as shown below. 

The vertical axis contains consonants in C 1 position while the C2 consonants are contained in 
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Fig. 4: Distribution ofconsonants 

Our analysis so far shows that apart fmm prenasalized consonants which occur in initial 

position, there are no consonant clusters in this position in Bsba 1. Nevertheless, there occur 

consonant clusters in specific and well defined environments. These clusters are found mostly 

in compound words as a result of derivations and compounding. 
It should be noted that these consonants appear medially but never initially or finally as 

shown below: 

(21) 

tn&i 'em' 

A m d  'timbrella' 

nds;p1; 'porcupine' 
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mhimit; 'wccvil' 
When we look at the words above, the consonant clusters show a high degree of 

unnatural combinations. liven nasals which in this language are so ready to assimilate the point 

of articulation or the following consonants, they remain unchanged in medial positions. This 

would enable us to constrain our rule of nasal assimilation to apply exclusively in word initial 

position as shown below: In word initial position, a nasal assimilates the point of articulation of 

the following consonant. It  is represented formally as: 
R 1: Itomorganic nasal assimilation. 

This rule will apply on the limns in (a) below and not in (b) 

(22) 
(a) 0) 
/N + kbrJ/ [okArJI 'spears' I tbNId [t6rJli] 'ear' 
M + pcil [mhcil hands' lWilNt& [ d m t i ]  'umbrella' 
R\l+kZII lokal 'feet' ImbhNtd [rnbhrnti] 'weevil' 
/N + k6xtil Iok6xdl 'knees' IhiNtd I J w ~  'to count' 

1.4.3. Disyllabic morphemes 
Many morphemes that have more than two syllables in this language are mostly 

compound words as well as foreign words that have partially or totally been restructured to tit 

into the system of the language as the following examples show: 

(23) 

okirJghni 'cobweb' (rope of spider) 

pAm~k6la 'horse' (animal of white man) 

ki~nd;pA? 'pipe' (pot of tobacco) 

tsiuitliip ' l0Ol'  (IlCrrCl ol'llousc) 

These words above show disyllabic morphemes which have been brought together through 

compounding while those below are loaned words from English and their correspondences in 
Raba I: 
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(24) 
English naha I 
flower fnrziwzi 
bicycle hRs6kb 
tahlc t&h& 
bottle p&ri 

1.4.3.1 Occurrence nf vnwels within the morpheme. 

Like consonants, vowels also show a degree of restt.-te- occurrence. The tat.- below 

presents a summary of the Occurrence of vowels in the di&nt syllable types that have been 

discussed in Uaba 1. 

Fig. 5:  LXstrihution of vowels 
I 

The table shows that only /i/, /ul and ld CM occur as morphemes without consonantal 

segments. The type of morphemic structure, as already mentioned, is grammatical rather than a 

lexical morpheme. For the CV and CVC forms, practically dl vowels CM occur in V position. 

It should he noted that as indicated earlier, no nominal form in this language has been attested 

with /e/ in interconsonantal position. Interconsonantal /e/ is found only in verbal forms as the 

examples below illustrate: 

(25)  
Verbal forms nominal forms 

kpCnt5 ' f i l l  in !' Yb 'thief' 
Skli 'separate' kb 'tiredness' 
gh& 'settle !' (price) s t  'elephant' 

senti 'break!' pb 'fufu' 

The above opposition between verbal and nominal forms shows that the mid-high front 
vowel occurs uniquely in open syllables in nominal forms, but inter-consonantally in verbal 

forms 
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1. Possible vowel comhinations 
As earlier mentioned, I3aba 1 distinguishes two types of vowel combinations within a 

single syllable in a morpheme. This means that we can have structures like CVlVl and CV1V2 

respectivcly occurring cach in a givcn syllable of a morpheme. In the case of CVlV2, VI  i s  

always mostly a high vowel which may undergo some phonological processes like deletion or 

semivocaliiation (usually in f k t  speech). ‘Ihe table below illustrates this type of vowel 

combination. 

Fig. 6: V 1 V2 Combination 

It should be noted that the high front rounded vowel /ii/ is  not a basic vowel in this 

language. I t  is derived by nile of vowel coalescence which states that: a high back rounded 

vowel is fronted when it precedes a high front vowel and another vowel in contiguous 

environment a? formally represented below: 

H 2: tligh hack vowel fronting. 

/u/ + [ti]/- i V 

‘I’his rule applies to the forms below to give the surface phonetic representations as 

shown: 
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(26) 

a) IrJghil + 8/ [ugiii-al 'my wife' 

h) lkiiiil lkftil 'file' (verb) 

c) lg61iI !&I 'huy' 

d) Igili8xl lgiihxl 'throw away!' 

e) kuii71 Ikbi?] ' reed!' 

In example (a) above, another rule, this time a vowel deletion rule is needed to give the 

correct surface fcirm. 'lliis means that this language does not permit a sequence of three vowels 

to appear at the surface phonetic level. Our rule therefore states that the second of three vowels 

in a sequence is  deleted. It can be represented formally as follows: 

R 3: Deletion of the second of three vowels in a sequence. 

I 

/VI -3 0 l V -  v 

- cons - cons 

This rule can derive the surface forms of the underlying constructions below: 

/puli + a/ -Ipli-.il 

sky my 

Ind3lO -t h/ -[nd3i-h] 

sheep my 

/k66 + il [kb-i] 

crow his 

Ixh t 61 (xi-al 

lllil M - [ti-&] 

lion your 

tree my 

'my sky' 

'my sheep' 

'hisherhi crow' 

'your lion' 

* my tree' 
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1 laving discussed lengthily about unidentical vowel sequences and their behaviour in i 
si contiguous environment, we now examine long vowels or identical vowel sequences. 

4 
Fig. 7: V 1 V I  C'omhination I 

i i  1IU 

cc 00 

aa 

The postulation of long vowels in Uaba 1 is justified by the fact that they contrast with 

short vowels and therefore play a phonemic role as shown by the minimal pairs below: 

(28) 
I 

Long vowels Short vowels 

a) t a t 4  'stitch' 9 tat; 'stir' 

b) kM 'crow' g) k6 'take!' 

c) In *cut' h) {i 'know!' 

d) phi 'sky' i) p6 'thedthey' 

e) 1615 'recount' j) 16 'palm tree' 

9 YBglj  'showing off 1) 'pool of liquid' 

This is why we have decided that instead of considering ow high vowels as glides 

whenever they precede another vowel, they rather remain as full vowels and form complex 

nucleus with the following vowel. 

I laving systematically examined the various sounds and their permissible combinations, 

as well as the distribution between short and long vswels within morphemes, it is now 

worthwhile to deterniine the generalized morpheme structure in Baba 1. 

1.5 Morphenie structure. 
~ 

From the data 1-28 in the preceding illustrations, it is evident that morphemes in Baba I 

have the structures as represented by the examples below: 
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(29) 

Morphemes 

a) td 'kick' ntIi water 

b) Pfk 'boundary' xb 'lion' 

c) t h  'pit' n6m 'bite!' 

d) fi67 'judge!' nlhx 'cow' 

e) ski ' insult!' mandzj 'goat' 

f) 14th * frog' m&kl7 'basket' 

Shape 

'moon' cv 

'run!' c w  

'fire' cvc 

palm nut' cvvc 

'hili' cvcv 

'dew' cvcvc 

In their basic forms, verbs as well as nouns in this language are predominantly 

monosyllnhles, and to a lesser extent, there are some bisyllables. Nominal forms with more 

than two syllables are mostly borrowed items or compound morphemes as earlier noted. From 

the different shapes presented by the different groups of morphemes, we could establish a 

canonical shape representing a generalized morpheme structure in this language as shown: 

'- (C) v ((V) (C)) ((C) V(C)) '- 
This formal representation of morphemes in Baba I shows that morphemes in the 

language can either hegin with a vowel or consonant, though no lexical morpheme has yet been 

attested beginning with a vowel. 'the segments in parenthesis denote optionality. 'Ibis means 

that the minimum morpheme is made up of a segment but a lexical morpheme must have two 

or more segments. Ihe morpheme boundary marked (+) is an indication that these morphemes 

could take affixes. 

From the data used in the whole of this chapter, we have been able to elicit the sound 

segments that are observed at surface level in morphemes in Baba 1. We cannot say that these 

mine aouiitla iim those that CRII In: Found in the underlying repmentation of the same 

morphemes. For that reason, we will examine some general phonological processes and apply 

them to the behaviour of sound segments in our language. This will enable us to determine the 

basic sound segments and postulate rules that account for the possible differences between 

some surface and underlying forms. This is the preoccupation of the following chapter. 
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RI<FERENCES TO CHAPTER 1 

1. All high vowels except [t] are capuhle of undergoing gliding when theyprecede other vowels 

especially infiist speech. hut our objective is not to describefit spech in this sudy. 

2. In this language, /h/ never occurs in word initial position without being preceded hy a 

homorganic nasal except in loan words. ?'he language has only voiceless stops /PA A/, and 

/k/ us fiasic and all the voiced counterparts IhL /&and /dare  derived ihrough phonological 

rules. 
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(XlAPTER TWO 

2. Phonological andTonal Processes 

This chapter sets out to discuss scme geneml principles of phonological processes while 

situating them within the realm of the data already discussed in Baba I. These general processes 

will serve as guiding principles for the establishment of rules that will account for segmental 

alternations observed i n  ou r  data. In addition, the general tonal pattern as well 89 some tonal 

phenomena exhibited by the language will be examined. 'This will enable us to establish the 

number of contrasting tone levels and postulate rules to account for tonat alternations in 

different types of  constructions. 

, 
2.1 Phonological processes and rules 

A phonological process is a phenomenon whereby a segment is partially or totally 

changed in a given phonetic environment. On the other hand, a phonetic rule is the explicit 

I 

specification of the sum total of all the phonetic conditions which must come together for a 

phonological process to take place. As earlier mentioned, the canonical form of a phonological 

nile in the generative format is represented thus: 

A + B / C  - D 

This means 'A' hecomes '13' in the environment 'CD', where either 'C' or 'D' may be null. 

Phonological processes and rules make up one of the essential features of generative 

phonology. They serve as a bridge between phonetic inventory and phonemes, or better still, 

between surface and underlying representations, enabling the systematic passage from one to 

the other. A phonological rule permits us to understand that the phonetic qualities of a given 

sound depend oAen on the phonetic environment in which it finds itself. Consequently, the 

same sound ran be realized in different forms, determined by contextual variation. 

Phonological processes reinforce the idea of language structure being a system as seen 

hy Saussure. It makes more obvious the fact that the elements of a language are interrelated and 

dependent. 

Schane ( I  973) distinguishes four major categories of phonological processes namely: 

assimilatory, Ryllable structure, strengttminp or weakening processes and finally 
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neutralization. In Baba I, assimilatory and syllable structure processes are predominantly 
I /  j/ 

attested. 

2.1.1 Assimilation 

'1 
i 

A sound usually takes some or all of the phonetic qualities of a neighbowing sound by 

virtue of their co-occurrence in contibwous environment. This  phenomenon concerns , 
1 consonants as well as vowels. Practically all consonants in this language could uhdergo either I 

i labialization or palatalization in fast speech when they precede rounded high back vowel and 

front high unrounded vowel respectively. Since ow objective is not to describe fast speech, a 

rule may not be necessary in this case 

; 

i 
, I 

1 

2.1.1.1 The case of nasal preceding a consonant 

In such an environment, the nasal takes on the place feature values of the following 

consonant with respect to their contiguity. This type of assimilation is frequent in Baba I, and 

as earlier indicated, a rule can be formulated as follows: a nasal assimilates the point of 

articulation of the following consonant in initial position as formally represented below: . 

The feature specification of the consonant that the nasal precedes are represented by the 
variables in the rule above. This rule accounts for the changes manifested by the nasal in the 
forms below: 

(30) 
a) In-t6Nla/ - [nt6&] 'ears' 
b) /n-k6xd/ - [ok6x6] 'knees' 
c) /n-p6/ - fmb61 'hands' 
d) /n-titi-IIlF2 - lritithn61 'I have run' 

e) /n-~&-ma/  ~ [&g&-mi] 'I have gone' 

I 
I 

I run (asp) I run (asp) 

I go (asp) 1 go (asp) 
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0 /n-pi-md 
I dance (asp) 

g) /ti- wii-m5/ 
I fnll (asp) 

\I )  /n-g8l-m; nd3hp / 

i 
. I  I Imbi-mil ' I have danced' 

-[&gU-mS] ' I  have fallen' i I 
i -[i-gBi-m; nd@p J '1 have bought some meat' 

' I have died' 
I buy (asp) meat 

1 die (asp) 
i) In-kh-m; I IG-kh-mi] 

In all the forms above we realize that ail nasals preceding a consonant at initial position 

acquire the feature specification or point of articulation of the said consonant. We also notice 

that the voiceless bilabial stop becomes voiced in the environment of a nasal. 'This needs a rule 

which requires that a voiceless bilabial stop is voiced in the environment of a nasal or between 

it 4: I%ilabial step voicing 
/ 

vowels ns Ibnnally represented below: 

nasj - 

I t  should be noled that, out of all the stops in this lanyage, only bilabial stop becomes 

voiced in this environment. I'his is because all the stops can exist as both simple and 

prenasaliiad except /p/. In addition, its voiced counterpart /b/ occurs only before nasals, 

between vowels or initially in foreign words introduced into Baba 1. Though it looks 

unorthodox for us to have chosen the voiceless bilabiat stop as basic in this language, it is 
because we can clearly define where its voiced counterpart occurs. This is done without 

resorting to what may look like an aitempt to impose what is onen believed to be a general 

feature For most grasslieid languages whereby the basic sound is always assumed to be a 
voiceless one. 

i 

In addition to Ibrms in (BOc and 9 above, the rule can account for these forms below: 

(31) 

a) lnd3hp t A/ lnd35bhI 'my meat' 
b) / t h p  -t iV -[titbbh] 'my mud' 
c) lgklpt A/ - 1  gkibd) 'my left' 
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In this language. a sequence of nasal and voiceless fricatives is impermissible. This 

leads us to Formulate a rule which states that a nasal is deleted when it precedes a voiceless 

fricative or  another nasal in immediate sequence. This rule can he represented formally thus: 

R 5: Nasal cleletion before a voicelsa fricative. 
I 

The Iirsl person sinyuliir suhject marker in this language is a homorganic nasal with a 

low tone wid is usually prelixed to the immediate verb or verbal element. The nasal deletion 

rule above enables us to account in a systematic manner for the seeming irregularities in the 

constructions below: 

(32) 

a) /ii-fh-mG mhhm mhh Til&/ 

1 give (asp) money to Ton 

\'fh-m6 mbhm mM fWl'l have given 'money to the fon' 

b) /&ma' nh I FJi-ma nh] 'I have known something' 

I know (asp) something 

c) /ri-xh-nG/ llxki-niGl 'I have laughed' 

I laugh (asp) 

d) ~i-sh?-ini nc17.d rs"?-rni n d d ]  'I have washed the dress' 

I wash (asp) dress 
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i 
i 

I 

i When the nnsal serving as the subject of the sentences above is deleted, each sentence then 

hegins with a sort of glottal release indicated by the struck marked (I) before each sentence. 1 
This looks like an evidence that glottal stop in this languge was introduced to fill the slot left by 

consontints that wcre lost i n  coiirsc of the diachronic evolution of the language. I 

We would now examine the hehaviour of /I/, /r/, /yl and lrl in the data that follow. 

(33) 
A i )  I i  *sleep* /ii-II-ni& Irkii-mjJ 'I have slept' 

I slccp (asp) 

I heg (asp) 
ii) 166 'beg!' /d-lu&ni nmU [&dfi&ma gm&] 'I have begged a person' 

iii) IAA 'pass!' Ii-hA-md [&d%-ma] '1 have passed' 

I pass (asp) 
I3 i) rll 'say /n-di-mi/ 

I say (asp) 
ii) &ti 'shake' /n-rbb-md 

I shake (asp) 
iii) rh7l; 'rinse' /n-~zY?I;-mi I 

I rinse (asp) 

In-y 6-mi/- 
I see (asp) 

ii) y67 'bask!' /ii-y6/-nd- 
I warm (asp) 

iii) yfi715 'dry' /n-yh?I~-m& 
I dry (asp) 

1) i)rC *go!' In- rk-mil 
I go (asp) 

ii) fi 'do!' Iri- ri-mi/- 
I do (asp) 

iii) wiipIS 'imitate!' /n- rupIi-mS/ 

Ci ) y6 'see!' 

Id-dzil-ma] '1 have said it' 

[~-dzi~t&m,] '1 have shaken it' 

[ ~ d z i ? I ~ - m ~  ] 'I have rinsed it' 

[n-d36-m;] 'I have seen it' 

[f;-d36?-mi] I have basked it 

[i- d367l&m6] I have dried it 

[&&-mi] 1 have gone' 

[j-gi-mj] 'I have done it' 

[i-glipl&m;] 'I have imitated it' 

I imitate (asp) 

iv) wii 'fall!' ln- wb- n i i  I [&gb-ma] 'I have fallen' 

I lid1 (asp) 

'lhe data in (33) above clearly show that /I/, Irl, /y/, /r/and /w/ become Id/, /did, Idg and 

Id respectively when preceded by a nasal in word initial position. In order not to miss a 

linguistically significant generalization, we divide these sounds into two natural classes and 

formulate rules to explain their hehaviour, since they actually describe a unified process. 
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'lliere is a rule wliich slates that a trill and palatal glide become affricates when preceded by a ! 
3 

nasal. It can be formally represented as 

R 6: Trill and palatal glide nfTricniion. 

/ 

I 

#[+nas]- 

-back 

I 
'I'he above rule will account for the forms in (33.B and C). 'Ihere is a strengtheding rule 

which states that a lateral and a voiced velar fricative and labio-velar approximant become 

stops when preceded by a nasal in word initial position. This rule is formally represented as: 

H 7: Laterel and rpproxknant strengthening. 

-ant 
+coni 
+high 
-I hick 
+voice 

~ t [+ nas] - 
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l h i s  rule above will account in a systematic manner for the forms in (33 A and D) above. 

As opposed to rule six. this rule is sensitive to word boundary (cf 33 A ) as concerns the 

heliaviour of /I/. 

'I'lie analysis up t o  this point has brought out rules that can apply indiscriminately across 

the hoard in Raha 1. llowever, there are some forms which need an adhoc rule. These forms 

involve hilahids whicli in Iiiial position, itre deleted in collocational environment in certain 

forms as shown below: 

(34) 

i) /n&p+A/ 

ii) /ndhp -I- om&/ 

iii) IkOh i ii/ 

iv) Ikdh t fir/ 

v) Intip t N 
vi) / i i t ~ p  I minvi/  

vii) Iphm + i/ 
viii) /pAm i- sill 

'my house' 

'house of a person' 

*my fokst' 

'the forest of the relatives' 

'my hut' 

'the hut of the dug' 

'my bag' 

'the bag of fish' 

'To account for the surface forms of the constructions above, we could postulate a rule 

which deletes all hilahials in final position when they precede another word or morpheme. Such 

a rule will not apply across the hoard since it will be noticed that this deletion process in this 

particular case takes place in very few morphemes of our dah, and in an environment that 

cannot he deterniined phonologically or  morphoiogicaly. We would rather consider the above 

forms as heing accidental in this language because there b e  similar forms which are in the 

majority in this language where the above principle does not apply as illustrated below: 

(35) 

i) IrJghhm t A/ I o g h h - ~ l  'my maize' 

ii) Ioghhni t Ok&/ -1oghhm gkE] 'maize of monkey' 

iii) /gkhm t il [okhm-i] 'his/her/its bee hive 

iv) / o k h  t nt6 / -[rJkim nt61 

v) / d i m  t fit&/ - [ n t h  rht.1 *the fon's heart' 

'the bee hive of market' 
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vi) / n t h  4- N - -Intsm-h] 'my heart' 

vii) /tAp -t k/ -[ttib-A] 'my shoe' 

viii) /tAp + am*/ -I tap o m 4  'the shoe of the person' 

ix) /qklp I b/ - -[~klb-b] 'your left' 

x) Iqkip + whl -Idh ~ 6 1  'the left of stone' 

xi) /sip t yhYbl -[SAP ybxb] 'our proverb' 

xii) /SAP + ti/ -1sAb-hl 'your proverb' 

This gives empirical evidence that the forms in which labials delete in final position in 

collocational environment are actually exceptions rather than a rule in Baba 1. But if we want to 

consider the process as a general rule in the language, we need to explain why it does not apply 

in certain cases. A probably plausible explanation is to assume that the deletion of final bilabial 

in collocational environment is determined by semantic factors, but this goes beyond OUT scope 

of phonology. Where the application will bring about an ambiguity, the rule does not apply as 

shown by the data below: 

(36) 
i) rjgbCam fi6 "the maize of fon 'I ogbA fub "the side of fon" 

ii) ntsm fu6 " the heart of fon " nt4 f i b  "fkick thefon" 

iii) t6p rU& "shoe of fon" ta f% "stingthe fon" 

iv) oklp fbt! "the fon's len hand" oki fi& "Istrikethefon" 

The data above give us ample evidence to believe that the labial deletion phenomenon is 

a general rule in the language, but this language adopts a mechanism whereby the rule is 

blocked whenever its application is likely to create ambiguity. Nevertheless, this cannot be a 

convincing reason to make us believe that this is a general rule in the language which is 

blocked for reasons of amh'iguity since these apparently similar words are of different lexical 

categories. A likely explanation maybe that since these forms are statistically few, they are 

exception in the language or they are forms subject to a new rule just introduced in the 

language but is not yet well developed to apply to all forms having similar shapes. 

Another linguistically plausible explanation could be that these words have geminate 

vowels of the form cvvc such that in collocation with other words or morphemes the final 
9 
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cnnsonant becomes urrreleased and then drops. All these attempts to explain what happens in 

the data might not corivince our reader. A better solution at this point of the analysis is to 

assume that these cases are exceptions in the language, and that it could he subject to a 

diachronic inlerprektliol1 which of course is not the r0cus of our description. As a sort of 

speculation, we could imagine that at a given moment in the history of this language, there 

would have heen :i process whereby many close syllable morphemes were reduced to open 

syllable through the deletion ol' final consants. This may account for the predominance of open 

syllable morphemes ill this language. 

2.2 The invenlory of phonemes 

A phoneme is usually a sound that plays a distinctive function or role in the kanguage in 

which it occurs, or hetter still, it is an abstract mental represenlion of a phonolgcal unit in a 

language. Our objective here is t o  make a phonic inventory of the sounds which are considered 

basic in Raba I as shown hclow: 

2.2.1 Phonemic vowels 

Ilere, we are concerned with vowels which are basic or underlying in this language and only 

appear on the surl'ace alter the application of some rules. These vowels are represented in the 

figure helow: 

Ihha 1 thus has seven basic vowels as represented in the chart. The minimal pairs below will 

illustrate the distinctive role of  these phonemic vowels: 

(37) 
i/e pl 'd:lrlcc' idi ktl 'die!' 

pk * r w  ki 'bum!' 
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d a  s h  

s5m 

i/a s5 

si 

da su 

S5 

d o  sit 

s6 

uta wu 

WS7 

'miss' do 

'buttock' 

'pus' Vi 

'inli.oiic' 

'fish' ita 

'PUS' 

'fish' ita 

'Iloe' 

death' eta 

'type of vegetable' 

'madman' 

'hands' 

'sleep' 

'light' (weight) 

'needle' 

'pipe' 

'dance' 

'madness' 

'palm tree' 

kick!' 

2.2.2 Phonemic cnnsnnants 

Just like the phonemic vowels, these consonants are underlyingly represented in this 

lringuage and are thcrcr0re considered basic unlike surface sounds that are generally determined 

hy phonological context. 'l'liey are represented in the consonant chart below: 
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-COR C O R  

Making exclusive reference lo the phonemic chart in Fig 9, we have the following 

opposition between each pair of consonantic sounds below: 

I ANI' 
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'tonlorrow' 

'body of water' 

'ear' 

'he proud' 

'neck' 

'hollow tube' 

'grasshopper' 

'crocodile' 

'crab' 

'pit' 

'calabash' 

'garden egg' 

'country' 

'spear' 

'fufu' 

'tiredness' 

'il Iness' 

'canoe' 

'bask!' 

'swim!' 

'throw away!' 

'Carry!' 

'iron' 

'trace' 

'pluck!' 

*IaiigW 

'kola nut' 

'without' 
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p& 'turn it!' 

p& 'transplant!' 

vlp v& 'explodel' 

y/m yh 'see!' 

m6 'tomorrow' 

$Y PU 'them' 

y6 'something' 

k/s k6 'take!' 

si, 'hoe' 

w/k wti 'death' 

kir 'die!' 

kplk nkp6 'slave' 

okh 'message' 

dgtl nd3C 'kind of groundnut' 

ntlb 'mouth' 

m/p ma 'river' 

psi 'madness' 

y/l yAr~ 'noise' 

J&J 'root' 

f/v fd.m 'abandoned house' 

vim 'stomach' 

kpjgb kp6 'load!' 

g& 'sell!' 

dfl oh 'there' 

flb 'honey' 
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XIY X ic) 'laugh!' g/y giC716 'kernel' 

Yii) 'howl' YA?I; 'difficult' 

As could he scen from thcse words ahove, s m e  sounds which are assumed to be 

attested in this language (lo not occur as single segments on the surface. This is the case with 

13/ and /I/ which only ncciir on the surface when combined with /d/ to form affricates. Even /d/ 

shows that it is a realization of 111 when preceded by 8 nasal. We would consider /gl as a 

realization of /Y/ when preceded by a nasal. This assumption seems faulty because /g/ and /Y/ 

hoth occur in  words as simple segmental units but they occur in exclusive environments. The 

only plausible explanation for the hehaviour of /g/ and /Y/ is that, l y l  undergoes a strengthening 

process and hecnmes /g/ in initial position when it precedes a high front vowel. This process 

' 

can he explained by a rule which states that a velar fricative becomes a stop when it precedes a 

high front vowel in word initial position. 

R6: Velar strengthening. 

l h e  rule is formally representented as below: 

-ant 

-back 
L / 

This rule ahove will acount Tor the existence of the following forms in this language: 

(39) 
i) gim hold 

ii) git'lla kernel 

iii) gi mourn 
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iv) gal buy 

v) g&x throw away 

vi) g1716 reshape 

vii) ghhj sector 

With respect to these data ahove it is evident that /g/ is not a basic phoneme; it is rather the 

realisation of /u/ when preceding a high vowel. 
If the various segmental phenomena observed in this language have been given 

plausibly sound explanations, it is thanks to the notion of rule generalization. The idea of 

generalizing rules lies in the conception of universal phonetic motivation. Different phonetic 

systems are governed by different processes operating within the language in question, but the 

internal logic of the rules stemming from these diverse processes has a universal character. It is 
claimed that segments are made up of a certain number of phonetic features. In a contiguous 

environment a segment can lend one or more of its features to another segment or borrow some 

from it. l h i s  process which is actually assimilatory could be referred to here as a law of 

segmental contiguity. Each rule that consists of a sum total of homogeneous feahues will 

inevitably have a universal character, for it is as a result of what we have referred to above as a 

law of contiguity. 'l'his means that if a rule voices segments in the environment of voiced 

segments, this will be a natural rule. On the other hand, if a segment changes without taking 

anything from its neighbouring environment, we begin to ask ourselves the reason for this 

change, fix it  looks unnatural. Rules are therefore formulated to meet some natural criteria. It is 

on these grounds that we have been able to postulate rules to account for segmental variations 

in Baba I and these same assumptions will serve as guiding rules to our tonal analysis. 

2.3 Tones in Baha I 

Ihis section is aimed at acquainting the reader with the tone patterns and possible tonal 

phenomena attested in Daba I which is a tone language. Steven Bird (1999d) considers a tone 

language as one in which voice pitch on an individual syllable may carry either a lexically or 

y contrastive meaning. Welmers (1959: 2) sees a tone language as one in which 

both pitch phonemes and segmental phonemes enter into the composition of at least some 

morphemes. This means that some morphemes may lack a pitch phoneme while others may be 

exclusively made up of a tone without any segmental components or tone bearing units. It is in 

line with the above view that our analysis of Daba 1 tonal system is based. To account for 

floating tones, tone stability, contour tones etc. in a consistent manner, we have decided to 
adopt the autosegmental approach, whose choice here is justified by what ffoldsmith (1976) 

refers to ns its problem solving efficiency. 
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In Daha I there are principally two hlisic or underlying tones; high and low which 

mairest themselves on the surface in varying patterns and levels depending on the nature of 

the morpheme or segment over which they have domain and the environment in which they 

occur. 
2.3.1 l ,CVEl  tOIlCW 

,. I hese are single tonemes assigned to single tone bearing units in well defined contexts. 

2.3.1.1 Monusyllahic mcirphemes 

'Thse are single syllahles that may constitute either lexical or grammatical morphemes in this 

tnnguage as exeniplilied hy the items helow: 

(40) 

a) (11)II  

i) k6 'take' 

ii) rJkC 'monkey' 

iii) pit2 'houndary' 

iv) rJki6rJ 'vegetable' 

v) Pi 'dance' 

h) (l,)I, 

i) fbrJ 'owl' 

ii) nd3h 'sheep' 

iii) tkix 'snail' 

iv) li 'hlood' 

v) ru 'medicine' 

2.3.1.2 Bisyllabie morphemes 

These morpheme types in this language could consist of simple as well as complex nucleus, 

with the common c1iar:icteristic thiit they are considered to have two syllahles as illustrated hy 

the samples helow: 

(41) 

a) Il(lI)-ll 
i) pi1676 'Sand' 

ii) giti716 'kernel' 
iii) rnin~17i 'goat' 
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iv) m5yirJ 'ring' 
v) m h v i  'dog' 

11(1 I)-I * 

i)  t G 1 1  'CI i c k d  

ii) kiirJh 'pan' 

iii) p& 'peanut' 

iv)  niAgki7 'basket' 

v) k d i ?  'cat' 

c) L(1,)-I1 

i) xi71< 'frighten!' 

ii) fiienl; 'pick!' 

iii) YAwlim 'kite' 

iv) riiti 'shake!' 

v) kiibnt; 'stumble' 

d) L(I,)-L 

i) wiiniti 'umbrella' 

ii) t l a t l h  'cassava' 

iii) n d i p ~ ?  'tobacco' 

iv) ~ABX ' frog' 

v) sioli 'beetle' 

2.3.2 Contour tones 

llere, we refer to more than one toneme on a single syllabic unit. This language permits 

only a niaximuni of two torwmes on a single tone bearing unit. Since the language permits long 

vowel seqiicnces within a syllable, contour tones are more obvious only in collocational 

environments. I n  that respect, they are to be considered as grammatical tones rather than lexical 

tones that are supposed to be inherent in the morpheme. Contour tones are mostly found in 

syllable final position as seen in the following tone patterns below: 
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(42) 

a) (1,)1,11 

i) /ilk I J  ntU - [ n j x  nt&l 

job A M  big 

ii) Indzbx I )  ok6/ - [ndzbx okC] 

wine A M  monkey 

iii) /gim Ij til! 

OM 

catch! trec 

iv) /ll&'lJ om&/ 

OM 
judge! person 

v) /t;tiLv 11 f W  

lhg  AM lbii 

b) ( 1 I ) I I L  

i) /okiho I J  m&/ - 
vegetable AM bird 

ii) /m;ySQ C ok&/ 

ring A M  monkey 

iii) /niSnd;l,; I, fit&/ 

goat A M  fon 

iv) / ~ g i ~ i  I+ indo/ 

termite A M  tree 

v) /m&gap L tii I- 

fowl A M  trcc 

'big job' 

'wine of monkey' 

'catch tree!' 

'judge a person!' 

'frog of fon' 

'vegetable of bird' 

'ring of monkey' 

'goat of fon' 

'termite of rain' 

'fowl of the tree' 

'I'hese forms in (2.3.2 a-b) confirm a leftward tone docking process in Baba 1. This 
requires that a llonting associative or grammatical tone docks to the left in collocational 

cnvironmcnt. It  is formally represented as TRI below. 
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TR 1: Floating tone kllward clocking 

The derivation in (41 hi) can be autosegmentalized as shown in (43) below: 

(43) 

llnderlying representation n 

111. siq 'I'one docking 

[rJkiflq mas$] Surface representation 'vegetable of bird' 

Our lone docking rule can consistently account for the presence of contour tones on 

morphemes in collocational environment as exemplified by (43ib). The data presented by Baba 

1 reveal certain tonal phenomena that can be explained by morphophonemic tone rules as 
discussed by ilyman (1973b); Ilyman and Schuh (1974). Only those rules that are attested in 
this language will be reviewed. 

2.3.3 Morphophonemic tone rules 

specific morphemes or constructions as discussed below: 

2.33.1 Spreading 

These are grammuticalized rules having a common characteristic in that they refer to 

This is a process whereby a morpheme, most frequently a grammatical morpheme such 

as pronoun is considered to have no underlying tone of its own, but rather receives a tone from 

an adjacent morpheme. This is the case with some morphernes in Baba I, especially the noun- 

dependent possessive hrms that aqsociate with nouns to express possession as follows: 

(44) 

a) /ndza C a/ -[nd7S-~] 'my garment' 

giirment AM my 

b) /ntll I] mu/ -[n$ mu] 'your water' 

water AM your 
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c) /p;JlhI I] POYO/ -[p+-h ~ 6 ~ 6 1  'our animals' 

animals AM our 

d) lrJkAu 1) map1 -[rJk'aa nlspl 'their spears' 

spears AM their 

These examples illustrate that the toneless possessive forms partially assimilate the tone 

of the associative marker, or that they take on the end tone of the contour tone on the final 

syllable of their head nouns at the surface level. We could state a tone spreading rule which 

states that a toneless morpheme acquires a tone identical to the last tone of the final syllable of 

the preceding morpheme. It could formally be represented as shown: 

Possessive forms tone acquisition. TR 2 

It should be noted that the spreading process is progressive to subsequent syllables within the 

same morpheme until it is blocked by a word boundary. This is why our tone rule above has 

been constrained by the use of word boundaries. 

It should be specified that TR2 is a restricted rule that applies only to morphemes that 

are claimed to be toneless in this language. These are usually grammatical or bound 

morphemes unlike lexical morphemes like nouns and the verb bases which have their inherent 

tones in the language. 

2.33.2 Replacement 

This is a type of tone spreading but different in that the inherent tone of a morpheme is 

replaced by the tone of a preceding morpheme (cf TR3). In Daba I, such a process takes place 

in the verb paradigm. An example is the present progressive verb form whose tone in the 

citation form is different from that in a construction as seen below: 
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lY&l 'go' 

lyi  Y& ntCl - lyi  YC J, nti.1 ' I  le is going to the market' 

I lelshe go market 

The constniction above has no tense marker, and aspect is indicated by variation in the tone of 

the verb as will he discussctl in part three of our study. We could derive our surface form from 

the underlying representation by going through the various stages below: 

(46) 

I f  I I 

a) yi \. Ye i nte i underlying form 

11 I, I 

tone spreading 

contour sitnplification 

It will he noticed from the derivation above that tone replacement is made up of a 

number of ordered processes. In addition to spreading already discussed above, there are 

contour simplification and downstepping of a high tone. This down stepping is provoked by a 

preceding surface dissociated low floating tone adjacent to a high tone (cf 46d) above. 

2.3.3.2.1 Contour simplification 

In this process the end tone of a contour on the final syllable of a progressive verb form 

is dissociated. This is stated as saying that the initial tone@) of a morpheme idare deleted when 

a preceding tone docks rightward and creates a contour tone or tones on the said morpheme. It 

is formally represented as ' lR3 



'I'K 3: Inherent tone rcplaeement. 

'l'lte ahove tone rule is a morphologized one restricted only to progressive non past verb 

forms. t ience, there is the need to constrain it so that it does not apply to any type of morpheme 

or construction, and its application ends where the following verb and its atlixes end, that is, its 

domain is limited to verb base and its accompanying atlixes. 'lone simplification is closely 

followed hy another process known as downstepping, where a dissociated low tone provokes 
I 

downstepping of high (one in the preceding morpheme or word (cf TR4). 

2.3.3.2.2 Downstep 

l'iiis is a process whereby a lloating low tone resulting from tone simplification 

precedes a high tone, at the surface, thereby causing this high tom to be realized at a 

phoneticiilly lower level than its normal level. This usually happens when the following high 

tone is found across N word boundary as formally represented below as 'q: 
I 

'fH 4: Law floating tone deletion and downstepping. 

'1 he rule ahove states that a preceding floating low tone on the surface will downstep a 

high tone across morpheme or word boundary. This downstep rule is progressive and only 

stops where i t  meets a Following low tone. In addition, this rule is only at the surface when tone 

spreading rule has iilreitdy applied. 'i'his is to avoid the floating tone from re-associating with 

adjacent segments, since this is il regular principle in the language (cf 5.1.2). Let us now 

examine the motivntion For floating tones. 
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2.3.3.2.3 Floating tones 

'1 hese are tones which have lost the tone bearing unit with which they were originally 

associated. Since we assume that tones and their tone bearing units exist on separate tiers, these 

dissociated tones remain underlyingly without segments and may only be re-associated when 

morphemes come together in constructions. As already mentioned, this is the case of the 

associative marker which in this language is considered as a tonal morpheme. The recognition 

of floating toncs in the language is very crucial. In many cases where we might be tempted to 

write a morptiologii.ed nilc of tonc alternation, an underlying tone without any underlying 

segments can he posited. Such Iloating tones otlen explain otherwise baffling tonal 

modifications which occur when words and morphemes are strung together. 

Empirical supports from the data with respect to our tonal analysis have tacitly 

demonstrated that Ihba I has low and high as its basic tones (cf 2.3.1). These two basic tones 

manifest some variations at the surface level and these variations can only be explained by 

postulating some tonc rules to readily account for what looks like irregularities. We could 

clearly distinguish three tone types in this language namely: 

i) 

ii) 

Ixxical tancs which are inhcrent tones are borne by morphemes in their citation forms. 

Grammatical tones which normally occur when words or morphemes are strung 

together. 

iii) Floating tones which are tonev supposed to have lost their tone bearing units and only 

occur on the surface when re-associated to adjacent tone bearing units in the course of 

dcrivation. 
'lhe tone rules that have been postulated to account for tonal variations in this language 

have shown that some can apply only when particular constructions are concerned. This has led 

us to constrain them in such a way that the environment and also the constructions in which 

they apply (if ncccssary) are clearly stated. This has enabled us to account in a straightforward 

manner Tor some qii;isi-aiiornnlolrs tcrne patterns that are observed in this language. 

It can however be observed that the function of tones in Ihba 1, just like in many tone 

languages in general and grassfields b n t u  languages in partcular is very instrumental. 'ihis is 
because the languagc is seen to use tones in distinguishing lexical items and some grammatical 

constructions. 'tonal manifestation follows a number of well ordered rules and processes that 

run across the whole language 
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llaving stated the importance of tones in  languages in general and explored the different 

tonenies in our language under study as well as explained their varying patterning in various 

contexts, it is important to postulate it way by which these tonemes and the segmental 

phonenies of the I;ingii;igc ciui hc systematically represented graphemically. This can readily be 

done through ~ h c  cstahlistinierit o l  :I proposed orthography for Daha I ,  and this is going to be 

the subject ofthe next chapter 
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3 Orthography 

‘I his chapter seeks to lay clown the ground work for the alphabet of Baba 1 and propose 

the hasic principles Ihr writinc iuitl rcntling the language, Thc alphahet to he postulated is based 

on the sound inventory and siibsequent analysis carried out in the two previous chapters. The 

notions of  alphahct and orthography are so closely related that one cannot be discussed without 

making rererencc to the otlicr. I his fact is conlirmed by the various definitions of these two 

concepts found in the literature orthe discipline. 

Pike ( 1  971.224) defines orthography as the symbolization of phonemes using letters of 

the alphabet. Ile however acknowledges that the orthography of a language is not determined 

by purely linguistic factors, but by social and technological considerations, and therefore is 

subject to modification. 
I 

Gudschinsky (1073.1 16) on his part views orthography as: “a set letters by which the 

phonemes of a language are symbolized ..... more simply an alphabet.” This in effect illustrates 

that orthography of a language consists of a systematic manner in which the phonemes of the 

saicl Iangu;ige are reprcscntcrl usint: grnphic symhols. According to Williamson (1984:4-5), 
Orthography consists or the rules that are uscd in writing a language, 

while an alphahet consists of the symbols that one uses in writing the 

sounds of a language. 

’I‘adadjeu and Sadenibouo (l984:4), along the same reasoning claim that: 
An alphahet comprises all graphemes (letters) or characters used in writing 

a language, [and] hy orthography is meant all the conventional principles 
for writing nnd reading a langungc correctly. 

Looking at the above definitions and claims of the different authors, it is quite obvious 

that the alphahet refers to the graphemes used in representing a language in its written form and 

orthography is the sun1 total of the rules and principles that guide and facilitate the writing and 

reading of the written form o r a  language. Having made a distinction between alphabet and 

orthography, this will enable us to accurately make an inventory of the symbols of the alphabet 

or I h h n  I. 

3.1 Inventitry of  thc symbols of  the alphabet. 

As already stated above, our alphabet is based on ..J sounds elicited in the analysis of 

the data on Ihha 1. ffere we are to postulate a systematic way of representing the sound by 

means of graphemes and then tones in the written form of the language. i 
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3.1.1 Craphcrne. 

‘I’his refers to a unit, lettedletters of a writing system representing one phoneme; a single sound 

that has one phonemic correspondent. As ’l‘adadjeu and Sadembouo (1979:3) put it, a grapheme 

is ‘‘il letter o r  i:rwip or lcttcrs reprcst‘nting a single sound and forming part orthe alphabet of a 

Iiuiguagc.” In the ortliognpliy o f  Ihha I ,  just like in the written form of many languages, we 

will have hoth vocalic and consonantal graphemes. lhese could be. called segmental graphemes 

as opposed to tones which are supra-segmental graphemes or better still, diacritic marks. 

3.1.1.1 Vocalic gmphcmca. 

From the phonemic point of view, there are 7 vocalic graphemes in Baba t h u s a c a i i  

o u. ‘Ihe presence of a high front rounded vowel lii] in certain words in this language is 

phonologically conditioned since it OMXWS only after palatalized velar stops. It can therefore not 

he given a graphemic correspondence in our orthography since it is not a basic phoneme and is 

also shown to be found in very few words in this language. 

3.1.1.2 C‘onsomntul graphcnics. 

The consonant system of Dahs 1 just like that of many grassfields Bantu languages is 
rather complex with a total of 32 consonants as presented below: 

h c f g g h  gh w j k kp ky I m mh mv n nd ndzny rj om p r s s h  t t sv  w x y  

l‘hese consonantal graphemes could be classified under monograph;a single symbol whose 

phonetic value is a single sound, and diagraph;a group oftwo or more symbols which really 

slaiid for onc sound. 

a) Monographs: b c f g j  k l  m n IJ p r s  t v w x y  ’ 
h) Iliagraplis: gh gh gy k p  ky mh mv nd ndz ny rjm sh ts 

We could merge both the vocalic and consonantal grphemes in this language and arrange them 

in alphahetical order as presented below: 

a b c c a f g gh gh w i i j  k kp ky I m mh mv n nd ndz ny 0 om o p r s sh t ts u v w x y ’. 
As a wholc, h h i i  I hiis an dphabet of  39 letters or graphemic symbols which can be used lo 

rcpresent the language i n  its written form. Closely related to these segmental graphemes are 

supni- segnrrntal grqdieincs or tonc symhols. 

i 
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3.1.2 Tone symbols. 

In tone langimges tone tirnctions a5 a pitch element or register added to a syllable to 

convey grammatical or lexical infinmation. In effect, they are phonemes since they play a 

distinctive rolr iiist l i k e  c o ~ i s o ~ ~ : i n t s  anti vowels. Izor the orthography of a tone language to be 

complete, provisions mist he made on how the tones are to be represented graphemically. 

lhha 1 is a Four-tone language with two level tones (low and high) and two contour 

tones (rising and fallingh‘l he level tones are the basic tonemes in this language and the contour 

tones occur as a rcsult of wnnected speech or compounding. These contour tones are few and 

their rndrking will not ovcrload our orthography. ‘I’he choice of which tone to be marked or not 

will be between the level tones, low and high. Here the tone to be marked will be determined 

hy Mfonyam (1088:527) orthographic tone principles whereby he lays down a number of guide 
lines and hypotheses for designing tone orthography. He holds that: 

-‘l’ones should he marked in a systematic and consistent manner such that the principles apply 

across the hoard. 

-Surface tones should he marked rather than underlying tones because in some cases the lexical 

tones of some wortls chaiigc when tliesc wortls are used in grammatical constructions. 

-An orthography that marks many tones should be avoided and a balance should be struck 

hetween too many and too few tone marks. 

-The more stahle level tone slioold he marked and tone whose pitch value changes greatly 

should not he marked. 

-Since most of the tone systems we are dealing with have developed basically from two basic 

tones, low and high, our choice of which tone to mark should begin with low and high. 

-In l h t u  languages, low tone is relatively more stable than high; and more easily perceived by 

the native speaker who is learning to read and write tone, and so, it should he marked rather 

than the high tone. 

-‘]‘he frequency of tones should he taken into consideration in the choice of which to mark such 

that the more frequent tone should not he marked. 

These guide lines and principles proposed by the author though quite elaborate seem to 

he limited in scope hccause they seem to fit mostly with grassfields Bantu languages and may 

he found wanting when applied to othei langmges especially non I3antu languages. We have 

simply xitloptctl ihem hccriiise they ncatly fit with what ohtains in Baha 1, a grsssfields Bantu 
language. 
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l h e  aim of laying down these guiding principles for tone orthography is to render our 

orthography more practicable, less diiXcult and cumbersome for the users, because according 

to I3ird (2001 :23:25): 
An nrt1iiiRt:iphy sti~ritld iiot picseiil tinnecessnry obsiaclcs lo tlie lamer who may have severely limited 

acccss to hasic pcdagogical resources ..... [andl Ihe task Is to facllltaie and enable tbe usem of the 

orthography. This, the linguist must see as tlie primary objective. 

The emphasis here is on the fact that in the process of designing an orthography, issues 

that will render it ciinihersonie for the users should be avoided as much as possible I 

3.2 'Thc alphahct of I b t m  1 

The objective of this section is for us to indicate how to write and read the various 

graphemes that have heen proposed to serve for the written form of our language. We are using 

concrete data to illustrate each phoneme, its corresponding grapheme, it phonetic value and 

words in which it is found. tlefon: we prcsent this information in the form of a table, it is worth 

giving the IPA equivalence of some of these graphemes so that they are not confused with 

graphemes of English which is the inherited system that native speakers of Baba 1 are versed 

with. 

(47) 
Grapheme of  Baha 1 IPA 

C tJ 

i 

"Y 

rh I 

X 

9 7 

x (voiceless counterpart of U) 

Ijelow is u 1ab1c giving precise infi~rtnation on the representational method of the 



lonetic 

lue 

L‘1 

l ”1  

” 

a 

e 

lample Words 

ii 
njim 

nj40 
njinjim 

66 

Gloss 

.iredness 

io die 

child 

lood 

otato 

alm nut 

naize 

moking pipe 

eather 

logs 

iirds 

:orpse 

spear 

house 

country 

hands 

brick 

stab himher ! 

- 

steal 

backhehind 

xylophonekhom 

darkness 

elephant 

slap 

1 oath 



-P 
I par ir 

n m  
f;r 

Ice 

lative 

wnd 

V I  

se 

....... 

I rl 

.- 

Id :me1 

ocodile 

, hold 

I &  I irprise 

1 cut 

i sell 

lief 

eIP 
howing off 

pool of liquid 

ghamti 

,ection 

0 buy 

o throw away 

:ough 

black 

traditional spoon 

camwood 

I 

lil i 

mortar 

nccdlc 

ladder 

knee 

box 

to nail 
toilet 

Ikl k 

lkpl 
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.- 
Ikyl 

-. ~.. 
111 

lml 

~ 

Imbl 

___ 
In1vl 

....... 

IkYl 

................ 

111 

ky 
I 

m 

mb 

mv 

n 

- 
nd 

ndz 

6R 

- 
kyi’ 

mvbx 

mvi 

mimvi 

n h  

n6 

niilx 

ack (body part) 

zed 

:prosy 

ircwood 

lame 

oison 

orgelfulness 

ire 

isit 

lew 

ain 

:loud 

noney 

ype of raffa 

,ole 

-. 

log 

bead 

large body of water 

cow 

CUP 

ill luck 

thing 

clay soil 

bamboo 
garment 

full 

root 
sudwatch 

honey 

sugar cane 

there 



)in/ 

/ol 

~. 
Irl 

1st 

Ish 

IU 

__-- 
Its/ 

.. . . 

lo1 

I r l  

. - ... 
191 

Ill 

P 

r 

S 

_- 
sh 

t 

ts 

C 

__- 
U 

tsa 

ts6 

nts; 

ciim 
C l  

c6x 

W6 

E 

iket 

rsdn 

xmlmonth 

ok 

le 

osquito 

rest 

w e  

itred 

iildren 

ish 

riend 

eelh 

llness 

ntelligence 

xofit 

pit 

ear 

ceiling 

kola nut 

head 

height 

sardine 

salt 

night 

death 

work 
, i' 
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V 

W 

X 

fU 

Vi l  

V P  

- 

vam 

Wb' 

Wfi' 

whx 

X b  

medicine 

wood ash 

dirt 
stomach 

swiniming 

type of vegetable 

pride 

lion 

mushroom 

calabash 

satisfaction 

noise 

plum 

fool 

coldlfever 

pepper 

indian bamboo 

We are at the end of part onc of  our study which in reality constitutes the foundation or the 

building blocks upon which the whole study depends. in this first section of the work, we have 

been able to meticulously make an inventory of all the sounds used in this language. Through 

the behaviour of some or lhcsc sounds in different contexts, we have been able to determine 

those that are basic or underlying and those that only appear on the surface as conditioned by 

the phonological contexts in which they find themselves. The phonotactics of the language has 

been clearly brought out and this specifies the permisible sound sequences that can be found. In 

ntltliticrn, the diflcrent s y l l d h  structures found have been examined and analysed so as to come 

out with a generaliLcd syllable structure for the language. 

At the suprascniental level, we liave established in our analysis that this language has 

two h:isic toricnics, low and high, though with various manifestations which are characteristic 

of most grassfields Dantu languages. Some tonal phenomena in the literame have been 

discussed and applied to what is observed in this language. This has enabled us to 

systetnntically explain the behaviour of tones in Baba 1. 
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The above achievements hive been realised thanks to the US~: of generative and 

autosegmental theoretical frameworks which have enabled us to formulate well motivated rules 

that apply across the ho;trtl 

A cniciiil :ispect of o u r  segiiient:d :ind suprasegmental analysis is that it does not only 

serve as a hnse for the ongoing study, but most importantly, this has provided the language with 

:I phonemic writitig syctein or an  orthography. This therefore means that we have prepared our 

IiiiiRuage to serve i is a n  elkctive vehicle (br literacy and education which is very instrumental 

at this era of globalimtion. 

The next arcid to he examined is the structure of nouns in this language. .Bantu 

languages are usually ctiaracterized by a nominal class system. Part two of this study 

concentrates on showing that Raba 1 like other Bantu languages has a nominal class system 

which may however he morphologically reduced. 
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Cl IAPIER FOUR 

4 Noun Morphology 

'I'his chapter will examine the structure of nouns in the language and make an 

interpretatioii or explmitioii of' all tlie noniinal allixes that are morphologically marked in the 

said language. 

4.1 Noun Clauses 

llere we will explain what is meant by noun classes in Bantu languages as a whole and try to 

see whether this ties with 1hha I nouns. 

4.1.1. Inlrotluclion 

Uenerally, Ilantu languages consist of a class system whereby nouns are usually marked 

by prefixes referred to as nominal prefixes. I3y means of dese  nominal prefixes, nouns in any 

given L3antu I.mguage can he grouped into different morphological classes. These classes, by 

virtue of their prefixes can in turn he paired up in oppositional relationship marking singular 

and plural. A pair of prefixes marking singular and plural opposition in a Bantu language is 

referred to as a gender (Welmers 1973: 161). 

linlike in  many Indo-European languages where gender correlates with sex, in African 

languages, gender gencrally brings about the idea of an opposition of singular and plural noun 

classes. 'l'lierc are genders which however do not exhibit this singular/plural dichotomy, and are 

referred to as single class genders. 'I'he most remarkable examples of this nature are the groups 

of liquid mass nouns generally found in class 6 in most Bantu languages. 

In many h n t u  languages as well,we can nevertheless notice a certain degree of 

correlation between morphological classes and semantic categories. In Baba 1 therefore, we 

would examine the nouns under morphological as well as semantic groupings so as to find out 

whether at all, there are any correlations between these different groups. 

4.2 Noun class system of (;rassfieltls Hantu languages 

Moiiy authors wniking on Ihc Orassfields languages notably Llunstan ( 1  971); llyman 

(1972); Ilyman, Voeltz and 'fchokokiim (1970) and Voorhoeve (1968; 1971h), have repeatedly 

shown that the noun class system of the Orassfields languages could be compared to tlie system 
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reconstructed Ibr Proto 13antu (l'.Il.). They have clearly shown that in the majority of the% 

languages, the noun class system appears very olten in a reduced form. llie Baba I language is 

definitely not going t o  he an exception to this observation as will be seen later in our foregoing 

examination and analysis. 

As is generally the case with some (lrassfieids Bantu languages, noun prefixes do not 

sunice i l l  themselves as criteria (0 identify the class affiliation of all the nouns because in some 

cases, nouns have no prefixes. 1:or this re n, there is  the need for noun class concords and 

tones which can assist in clearly bringing out the complete range of distinction of the various 

notin classes found in any of such given Grassfields Bantu languages. 

4.3 Morphological Noun class system of Baba 1 

Ihba I ns earlier noted above has a relatively mo&hologically reduced noun class 

system. I lowevcr, traces of a morphologically richer system which might have displayed an 

elaborate system of class concords can be detected in the nominal affixes and particularly in the 

pronouns. 'I lie possessive proiiouii Ii:is preserved the grea~esl diversity in form, and thus the 

nominal classes of Ihha I which are still functional can be identified by their nominal prefix, 

their class pairing rind the form of the class concord, that is, the form of the possessive 

pronouns. 'ihere are five distinct classes with some subclasses which have so far been 

identified. 'Ihere are two main plural classes and three main singular classes which may have 

other subclasses within them respectively. The plural classes are 2 and 6, having 2a and 2b as 

well as 6a and 6b rcspectively; all based on morphological considerations. Strikingly missing is 

plural class 4 which llyman (1977: 230) claims that it has a very weak representation in the 

Ring group as well as other subgoups of the arassfields Bantu languages. 

Ihha I is not totally devoid of noun class prefixes. The problem is that while nouns have 

prefixes t1l:it can easily determine their noun classes, others do not have, and only concord 

consonants as earlier mentioned, can successfulfy determine their individual classes as will be 

represeritcd in the chart hclow. 
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4.3.1 Merpholtrgical Noun classes. concord consonants and tones 
10. Noun Cli es of Ihba I 

lotin 
'rclixcs 

- 

111.1 - 

la  N- 

I b 0 -  

P" 

2a N- 

211 v)  - 

N- 

3a 0 

0 -  

N- 

6a 0 - 

iamplc Nouns Concord Consonanls 

nisiq 'bird' 
nipul 'squirrel' 
nijld!n 'animal' 
n?ijgnp 'fowl' 
JklC 'male' 
I@ 'cane' 
ynb  'person' 

r u l  'friend' 
pare 'peanut' 

pis i l l  'birds 

pAJlAltl 'animals 
pipi i~ 'squirrels' 
gk6e 'bones' 
iqkA 'nflia palms 
gki 'ropes' 

'relatives' 
16 'palm trees' 
tii 'trees' 
nt6 'grasshopper' 
inbe 'nail' 
P6 'snake' 

'rope' 
P6 'fufu' 
Ill 'salt 
kh . foot' 
lax  'fortune' 
wit 'deafh' 
kui 'bed' 
Pi 'dance' 
nax 'joh' 
lig 'name' 
vain 'stomach' 
mblAg 'ICSICS' 

ntji 'water' 
ndii 'saliva' 
ilkiil 'be~ns' 
9khI 'spears' 
sag 'teelh' 
JI 'blood' 

P 

S 

m 

H 
0 

I I  
0 

H 
0 

€1 
0 

, 
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4.3.1.1 Interprctation of chart 

Ihe chart above gives a synopsis of the noun class system of Baba 1. 'The first two 

nrljacent cohunns on the left containing riumemls represent the h b a  I noun clawes with their 

possihle correspondences in J'roto Ilantu respectively. Ille various classes will be examined 

and discussed iitdividiiiilly hclow. 

4.3.1.2 Characteristics of  the nnnn clnases 

<:lass I: 'I his class in Uaba 1 corresponds to Proto Bantu classes 1 and 9 in the sense that 

nouns usually in these two classes in other Bantu languages fall in class 1 in Baba I probably 

because of the reduced nature ofthe Ihba I noun class system. It will be observed that just like 

in other related languages, especially of the Mham-Nkam and other sub groups of the 

(hssfields Ilantu, t'roto I h t u  classes 1 and 9 have undergone fusion to give class 1 just like 

in I3aha I (cf'l'adndjeu and Stallcup 1977). 

In this language, notins in this class are characterized by the following prefixal shapes: 

ma-, N- and E3 -. In possessive collocation, this class is marked by a lateral and a low floating 

tone serving as concord coilsonant and tone respectively, and these nouns form their plurals in 

class two. These sample derivations below will better illuminate our explanation. 

(49) 

N i my 

a) gki6 t la 3 [rJkiB la] 'my mate' 

h) ggbi + 18 -+ IrJYbi Y 'my farm' 

c) marJgaplA -+ [m$gab-8] 'my fowl' 

d)  nd6 t la 3 [ndu-a] 'my husband' 

e) kiiphm t la -+ ikh~~ini-A] 'my pig' 

When we exinnine h e  limm above, we notice that some morphophonological processes 

have come into play in the course of derivation. In (49c), there is the voicing of the bilabial stop 

in hetween two vowels as explained by Rule 4. The behaviour of the lateral concord consonant 

i n  our tlcrivation needs a rule to render the foms consistent. There is a lateral deletion rule 

which states that a lateral is deleted when preceded by a vowel other than front unrounded or a 
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consonant across nwrpheme t)oiiiidary, and if that lateral is immediately followed by another 

vowel and a niorphenie boundary. 'l'his rule can formally be represented thus: 

R 8 I.stera1 deletion 

'Ibis rule will accoiiiit for the forms in (49c-e) above. 

What we have successfully illustrated here is that class 1 nouns in Uaba I have a number 

ol'prefixal li)rnts that riiakc u s  regroup them under 1, la and lb. We have also shown by the 

help of a rule that the apparent inconsistency of the lateral has a plausible explanation that 

m;lkes i t  consistcnt at thc sirrface lcvel or o u r  derivation. 

Class I I  'I'liese are plural nouns characterized by the following prefixes: pa-, N- and 0 -. 

'I'hese prefixal shapes correspond to 2, 2a and 2b respectively. This class has as its concord 

mhrker a voiceless bilabial stop and a floating high tone. It corresponds to Proto Bantu classes 

2.4.8 and 10 hy  virtuc oftlie fact that all nouns that fall under the above classes in Proto Bantu 

arc all in class 2 in [hha  1. Since class 4 is non existent in Baba I, nouns which would have 

fornied their plurals in this class now form their plurals in classes 2 or 6. This is the case with 

some class 3 nouns. while class 1 nouns typically form their plurals in this class as illustrated 

by the examples helow: 

(50) 

Singular classes 1 8 3  Plural class 2 

Noun t my Noiin I niy 

a) Indk  I- IA/ 4 i n d z h ]  'my garment' In& + ps/ +d& pii] 'my garments' 
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lt6p + p&l + (tilp pa] 'my shoes' 

cI2 

/tsu + pU+ Itsu pal 'my heads' 

c12 

/p<sit~ + pA/+[p& pi1 'my birds' 

cl2 

/qk& + piV + [qk& pa] 'my woods' 

el2 

it6 + p&l + [ t i  pill 'my palm trees' 

cI2 

/ q k b p 3  4 [qki p61 'myropes' 

cI2 

'I'o nccoutil liir tlic si~ti:.icc forins o l  the derivations in (50h-g) (cf lateral and tone 

clocking rules: It8 and ' l ' l< l )  respectively. 

Class 111 'l'liis is a class of singular nouns and it corresponds to Proto Bantu 3 and 7. 'the 

nominal prefixes exhibited by nouns ofthis class are: N- and 0 -. It appears as if nouns wilh a 

nasal prefix in this class will correspond to I'roto Bantu class 3 which has mu- as its nominal 

prefix. 'fliis is  supported hy the lhct that as languages evolve, there is possibility for partial or 

total drop i n  nominal prefixcs, and in addition, nouns that normally fall in class 3 in Pmto 

Ilantu are found niostly in class 3 in 13aba 1. Ihe nouns with zero prefix in class 3 may 

therefore correspond to Proto ilantu class 7 which has ki- as nominal prefix. This reasoning is 

plausible if one imagines that nouns with na5al prefix might have lost i-ul and those with zero 

prefix have lost all the prefixal morphemes in the course of evolution of the Baba 1 language. 

There is more evidence to support this if we consider that some class 3 nouns belong to Proto 

Bantu 7, because these nouns are generally in class 7 in those Orassfields languages that 

happen to have it  (1  lyman i 072: 0). 'i'hese two Orassfields languages below can once more help 

to illuminate o u r  explanation. 
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Fig. 11: Illustration of )niiiral prefix loss 

When we look at I3abanki. we notice that not only has there been a change of the 

prefixal vowel froin /il to /d, there has been a complete loss of the labio-dental voiced fricative 

/v/ which combines with /a/ to form the plural prefix for the nouns 'head' and 'tree'. The 

miitation of prefixal vowcls noticed in the two languages and the loss of the prefixal consonant 

in Uabanki can readily be explained in the light of evolution in the history of the language. 

'l'hc hehaviour of nouns in this class in Isaha 1 is illustrated by the sample nouns below: 

(51) 

Singular nouns plural 

a) nt&l& 'my grasshopper' nt+ pi 'my grasshoppers' 

b) L~u-8 'my head' tsu p& 'my heads' 

c )  s6-Q 'my hoe' so pi 'my hoes' 

d) tjkl-h 'my rope' gki pa 'my ropes' 

e) sU-8 'my fish' S U  p i  'my fishes' 

Class V This class has a zero prefixal morpheme as its noun class marker. tt has a 

voiceless alveolar rricative and a high floating tone as concord marker. This is the only class 

where all the nouns exhibit n symmetrical loss of prefixal morpheme, which in Proto Bantu is 

/le-/ and Form plural in class 6. This class in nabs i rather forms its plural in the two plural 

classes ns showtl by the sample derivations of possessive formations below: 

(52) 
a) khij SQ ' m y  spear' r~k'ar) mQ 'myspears' 
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b) kG sci 'my helt' kci pi 'my belts' 

cl2 

c )  kir, s6 'my pot' kir, ph 'my pots' 

clr 

d) jhq SA 'my tail' J+I 'my tails' 

cl2 

Class VI: ' I  his is a plural class by virtue of morphological consideration. This class in 

lhba I is subdivided into 6 aird 6a in accordance with the morphological shapes of the various 

prefixes namely: N- and @ -. In addition to these, it has a bilabial nasal and high floating tone 

as its concord marker. 'l'his class corresponds to Proto Bantu classes 4 and 6 with prefixes m- 

and ma- which in Baba I have ail been partially or totally dropped in some nouns. Since class 4 

is absent in this lirngivege, some class 3 nouns form their plurals in class 2 while others are in 

class 6.  Class 3 nouns with plurals in  class 6 include: 

(53) 
Singular (class 3) Plural (class 6) 

a) ku-ci 'my Toot' qku mA 'my feet' 

b) tbglj - 6 'my ear' ntciqlj mti 'myears' 

c) kc!xt; - A 'my knee' gkcixt; ma 'myknees' 

d) p6-B 'my hand' mb6 mB 'my hands' 

e) tffrjli It 'my buttock' ntfiqlj m i  'my buttocks' 
4-3.1.3 ( h d e r s  

As earlier indicated, gender in Bantu languages has nothing to do with sex; it rather 

expresses the relationship between paired singular-plural classes of nouns. Following our 

treatment of nouns in Haba I, we have observed that there are two plural classes and three 

singular classes. 'I'lrese classes in turn pair up in a singular-plural relationship or function 

exclusively as singiilar or plural to dcsigniite the notion of gender. Singular-plural pairs are 

referred to as paired class gender while single classes which are either exclusively singular or 

plural respectively are single class genders. 
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4.3.1.3.1 Paired class gender 

(fender 112: 

majority. Since class I lias fused with class 9 in Baba I, and class 9 is known to contain mostly 

animal nouns, we expect Iiunw-i and animal nouns in class 1 in I3aha I .  Nouns in this gender 

include: 

(54) 

a) tjkpi! I,? / qkp; p6 

h) rn&din-h I p6phrii p6 

c) m4siq-A I pasir) pa 

d) fu6 Id I fit6 ph ‘my fon I fons‘ 

e) sb-Qlsui pi ‘my friend I friends 

1) ggh& 18 / ggbt! pi 

g) gkl6 18 I gki6 pi1 

‘I his gender in  most Uantu languages usually contains human nouns in the 

‘nty slave I slaves’ 

‘ m y  animal /animals 

‘my bird I birds 

’my cane I canes’ 

‘my mate I mates 

Gender 32:  ‘l’his gender is  wli;it would he 3/4 in Proto Bantu, but as there is  no class 4 in  

Raha 1, some class 3 nouns have their plurals in class 2 while others have theirs in class 6. 

Nouns i n  this gender include: 

(55) 

a) ntt! I,? I tit: p i  ‘my grasshopper f grasshoppers’ 

b) I s U - ~ I I S U  ph ‘my head I heads’ 

C) lJg$Q-h / QgAlJ- ph 

d) wumtj -6 I wunit5 ph 

‘my country I countries’ 

‘my umbrella I umbrellas’ 

e) sisi-& I s2s.4 p6 ‘my thread I threads’ 

(lendcr 3/6: Nouns i i t  hi.: gender inclutlc the following: 

(56) 

n) k 6 x t i  -h/ijk6xt; 1116 ‘my knee f knees’ 

b) t61-~14 -h I nt61jIi m6 ‘my ear I ears‘ 

c) kh-h I rJku nih ‘my foot I feet’ 

d) tJIgIi -A I ntJIlj mS ‘my buttock I buttocks’ 
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Gender 5/2: 'i'his gcnder hits nouns swh as: 

(57) 
a) k'tij s6 / k'tij p6 

b) kul s6 / kui p6 

c) nh FA / iiax p6 

d) pi sd I pi ph 

e) tiir, sa I tiiq p i  

f) I367 s8 I li67 pB 

'my pot / pots' 

'my hed I beds' 

'my.joh / jobs' 

'my dance I dances' 

'my navel I navels' 

'my case I cases' 

Gender 5/6: 'l'liis gender gives the impression of a vestigial class in Baha 1 in the sense that 

only a single noun of class 5 is attested as having its plural in class 6. Apart from k&l "spear", 

all nouns in class 5 have their plurals instead in class 2 (cf 4%-0. 

4.3.1.3.2 Single class genders 

As earlier said, these consist of nouns which by their very nature denote singular or 

plural entities exclusively. In the language under study, we realize that all the noun classes have 

single class gender nouns as presented helow: 

Oender 1 

nouns such as: 

( 5 8 )  
a) nd3ind3im-h 'my darkness' f, k i k h - 8  'myrust' 

b) ndzandk-A 

c) mhi1j-B 'my rain' h) p& la 'mypeanut' 

d) mjmdx-ii 'Illy dew' i) ntbb-8 'my soup' 

e) piiB?&-il 'my sand' j) nd3itb-8 'my meat' 

'l'llis is a singular single class gender consisting of predominantly uncountable 

'my smoke' 9) d - 8  'my grass' 
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Gender 2: 'l'hese arc nouns exclusively used in the plural and they include: 

(59) 
'my jiggers' e ) G q  pb *my roots' 

'my wornis' I)pim pa 'my hairs' 

'my catarrh' g) ijk& pB 'my bones' 

'my intestines 

This is another singular single class gender having nouns which include: 

'my ruru' 

'my salt' 

' m y  thatching grass' 

'my ash' 
'my breath' 

Gender 5 'I'his gender contains nouns like: 

(61) 

a) p a  sa 'myniaclness' 

b) $ s6 'mycamwood' 

c) k U  s6 'my presentheward' 

d) Iiq SA 'my name' 

Oender 6: This is usually considered as a plural class by virtue of the concord marker that 

the nouns take. Surprisingly there are nouns here existing in wholes that cannot be separated 

into their component parts, and one cannot convincingly consider them as plural entities. These 

nouns here include some liquid and solid mass nouns as presented in (62): 

(62) 

a) ndI 1116 'my strength' r) Qkhi m6 'my beans' 

h) n& mh 'my water' g) sir] mit 'my teeth' 

c)  ndz6x ni6 'my wine' h) mb5r mh 'my excrement' 

d) tJgb& ma 'my oil' i) mhjp ma 'my wings' 

e) ndl/ mh 'illy spittle' j) fi inti 'my blood' 
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Our analysis ahove slw)ws that Ilaha I has five paired and single class genders 

respectively. Single class gender 6 consists of diverse nouns such as liquid and mass nouns, 

ahstract, concrete and countahle nouns which, in Daba 1, are used either exclusively as singular 

or plural, hut not hoth. 

I t  is  trite that the number of nouns represented in each gender, be it paired or single class 

gender, is not statistically the same. Some genders are highly represented while others are less 

so. We will refer to genders having a high number of nouns as major classes while those with 

few nouns are ininor claqses as the diagram below illustrates- 

Fig. 12 : Major and minor class genders 

-- 

____+ Major 

b Minor 

On the diagram, a line linking one class to another by means of an arrow indicates a 

gender. The unbroken thick lines indicate major class genders while dotted lines link minor 

class genders. Since I3iiha I depends mostly on concord consonants and tones rather than 

nominal prefixes in determining the individual classes of the various nouns, we have clearly 

listed these consonants and the respective tones against each class on our diagram. 

The lateral serving as concord consonant for classes 1 and 3 has an ambivalent character 

when nouns of these classes are used in possessive collocation. The presence or absence of a 

lateral in sncti construction is accounted for by a morphophonological rule, which deletes a 

Iiitcd preceded by a noti front unrounded vowel across morpheme boundary and followed by 

another vowel and a word honndary (cf Rule 8). 
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4.3.2 Noun Strucfnre 

Ilaving examined and analysed the various noun classes found in I3aba I, we deem it 

necessary to look at the Torms of‘ thwe nouns and iheir related prefixes. ‘rhough naba 1 has a 

quasi non existent tioinii~al prelix system, there is, all the same a residual prefix system 

exhibited hy some nouns in the language. When we look at these residual prefixes we realize 

that the shape varies from one class to the other and even within prefixes of the same class. 

‘I’hese prefixal shapes are ofthe form cv-, c- and 0 - respectively as analysed below: 

4.3.2.1 Nominal prefix with cv form 

Singular as well as plural classes take this prefixal shape. In the singular, the initial 

consonant of this type of nominal prefix is invariably a hilabial nasal while a bilabial voiceless 

stop serves as initial consonant for plural class 2. For the vowel which is usually the second 

segment in such a sequence, it is for the most part a schwa /a/ for both singular and plural 

classes. One peculiarity with these prefixes is that they all bear high tones, no matter their 

ctiisses. ‘I‘hcse prclixcs are illirstratcil helow: 

(6% 

;I) mi-ggih-A I pa-qgap p i  ‘my fowl I fbwls’ 

b) mi-nim-8 / p&\m p6 

c) mi-pui Id / p s - p ~ l  p~ ’my squirrel I squirrels’ 

d) m i 4  18 / p5-11 pii ‘my cricket I crickets’ 

e) m+i la / ph-ni pb ‘my knife / knives’ 

, .  

‘my animal /animals’ 

4.3.2.2 Nominal prefix with c h r m  

‘l’he consonant here is invariably a homorganic nasal assimilating the point of 

articulntion of the following consonant. This nasd can serve as prefix for both singular and 

plural classes as the examples helow indicate: 

(64) 

a) 11-tt! la / n-t6 p6 

h) 1l-kt5 18 / 0-kC PA 

c) m-hk la I m-be pB 

‘my market / markets’ 

‘my monkey I monkeys‘ 

‘my nail / nails‘ 
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d) q-gdq-i I q-gig pB 'my country I countries' 

e) n-th-8 I n-tlli p~ 'my mouth I mouths' 

0 n-d$in-h / n- d36m p8 'my ax 1 axes' 

g) m-hi6 16 I nt-hi6 p{i 

h) q-ki-ii I q-k7 p B  

'my  cockroach I cockroaches' 

'my rope I ropes' 

4.3.2.3 Nouns with 0 prefixal morpheme 

Just like nouns with nasal prefix, zero pretix nouns can either be singular or plural. But 

it should he noted here that some nouns with zero prefix in the singular usually take a nasal 

prefix in the plural. 'l'hese are nouns of class 3b which take their plural in class 6a. These nouns 

include: 

(65) 
a) 0-kG-b I g-kh I T I ~  'my Foot I feet' 

h) 0 -ph-6 I rn-hh mlt 

c) 0 - p M  I in-hi in6 

'my hand I hands' 

'my hag I bags' 

d) 0 -thqIii -A I n-tOqIii m6 

e)  0 -tfiqii -6 I 11- t f i i j6  iiiii 

'my ear tears' 

'my buttock I buttocks' 

'l'hese nouns, apart from having a common morphological characteristic, they all denote 

parts of the body. Neverheless, there are other nouns with invariably zero prefix both in the 

singular and plural classes as the examples helow illustrate: 

(66) 

a) 0 -115 18 1 0 -t6 p6 

b) 0 - t i4  I 0 -tii pb 

c )  (i7 - \Yh-8  I c?, -wci p:i 

d) 0 -Iiiii-fi I (rl) -Isin p8 

'my palm tree I palm trees' 

'my tree I trees' 

'my stone I stones' 

'my metal I metals' 

e) 0 -kiip$ni-il I (rl) -kiip6m pB 

1) 0 -s6-6 I 0 -s6  p6 

g) 0 -pbrJli-a I 0  -pbI]l5 pi 'my dove Iduves' 

h) 0 -Aj-6 I 0 -r&g p i  

'my pig I pigs' 

'my hoe /hoes' 

'my chair / chairs' 
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f:ollowing our analysis of the various noun prefixal morphemes attested in Baha I, we 

discover that they have the following shapes: ma-, pa-, N- and 0 -. Despite h e  seemingly 

diverse structure of these morphemes, we can precisely postulate a formula that can capture the 

basic generalimtion fbr noiin prefixes in the language as represented below: 

#(c (v)) -I - 11 

'I'his fonnuln stipuliites that a noun in Ilaba I can have a CV-, C- or zero prefix. 't'he sequence 

in parenthesis indicates that the occurrence of the individual or group of segments is optional. 

This explains why the formula is valid even for nouns with zero prefix since it gives provision 

for the complete absence of the segmental prefix sequence. The formula can account for both 

singular and plural class nouns (cfl.5). 

In the foregoing analysis, we have systematically and consistently demonstrated that 

Baba I nouns do not fully exhibit nominal prefixes on which we can solely depend to group 

them in their various morphological classes. With the aid of the possessive construction of the 

form (iny I i i~ii in),  and a Iiiiplii17iinl nianifestation of nominal prefixes by some nouns, we have 

heen able to assign these nouns into different classes. Each of these classes has a precise 

concord consonant and an appropriate floating tone to indicate the required class. 

I'he concord tone for class 1 nouns is a floating low tone, while a floating high tone 

Serves as concord tone for the rest of the classes as earlier hinted. One noticeable phenomenon 

characterizing all the classes is that, no one class contains nouns which can be considered as 

having an identical semantic origin. Class 1, which usually comprises human nouns in most 

Dantu languages, in 13aba 1 bears assorted nouns such as human, animal, insect and even 

objects. This can partially he explained by the fact that, as earlier mentioned, there is a fusion 

between classes 1 and 9 in this language and the language as a whole has a relatively reduced 

noun class system consequently leading to a shift in some of the classes. 

The absence of class four in the language has given it a complete asymmetrical noun 

class system. lhis is why we notice o degree of inconsistency in the way nouns form their 

plurals. Instead of class 5 nouns forming their plural in class 6 as is the case with most Uantu 

languages with a rich class system, they rather mostly form their plurals in class 2. Only one 

noun in class 5 has heen attested as hrming its plural in class 6, making it look absurd, and the 



only possible explanation being that. as stated earlier, gender 5/6 is a vestigial class in this 

language. 

I n  our derivations using nouns f possessive or noun + noun, we have tacitly postulated 

a floating associative tone that always docks to the left in each case. Ihis associative tone is 

determined by the noun class of  the head noun; low for class one nouns and high for the rest of 

the classes. It could he said that this floating tone which we consider as associative is actually 

the tone of the corresponding noun class prefix that was lost in this language'.'I'his argument is 

justified by the fact that the associative tone in ea& case is always identical to the tone of the 

proto Bantu noun class prefix of the corresponding following noun in such an association (cf 

fig 10). 

4.4 Semantic noun clnsses 

This section is aimed at examining Uaba I nouns under such traditional terminologies as 

proper. coninion, abstrnct. concmte, count and non-count nouns. This will enable us to establish 

any correlation that might exist between nouns under any of the semantic classes with those of 

the various morphological classes already discussed. 

4.4.1 Proper nouns 

We will use the term ''proper noun" here to refer to names which denote people or 

places whether in 13aba I or other languages. As it is clear that nouns in Baba 1 do not 

consistently take nominal prefix, we will use our possessive construction with proper nouns in 

order to determine their morphological classes in this language. 

(67) 

a) Name o f  place .I m y  

/€?I -Nhnd3$r&yA k A/ --t INAnd3$&yh 4 1  'my Nigeria' 

/(.7 -Kdtndrcln I A/ - b  (Kditldrtiit-i\l 'my Cameroon' 

Singular 

/IzI -M&kh -I a/-+( MjGkh-h] 'my America 

/ €?I-Ndhw& + A/ -+ ( N d b d &  -A] 'my Douala' 

/ 0-Pi5x + a/-+[PlhX -4 'my baba I' 



Plural 

'my (more than one) Nigeria' 

'my (more than one) Cameroon' 

'my (more than one) America' 

'my (more than one) Douala' 

'my (more than one) Baba I' 

'my Patrick' 

'my Abdou' 

*my Sama' 

'my 't'ita' 

'my Sundz6' 

Looking at all the forms discussed under proper nouns, we notice that they have the 

morphological characteristics o f  nouns in class 1. Indeed, they can be grouped as class l b  

nouns because they all have a zero nominal prefix marker and also they take the floating low 

tone in possessive construction, and this tone is the concord tone as well as associative tone 

marker for class I nouns in Ilaba 1. In addition, all these nouns used in turn as plumls behave 

typically like class 2 nouns in this language. This can be enough empirical evidence for us to 

conclude that all proper nouns in Dabs I neatly correlate with morphological noun class 1. They 

can geiierally form their plural in class 2, thereby constituting the gender 1/2. 

4.4.2 Commsn nouns 

Common nouns here will be understood as words which generally refer to things. We 

could still sd~divitlc thcsc words into those that refer to abstract, concrete, countable and 

uncountable things respectively. 'l'hese nouns are examined below in the light of the above 

subdivisions. 
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4.4.2.1 Abstrrrrl nmins 

‘lhese are not~ns which refer to concepts that are hardly seen with the naked eyes, hut 

their elTccts niight hc k l t .  ‘lhese cnncepts may he. states, qualities, notions or actions. Such 

nouns iiicludc: 

(68) 
:I) IO? s;i ‘ m y  sleep’ 

I ) )  ji7t;; -ii ‘my intelligence’ 

c) 1??4 ‘my fever’ 

d)  ntliii. l a  ‘my had luck‘ 

e) ki. si) ‘my tiredness’ 

I) nd3i 15 ‘my hunger’ 1 

g) r h t  sii ‘my witchcraft’ 

11) pi7 s?l ’my sin‘ 

i )  ntl3iin1 in:\ ‘my drcmm’ 

We riotice frmti the examples h o v e  that these nouns Fall under different morphological 

noun cl;~sses its indic:rted hy their concord consonants and tones in possessive construction. The 

only contmon characteristics binding them are that they do not have plural forms and they refer 

to concepts that are not physical hut exist only in the mind. There is thus no correlation 

hetween this semiantic class and any given morphological class in this language. 

4.4.2.2 Mass nouns 

‘lhese are itouns existing as whole entities that cannot he separated into pans. They can 

either he in the form of liquid or solid, hence, they can be divided into liquid and solid mass 

I I O I ~ I I S  rcspectively. 

4.4.2.2.1 1.iquid m m  nouns 

As the nittit(: implies, these noitns denote liquid and they include: 

(69) 
a) ntf; 1115 ‘my water’ g) mhig-8 ‘my rain‘ 
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h) ntj4b-B 'my soup' 

i) rnirnba-ii 'my dew' 

h) ntlM m i  'my urine' 

c) fi m i  'my blood' 

d) ndli mB 'my spittle' 

e) nriidx in6 'my wine' 

I) rjgb& ni;i ' lily oil '  

'l'hough s a n e  of the liquid mass nouns fall under morphological noun class 1 in Baba I, 

the majority of them. all the same, fall in class 6. This partially confirms the fact that Baba 1 is 

a l\antu language siiice liquid mass in I3antu languages are generally found in class 6. Despite 

the fact that these nouns take plural concordal consonmt and tone in class 6, they still remain 

singular. A possible explanation may be that these nouns express totality of a whole without 

any distinguishable parts. 

4.4.2.2.2 Solid mmss nouns 

'I'liese nouns are concrete but generally uncountable and such nouns include: 

(70) 
a) tji-6 'my salt' 

b) V~I-8  'my ash' 

c) gklii in& 'my beans' 

d) lJgi B 'my grass' 

e) pukX Ih 'my sand' 

1) tAt6b-A 'my mud' 

llnlike the liquid mass nouns which can be identified with a particular morphological 

class. solid mass nouns hclong to non homogeileous classes. Their only common characteristic 

uniting them is that they cannot be expressed in the plural. 

4.4.3 Kinship noiins 

'L'liese nouns which are mostly inalienable in this language usually denote human 

relationship and they inclwle item such as those presented below: 
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(71) 

sg 

a) si14 'my friend' 

h) mii4 'my chiltl' 

c )  ndii-a *my hushand' 

d) ggii-a 'my wife' 

e) fGr-h 'my relative /kinsman') 

All these nouns ahove neatly correlate with morphological class 1 and all of them form 

their plunls i n  class 2. therefore constituting gender 112 in Baba 1. 

PI 
sili pB my friends 

pit6 ph my children 

ndh pb my husbands 

qgiii- ph my wives 

fir pb my relativedkinsmen 

4.4.4 Weather nouns 

'I'hese are nouns denoting specific conditions of the weather or climatic variations. 'lhey 

describe phenomena whose effects can either be seen or felt. Such nouns include: 

(73 
a) SiSh7-A 'my wind' 

h) Kim4 

C) k6g-b 'my rainstorm' 

d) flag-a 

'my year I dry season' 

'my lighting I thunder' 

These nouns which mostly correlate with morphological class 1 in Baba I are relatively 

few. 'This is prohably because Baba I in particular and Africa as a whole unlike Europe, doesn't 

experience many climatic changes, consequently there are few terms in African languages for 

describing this limited range oCclimatic changes. 

1:nllnwing the two types of nominal classifications in Baba I, we are able to come out 

with diilerent degrees of correlation between semantic and morphological groupings. We can 

talk of a complete morpho-semantic correlation of proper and kinship nouns which neatly fall 

into class 1 and form their plurals in class 2. There is what could also be referred to as partial 

correlation whereby nouns of a given semantic group have a majority of them identifying with 
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one or others of any given morphological classes. This is the case with liquid mass nouns 

mostly corresponding to morphological noun class 6 while weather nouns on the other hand, 

correspond to clnss 1 nowis. ! ; idly,  there is absence of correlation noticed for some semantic 

noun groups; notably abstract and solid mass nouns which show no correlation with any 

morphological noun class. Nouns belonging to these two groupings can be assigned to one or 

the other of the five morpliological noun classes in Baba 1 depending on the concord consonant 

and tone that cach nonn takes. 

With respect to the evidence prvsented by our data, we can observe with a degree of 

certainty that h h a  I ,  just like many Bantu languages, shows a certain degree of corretation 

&ween morphological iioun classes and semantic category. 'this is more so if we cite the cases 

of proper nouns and kinship terms in this language. 

4.5 Pronouns 

'l'liis section focuses on pmnoiins and their related elements. Dy pronouns here, we refer 

to those profomis that can be used in place of nouns or have nouns as their referents. 

Given this definition, l3aba I has both animate and inanimate pronouns which manifest 

themselves in various morphological forms depending on their functions. 'The animate 

pronouns which make reference to living things like humans and animals are preponderant in 

this language. They generally assume different forms marking subject, direct and indirect 

ohject functions. On the other hand, the inanimate pronouns which are few and restricted 

function bnsically as suhjects and on some rare occasions as objects. 

4.5.1 Animate pronouns 

'I'tiesc are pronoiins which iisiinlly make reference to living things that are capable of 

tlelibrate movement from one place to the other. 

4.5.1.1 Aniinatr? rritl?jrrt pronoiins 

These Forms tlirit allude to living things can be said to serve subject function because 

they syntactically occur in the position usually occupied by nouns or noun phrases functioning 

as subject in a simple declarative sentence. This means that a subject pronoun will normally 
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precede the main verb and its related elements. 'I'hese subject pronouns in Baba I are 

represented in the tiible below: 

Fig. 13: Animate subject pronouns __; 
Gloss 

2 3 1 2 3 
wir Yi li P* PU 

_ _ _  

p h i i  pii p68ph 
pblrb piiph pui 

p t l p u  
P y a  
papip6 

You I le/She/lt We You They 

, .  

I hilikc i t ,  niariy Iki l l t l l  Iairgrragcs iri which subject pronoun is dependent on the noun 

class of the noun to which the pronoun makes reference, in Baba 1, it is sensitive rather to 

person and number distinctions only. 

'l'he table ahove shows that first, second and third person singular pronouns have each a 

unique morphological form in Ijaba 1. On the other hand, the plural subject pronouns show a 

high degree of morphological variation, especially the first person plural having up to six 

different fonns. 'I'hese variations in the forms of the plural subject pronouns specify the 

distinction between the varioris referents made in their usages. 

We could make a distinction between dual, inclusive and exclusive usages of the subject 

pronouns. A dual usage is when the subject has tWQ persons, things or groups as referent. 

Inclusive usage is when the referent(s) include(s) the addressee, while exclusive usage is when 

the referent(s) exclude(s) the addressee. [ha1 inclusive usage of subject pronoun therefore is 

when the latter rcfers to the addressee and a third party. On the other hand, dual exclusive is 

when the suhject makes refcrcnce to the speakut and a third party, excluding the addressee. 

I laving made aniple clarifications on the meanings of the above terms, we now explain 

our tahle with more consistency and precision. The first person plural subject pronoun as earlier 

mentioned, presents six di ft'erent morphological shapes, each having a specific usage in terms 
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of dual, inclusive and exclusive referents. We have referring to the speaker and addressee, 

&~j refers to the speaker and another animate other than the addressee. Similarly, p&& makes 

reference to a group other than the atldressee, but including the speaker, while p&&& refers to 

speaker, addressee(s) and additional youp(s) of animates. Finally, refers to the 

speakers and other groups excluding that of the addressee, while e includes the speaker, 

adtlresscc and other animates around him. 

Looking at the second person subject pronoun, the forms are not as varied as for the first 

person. It consists of three different morphological forms; &, &i and Q.&& denoting different 

referents respectively. When & is used as subject, it refers to the addressees only, while ~ 

refers to an addressee aid one other animate not involved in the conversation. The last form, 

denotes the addressee(s) and some other animates. 

Just like the second person, the third person plural subject pronoun exhibits three 

different morphological forms corresponding to the different referents it makes. We have ~ 

which alludes to a grc)up excluding the addressee, which refers to two animates excluding 

the addressee while p&& denotes more than two animates forming two respective groups. The 

explanation so far can he summarized as shown on the table below: 
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I 

Pig. 14: Specification of animate plural subject pronouns 

PRONOtJNS 

I st. I’crson 
11 (tlual inclusive) 
piiai (dual exclusive) 
pdah (exclusive) 
pux5pil (exclusive) 
pipipu (inclusive) 
pip. (inclusive) 

2nd. Person 
p& (inclusive) 
pil (inclusive) 
pliph (inclusive) 

3rd person 
pu (exclusive) 
plii (exclusive) 
piiapu 

PARIICIPANIS 

I + you (sy) 
I i he/she/it 
I t they 
IlWc -1 they 
I + you -t they 
I i you 

them 
he/shc/it + he/she/it 
they 4- they 

GLOSS 

two of us 
we (without you) 
we, (without) you (sg/pl) 
we, (without) you (sdpl) 
we, you and they 
I and you (pllsg) 

all of you 
two of you 
all of you 

all of them 
two of them 
all of them 

For the purpose of illustration, these forms are used in the sentences below: 

nhrj nd& 

we rzI -Prcook meat “Both of us are cooking meat” 

piiai p \ q  ntl3Ap 

we 0 -1’r cook meat “ I  and helshelit are cooking meat“ 

P* pig nd3dp 

You (d -1% cook meat ”(Many 00 you are cooking meat” 

Pfi P A ~ J  ~ W P  
You 0 -Pr cook meat 

Ph PAIJ nd3hp 

‘l’liey IZI -Pr cook meat “l’hey are cooking meat“ 

phi pBr) nd3Ap 

You 0 -1% cook meat “1 lelshelit and helshelit are cooking meat” 

I laving discussed the various forms assumed by animate subject pronouns in Daba 1, we 

“I Idshelit and you are cooking meat” 

now turn our attention to nnimnte object pronouns. 
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4.5.1.2 Animate nbjed proneuns 

Animate object pronouns just like any object pronouns occur a tkr  the verb in a simple 

complete sentence of the fomi S.V.O. We can still subdivide object pronouns in Baba 1 into two 

groups: those that come immediately aner the verb (call them verbal object pronouns), and 

those that conic ancr a prepositional particle (call them prepositional object pronouns). We 

begin by examining verbal aiiimate ot+ct pronouns in the table that follows: 

4.5.1.2.1. Animate object pronouns of verbs 

These are pronouns referring to entities having life and ability to move as they are presented in 

the table below: 

Fig 15 

Person 1 2 3 1 

a il i wbab 
wba6 
whlri 
Willrdpu 

I I I wupa 
Gloss I Me I You I IIimlHer/lt I us 

1 I I 1 

'LURAL 

wli8ph 

'- 

As evident in our presentation above, we notice that all the singular verbal object 

pronouns just like their subject counterparts each has a unique morphological form. The 

variation noticed in forms as usual begins with the first person plural and diminishes this time 

towards the third person where we have just a single form, e. As a matter of fact, these 

varying forms especially in the first person and relatively so in the second person plural 

respectively correspond to the specific referents they make. Here, we also have a distinction 

between dual, inclusive and exclusive usagcs denoted by the various verbal object pronouns. 

'['he various levels of refewnts distinction are well illustrated by the table below: 



Fig. 16: Specification of animate verhal object pronouns. 

I'RONOIJNS 

1st. Person 
w0ah 
(inclusive) 

wuai 
(exclusive) 
w6a6 
(exclusive) 

wiiahpu 
wupa 
2nd. Person 

3rd person 
W h J  

n1c ancl you ( s y )  

inc ;inJ him/hcr/it 

us 

us anti them 

you and hindhedit 
YOU 
you and thcm 

than 

GI.0SS 

us (spcaker + addressee) 

us (speaker + another animate without addressee) 

us (speakers) 

its (speakers + other animates) 

us (speaker(s) + addressee(s)) 

you (speaker + another animate) 
you (addresskes) 
you (addressees and other animates) 

them (a group) 

'I'he sentences below amply illustrate how these verbal object pronouns are used in Baba I and 
the verh &I means 'catch' while &stands for 'laugh'. 

(74) 

a) glm-9 'catch me!' 

h) gin1 wuai 

c) ghn wiia$pii 

tl) glm wSApii 
e) xb wii 

1) glm whp 'catch them' 

'catch me + him/her/it' 

'catch us i them' 

'catch you i- them' 

'1.augh you + him/her/it 

'Catch me!' 

'Catch us!' 

'Catch us!' 

'Catch you!' 

'Laugh at you and him' 

llnving looked at the various forms h serve as object pronouns of verbs, we now 

examine another ~ y p e  ol'pronoun, this time, the prepositional ohject pronoun. 
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4.5.1.2.2 Animate prepositional object pronouns 

17 : 
I-CIIIII- 

Number 

I'crsoii 

Gloss 
i=L1I3.- 

SINGIJIAR PLURAL -- 
I 3 

Pli 
pilipti 
plii 

Them 

This table shows that the object form of prepositional pronouns in the singular exhibits 

each a unique morphological structure in the various persons while the plural counterparts 

show variations in rclation to rcfcrcnls. 

Apart from the first person singular pronoun form that manifests a different 

morpholoyical shape, the rest of the persons and number are all identical with those of the 

animate subject pronouns (cf I .3.1 .I). Morphologically, there is a glaring difference between 

the forms o f  the singular anirnatc verbal object pronouns and those of their prepositional 

counterparts. 'Ihe former are not only made up of a single vocalic morpheme structure, in 

addition, they all bear high tones while the latter which have a cv morpheme structure bear low 

tones for the first and second persons and a high tone for the third person. For reasons of tonal 

and segmental predictability, the animate singular pronoun objects of verb may obviously be 

considered the basic form of singular pronouns while the other forms are derived by means of 

morphophonological and even morphologized tone rules in Babe I. 

It should however be noted that, the prepositional object pronouns in this language 

appeiir beliwc such particles like tnM. m3 and ~ 3 ,  which in this context can roughly be the 

equivalence of  English 'for', 'on' and 'with' respectively as shown in these sentences below: 

(75) 

a) phq qkiii nib0 m i  'Cook beans for me' 

cook hcans for me 
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b) wii t f i & - i i i ~  ni; phah 'You have urinated on us' 

You urinate(asp) on us 

c) ti(! nn pitxi 

Run with us 'Run with us!' 

We have so far illustnted in the foregoing discussion the various morphological 

structures assumed by tiriimnte prcmouns. The structure that each pronoun exhibits is dependent 

on whether it is the  firs^, second or third person singular or p l d  respectively and whether it is 

functioning as subject, object of a preposition or of a verb. Having said this, we will now 

discuss the structures of the inanimate pronouns in Baba 1. 

4.5.2 Inanimate pronouns 
I 

'lhese are pronominal forms which usually have as their referents things which do not 

have life per se, or which cannot leave from one place to the other on their own accord. 

Examples include such things as house, vehicle, stone, tree, mountain, etc. Unlike in many 

noun class languages, the form of the inanimate pronoun in t3aba I is not determined by the 

noun class of the noun the so called pronoun substitutes for. 

As subject, the inanima~e pronoun assumes a unique morphological structure, g, 

invariably representing plural as well 11s singular referents. On the other hand, the object form 

of the pronoun is represented by two different morphemes, ea and m. depending on whether 

it is a verbal or prepositional object pronoun respectively. 

With respect to plural referents, subject of an inanimate pronoun does not undergo any 

morphological alteration oiten observed in the forms of inanimate pronouns. In such a case, the 

idea of plurality is discernible in the form of the verb that immediately follows this pronoun. 

The verb bears snnie nspectuiil features oflen associated with itentivity to denote that the 

itpparently singular pronoun subject denotes a plural referent. 'lhese few sentences below could 

help make our explanation niom lucid: 
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Cll noun 

r&& la y& ti ki‘tp-mi 

cane my this i t  hreak (asp) 

-‘‘Ibis cane of mine has broken’ 

C‘I, 
, .  

tjght\ pi pyi? L6plamn -‘These canes of mine have broken’ 

cane my tliese thcy break (asp) (asp) 

VI, 

kaij si5 y& i5 kAp-ma 

spear my this it break (asp) 

-‘This spear of mine has broken’ 

CI, , 
, ,  

~ ~ k ? i i j  m i  my& B kAp-ta-ma 

spears my these they break (asp) (asp) 

’These spears of mine have broken’ 

I he morpheme & in the sentences ahove is understood as referring back to the subject of 

the sentences which are respectively cane, canes, spear and spears. However, it should be noted 

that each plural sentence above has two possible meanings. In (76b), but for the fact that 

plurality is morphologically marked by the nasal prefix on the noun and class 2 concord 

consonant, the sentence could either mean that many spears have broken or a spear has broken 

several times. This is  surely the case with a noun that has no morphologically marked singular 

and plural prefixes and there is no possessive specification in such a construction. The specific 

meaning of such ambiguous sentences can only be determined by contextual cues. 

A dichotomy can clearly be established between the structure of inanimate object of 

verhs and their iininiiite counterpirt in the constructions that follow: 
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Fig. I H: llsc ofaniniatc and inanimate object pronouns 

________I-- 

a) g h i i  ‘caw11 it‘ 
h) kp& ’eat it’ 

I S ~  na yi ‘go with him/her/it’ 

We notice tliet the inanimate prepositional object pronoun maintains a regular 

morphological structure. but the meaning often changes depending on the type of verb that 

precedes it, a direct object as in fig 18 ( I ) ,  and no direct object in fig 18 (2) above. On the other 

hand, its animate counterpart is generally preceded by a prepositional particle that can vary in 

fcmi with meaning (cf 2a-c) of fig 18. 

4.6 I’nssessives 

This is a blanket term used here to refer to all the morphological forms used to express 

possession in Ihha 1. Possessives could he regarded as situated mid-way between nouns and 

pmnouns hecause in this language they exhibit properties that are common to these. 

morphological categories. Sonic of them not only substitute for substantives, but they are also 

used as nominal pixtnodiliers. On the other hand, others are used uniquely as noun dependent 

forms, post modifying their head nouns. ‘l‘he former would be referred to in this study as 

independent possessives while the latter are noun-dependent possessives. ‘lhis dichotomy is 

aimed at making us distinguish clearly the diKerence between the various types of possessives, 

as well as between possessives and pronouns of various types. 

4.6. I Noun-dependent possessives 

As earlicr stalctl, tliesc i t ir  possessive forms which depnd entirely on their head nouns 

to express possession. They can he regarded as bound morphemes or sufXxes because they do 

not IIIilkc sense in isohtion. I n  tenns of linear ordering, they invariably follow their head nouns. 
‘lhese forms are represented i n  the table below: 



Fig. 19: Specilication of noun-dependent possessives. 

Number I SINC;IJI.AII PLURAL 
-_ 

Person I 2 3 1 

U i Y6Xb a 
2 I 3 

Looking at the fbrrns from a morphological point of view, they look more like animate 

object pronouns of verbs. This is especially true for the singular persons and less so for the 
plural forms. The difference hetween these forms and their pronoun verbal object counterparts 

is that, while the former follow their head nouns, the latter genemlly post modify verbs, 

functioning like verbal direct objects. 

These constructions helow further clarify the use of noun dependent possessive forms. 

(77) 

a) 

i) gmt! Ih 'myperson' iv) kit-6 'my foot' 

Singular noun + singular possessive 

I c1, 
ii) ntt! lu 'your grasshopper' v) ndzi-u 'your gamient' 

CI, c1 I 

CIS 
i i i )  vkm si 'his stomncli' vi) Iiq SB 'my cliin' 

(78) 
Singulnr noun t plural possessive 

i)  m&) y b x ~  'our bird' iv) p&x ~ 6 x 6  

5 C'l CI 

CI, CI, 
i i )  pt! y6 'your fufu' v) rut! yBp 

iii) fi&x sRp 'their joh' vi) lag sb 

5 CI 
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'our mushroom' 

'their fon' 

'your tail' 



c) 
i) p&iq p i  'my birds' 

I'lurdl noun i- singular possessive 

C12 

(-16 

ii) gkil 11x5 ' m y  f e d  

i i i )  GI) mil 'your teeth' 

(I 
CI 

(7% 
Plural noun + plural possessive 

i) s5q m6a6 'our teeth' 

CI, 

Cl, 

CI, 

ii) pi&p p6 'your fowls' 

iii) mbjp mhp 'their wings' 

vi) qk5q mi 'his/her/its spears' 

CI, 

c12 

v) fig p6 'your pots' 

vi) qki  pi 'his/her/its ropes' 

iv) pipgin pdai, 'our animals' 

C'2 

Ci, 

CI2 

v) nti,gki m6 'your ears' 

vi) pimvi pip 'their dogs' 

Our examples ubove clcarly show a lot of morphemic alternations, both at the level of 

tones and segments. i t  should be noted that our examples concern only the six principal 

possessive i'onns i n  i\aba t. We have not taken into consideration what Ilyman and Tadadjeu 

(1976: 83) crill compound possessives. 'I'his is because these forms go beyond mere 

morphology since they seem to encode information that is generally expressed through 

syntactic mechanism. 'I his is more so because the forms of these compound possessives violate 

some general phonological rules in this language. When we look at these pronoun forms, we 

realize that there are voiceless bilabal stops ocurring intervocalically; and this voilates our 

bilabial voicing rule (K4). 'I his is clearly shown by the data prqented in figs 13, 14, 15 and 16. 

We can then consider these compound pronouns as whole phrases made up of the combination 

of words marked by word instead of morpheme boundaries. The presence of word boundaries 

blocks our voicing nile which applies within and across morphemes rather than words. Ilence 

Ipnpnpul meaning (us) can better be represented as #pa#pa#pu#. This can be empirical evidence 

that word boundaries exist in I3aba 1 and they are capable of blocking the application of rules. 
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1,ooking at the various segmental alternations exhibited by the noun-dependent 

possessive forms, it is quite clear that they are sensitive to their head nouns. As concerns the 

singular possessive fnrtns, they take initial consonant identical with the concord consonant 

marking the noun class of their respective head nouns. ’the singular concord consonants are 

and -0 for classes I and 3 while class 5 has 3 (cf 79i-ii). The plural persons differ from their 

singular counterparts in  temls of prefixed concord consonant, only at the level of the first 

person. While the singular persons variably take a lateral and zero prefix consonant, when in 

collocation with classes 1 and 3 nouns as mentioned above, the plural persons invariably take a 

palatnl glide when modifying nouns of the above two classes. With respect to nouns of the 

other classes, the prefixed concord consonants are the same for both plural and singular persons 

of the possessive forms as exemplified by the preceding dad. 

1 laving elnhorately demonstrated that the initial consonants of noun dependent forms 

are conditioned by the noun classes of their preceding nouns, we now examine tonal 

nltcrtiations itr !hc dilkrcnt inorphcnicu. flymnn and Tadadjeu (1976: 75) have shown that all 

Mham-Nkam languages, of which Baha 1 is one, possess associative markers which are either - 
segmental or tonal morphemes. These associative markers bear low tone for classes 1 while the 

rest of the classes carry high tone. Comparative and internal evidence has shown that 

associative marker in Uaba I is a tonal morpheme that occurs between the associated nouns or 

pmnominals. in association with any noun or possessive form, the associative floating tone 

‘docks‘ to the lei? (cf ‘IR,). This tone which is identical with the concord tone of the first noun 

in the scqucncc, i.c N1, generally creates a contour tone on the preceding syllable. This 

happens onty when the floating associative tone is unidentical to the tone of the preceding 

syllable. 

2 

Given these developments, we can be able to explain our tonal and segmental variations 

in a more principled and predictable manner. ‘Ihis will require us to posit some morphological 

statements as well as tonal rules. ‘I’he statement is that ‘the initial consonant of a noun- 

dependent possessive is iclentical with the concord consonant of its prececting noun; but if it is 

plural first person. the initial consoniuit is invariably a palatal glide for classes 1 tind 3 nouns. A 

tonal statement requires a floating associative tone to ‘dock’ to the left when a noun precedes a 
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pssessive or  another noun (el' '1111}. Fiithermore. there is a phonological rule that deletes a 

lateral in a given environnlent (cf K7). Our morphological statement makes us assume that the 

underlying forms of our noun-dependent possessives are as enumerated below: 

Fig 20: U.K ornoun - dependent Possessives 

As mentioned itbove,when the noun dependent possessive form is in the plural, that is 

lirst, second and third pcrsons plural, and its noun belongs to class 1 or 3, the concord 

consonant which is usually a lateral when dealing with singular person becomes a palatal glide 

(cf Figs 21 and 22). 

I t  should be noted that, for the sake of predictability and coherence, we would decide 

that the underlying tbrms of the noun-dependent possessives all bear high tones (cf 1.3.1.2.2). 

We could have also argued that these forms do not have any inherent tones, and only acquire 

the floating concord tone of their preceding nouns. 'This is a more plausible argument since 

concord tones are floating tones which can readily be associated to these toneless possessive 

forms. l h i s  will save us the pains of fomulating new tone replacment rules to derive the same 

surface possessive forms that could be simply obtained using our already existing tone rules. 

I laving said this, we now hy way of examples demonstrate how our assumption could operate 

to give us well-formed surfxe structures in &ha I as these figures below illustrate: 



Pig. 21 : Singular possessive Ihrnis. 

Concord 
Cotisonanl 

t IOllC 

I 1. 

p I ~ I  

in I I  
I, 

I 
S.R=surracc rcprescntation 
lJ.ll=underlying representation 
Ass=associative 

Possessive 
I'relixation 

pi. I lii 

____- 
n i x  1- si  

11kiij mil 

Tone rules & 
othcr rules 

I.-deletion + 
concord -1- Ass. 
__ tones docking 
Ass. + concord 
toncs docking 
Ass. + concord 
tones docking 

concord + Ass. 
tones docking 

concord + Ass. 
tones docking 

S.R 

qgi -A 

pc! IU 

nax si 

my grass 

--I your fufu 

my animals ---I 
your spears 3 
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U.K. 

1) IJgi -f 6x6 

h) pC + - 6  

c) nex +-bp 

d) piphint 

e) gkig  + -6 

Noun 

clsss 

__ 
I 

3 

I_ 

5 

__ 
2 

6 

__ 

I3g. 22 : I'lui-al possessive forms 

:oncord 

:onsollnnt + 
onc 

Y ?. 

s Ii 

m I~I 

Possessive 

I'rcfixation 

___- 
Ij$ t yba6 

pf + yc 

fihx + slip 

p5phm + 

p6a6 

gkig + me 

Tone rules 

& 

other NICS 

L-deletion 

Ass. + 
concord 

tones 

docking 

Ass: + 
concord 

tones 

docking 

Ass. + 
concord 

tones 

docking 

Ass. + 
concord 

tones 

docking 

S .  R ,  

qg i  ybab 

rlax sap 

gkig m.5 

Gloss 

- 
Our 

grass 

Your 

fufu 

- 
Their 

job 

Our 

animals 

Your 

spears 

The two tahles above illustrate the various stages undergone by nouns in combination 

with their dependent possessive fomis. As earlier mentioned, it could be assumed that these 

iioiiii-tlepciiilciit l imns dl bear high tones. 'I'hesc high tones are subsequently replaced by the 

preceding end tone of their preceding nouns to give the appropriate tonal pattem when in 
combination with nouns of direrent noun classes. This will still give us the required output of 

our surface representations. I lowever, if we assume that these noun-dependent forms are 

toneless as ilhistriitixl on ow two tahles atwe,  the desired surface representations will easily he 
arrived at. We opt for the latter because it is simpler and requires only a tone docking rule to 



give the right phonetic fornis, unlike the hrmer that requires a tone spreading rule followed by 

a tone simplification rule. The fact that the differences between the underlying and surface 

forms of our  derivations in the tables above are unequivocally accounted for by a fewer number 

of rules proves tlint our rules are well motivated. 'L'hey also maximally apply to our underlying 

forms as elaborately demonstrated above. 
I 

4.6.2 Indcpenclent poasrssivc forms 

These are morphemes which, by combining with nouns or existing alone, generally 

express possession i n  Ihba 1. They behave in many respects like nouns in the sense that they 

independently can fimction like subjects in sentences, and are freely modified by nouns. They 

condition the associative marker, a characteristic generally shown by nouns in such 

environments. Ilowever they exhibit properties of pronouns in that they can substitute for 

substantives, and these qualities have led us to regard them as independent pronouns. 

These forms are different from their noun-dependent counterparts in that, apart fhm the 

morphological shape especially of the singular persons, their position in a collocational 

environment is quite the reverse of that of the noun dependent forms. lhis clarification is 

important because, as will be seen later, there is an overlapping in the morphological structure 

especially in the plural persons of the two forms. A distinction can only be drawn from their 

linear ordering when they occur with nouns. 'i'hese forms are clearly represented in the table 

below: 
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Fig. 23: Independent possessive forms 

I 

b) YU I addressee yours I 
I I 

c) Y l  I third party I hisherslits -- 
d) ~ 6 x 6  speakers ours - 
e) yd addressees yours 

third party (pl) theirs 

I I speaker + addressee I ours 

speaker + third party (sg) 

The fbrms (a-9 above constitute the simple independent possessives while the rest are 

their compound counterparts. ‘Ihese compound forms, both independent and dependent are 

formed through some complex processes which, as earlier mentioned, go beyond mere 

morphological mechanisms. 

The behaviour of the independent possessives is well illustrated in the derivations 

below: 

(80) 

a) /y4 + ndzbxl - [ys ndzbx] ‘my own wine’ 

h) ly6 + &And - [YO paDani1 ‘my own animals’ 

[yi miqgip] ‘his/her/its own fowl’ - c) /yl + n1ilJg;;pl 

d) lybxb+flbxl - [yhx8 flax] ‘our own job‘ 

e) lyC+ qgh6rl - [ye tjgh6r] ‘your own oil’ 

f) ly4p -t pisIq1 - [YAP pasil]l ’their own birds’ 
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'I he derivations demnnstrate that our independent possessive forms are segmentally 

consistent hoth underlyingly and at the surface. 'I'here are only tonal alternations that are 

observed on tlic siirface structurcs. Onc coultl hurriedly conclude that these forms behave like 

class I nouns and take floating low concord tone in an associative constrytion, and the tone 

docks to the Icn to creatr ii cnntoiir. Vrom merc observation, this is what apparently happens. 

I lowever, a critical observation will prove the previous assumption faulty. 'l'his is because these 

forms are made up of hoth singular and plural persons, and it will be unconvincing to claim that 

the semantically plural Forins helong to noun class 1 where only singular nouns are generally 

grouped. A more reasonablc explanation is that, in those constructions, there are two floating 

tonal morphemes representing the associative marker and the morpheme for appropriation 

'own' respectively. In the course of derivation, the normal leftward tone docking process 

occurs. Wherc this tone process creates a complex tone sequence on a single syllable, there is 

simplification since etnpirical evidence has shown that the language does not allow more 

coniplex tone sequences on a single tone bearing unit. 

'I'hese derivations which are explicitly represented helow and subsequently 

autosegmentali7,ed will better clarify our expl'anation above. It should he noted that the first low 

floating tone represents the morpheme for appropriation 'own'. 'the second floating tone which 

may be low or high depending on the noun class of the independent pronouns is the associative 

marker. 

- (81) 
a) /ya + C + & i p&/ 

appr AM 
b) / y l i + & + C + s 6 /  [yti s6] 'your own hoe' 

appr A M  

c) / y i  t C 1 6 t fci/ 
appr AM 

d) /y6a6 + & + tj + fiaxl - [yba8 flax ] 'our own job' 

e)  /ye I 5. I Ij I nAm/ lyd nhrn] 'your own head' 

r) /yap f & + t j  + nt6/ [yzp nt6 ] 'their own market' 

[y i  pt5] 'myownfufu - 
------b 

l y i  fi] 'hishedits own medicine 

appr AM - 
nppr Ah4 - 
iippr AM 

O u r  sample derivations io 81(a) and (d) can be autosegmentalized as in (82) below: 



T 
(82) 

'd " a) i y ;t P 

1' 1.1. . J  * 1; 

p/,,s, l 1  

1 L L 

ii y' P 

iii . . 

i v  y: Pe 

I 1  1, I .  'I' 
P' 

V ['vi 4 
'my own fufii' 

4 i yoao K I*  113x J, 0 . R  

I 
.. I1 Y '  b/ I.! 11 $ x 'l'one docking 1 

iii yoao K A J '  1l:lX k Tone docking 2 

iv yoa Ih&-!j Lax 'i'one simplification 

Kli 

Tone docking I 

'l'one docking 2 

'lone simplification 

S.R 
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'I'RS: Complex tone ainiplifiratiun 

'l'he autosegtiient:ili~ed derivations above presuppose that we have tacitly considered 

singular independent possessive hrms belonging to morphological noun class 1 while their 

plural counterparts fall in class 2. 'l'his is why the associative marker for the former is a floating 

low tone while For the latter it is a floating high tone (cf 8la-0. 

I:rom the information provided hy the van'ous sample derivations based on possessives, 

there is enough internal evidence to support our claim that the two groups of possessives are 

morphologically diflerent. 'I'he only common characteristic they have is that they express 

possession at various levels and degrees; while yielding subtle shades of meanings in the 

di ITcrcnt ultcr;inccs. 

The ovcrall iinalysis hmed on pronouns Iris shown that dirrPrent sorts of pronominal 

forms exist in Ihba 1,  each making reference to a more specific entity. 'Ibis language is shown 

to have an elaborately rich pronoun system employed in a wide range of contexts. In each of 

these contexts, the appropriate pronoun employed helps to narrow down and make more 

specific the range o f  possible referents alluded to. 
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I ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ R E N C F ~ S  TO CHAPTER FOUR 

I !  

the pwfirrs t l t ~ i f  wi j$naIIv exirfrd l i d  heen lost in the cozc.re of the diachronic development ofthe 

language. 7Iti.v 10ok.r Iike u widdy attested fuct about Im>grcage.s of thi.s sub group. Nkenmji (1994) 

niirking exclurirc refirrww to  lk~fimji, another Iaiig~cage of the sub group, contes up with only four 

nnntinc~l clu.rrcs hmcd on ttoicrt claw pr@es. 

2) 

We huiv illirsfnrwd rlwf fluha I htrr a reduced noun class preJ7xpteni.v: meaning tliaf mo.st of 

Mham-Nkunf ir (I sub group qf the C;ra,r.reIds Ranfu languages. 



( ‘ I  MI’ 

5.0 NOIJN I’IIIUSIC 

I‘his seclion is basically concerned with a close examination and analysis of what 

constitutes a noun plirase in naha 1. We have to take into consideration the morphological 

fbrms ,and possible alternations attested when noun related elements come into collocation with 

their hcad nouns. In addition. we will establish the linear conditions or constraints of the 

dilTerent occiirrcnces of Ihe various niorphological structures so far related to nouns and the 

relationship created by such a n  association. 

According to Jack Richards et al. (1985: 251) and Wiesmann et al. (1984: 58), the most 

determinant element of a noun phrase is the head which is of course a noun. The former authors 

consider a nonn phrase lo be a group of words having a noun or pronoun as the main part, while 

the latter look at it :IS a string made of a noun and all other optional or obligatory elements 

attached to it. Drawing inspiration from the above authors as well as the data presented so far 

hy ntiha I ,  we can consider a noun phrase to be a nominal form co-occurring with other related 

elements in a well ilcliried seqnence in order to convey information beyond what is individually 

conveyed by these forms in isolation. Noun related elements in Baba I, just like in other related 

nantu languages iiiclude: determiners, djectives, numerals, ordinals, and in some cases, other 

nouns. All these would constitute an important aspect of noun modification in Baba 1. Given 

this background, it is necessary now to examine the structure of noun phrase. 

5.1 Structure of Noun I’lirase 

By structure here, we refer to the morphological sequence a noun phrase would assume. 

We would be able to establish whether specific sequences are conditioned by well defined 

morphological categories and to determine the possible morphophonemic alternations observed 

at various levcls. It is necessary at this level to introduce two terms that will run throughout our 

amalysis in this area. We refer to noun related elements that precede their head nouns as 

preinoililiers while those III;II Follow their liead nouns will be called post modifiers. llaving 

delimited our scope mid defined our ternis we now begin our analysis by exanlining the various 

forms that concatenate to produce a noun phrase in Baba I. , a z  



5.1 . I  Determiners 

This will be used as a general term to refer to those qualificative forms that help to 

specify a nonn or  noun phrase. This will regroup forms such as interrogatives, demonstratives, 

definite and indefinite articles as well as pronominal associations. Each of the above forms will 

be examined in relation to the noun it collocates with, as well as their linear ordering, 

5.1.1 .I Interrogative determiner 

This refers to a determiner which is a marker of question, or better still, a question 

word. In Baba 1, this is usually represented by the morpheme yc?, and it is sensitive to 

morphological noun class 2 in the sense that, when in collocation with a noun of this class, it 

takes the concord consonant associated with this noun class as illustrated below: 

(83) 

a) ggbm PI-yc? ‘which plantain?’ 

Cl3 

b) m$&p 0 -yC ‘which fowl?’ 

CI 1 

(32 

c15 

c) parjgap p-yc? ‘which fowls?‘ 

d) fl&x 0 - yi: ‘which job‘?‘ 

e) ntli 0 - y ~  ’which water?’ 

(36 

r) tjkit P-YC ‘which feet?‘ 

C16 

The constructions above clearly show that the interrogative determiner undergoes 

morpliophonemic alternations or allomorphy when it modifies a noun, especially a semantically 

plural noiin. 

I n  the liirnis i i i  (X7c uiii l  1). Ihc interrogntive morphenic yet)cconics p_y&becouse tlicir 

head nouns belong IO plural classes 2 and 6 respectively. We notice that the fijrrn in (83 r), 

instead of taking concord consonant of class 6 nouns which is usually a bilabial nasal, it still 
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takes but a voiceless bilabial stop which is rather a concord consonant of class 2 nouns. This 

can readily be explained by the fact that morphological noun class 2 is the only homogeneous 

plural class in Ihha 1. In class 6, there are some nouns regarded as plural simply because they 

fall in a morphological class generally considered as plural. This is the case with liquid mass 

nouns in class 6 which are morphologically plural but semantically and syntactically used as 

singular nouns in 1):1hn 1. 

5.1.1.2 I>emonatrittive cleferininer 

The demonstrative morpheme has three forms in Daba I namely: ye, and u, 
corresponding to different referents. The form yg designates referent near the speaker, yi 

represents referent far away from the speaker and addressee, while E indicates either referent 

near addressee or  previous referent. All these forms generally post modify their head nouns, 

and in addition, E and take concord consonants of classes 2 and 6 when they modify nouns 

of these n1orphologic;tl noun classes respectively. This is made clearer by the constructions 

‘this house’ 

‘these houses’ 

‘this wound’ 

‘this work/.job 

‘these spears’ 

‘these teeth’ 

1 1 7  



g) nclhp yi '111;11 Ilotlse' 

CI 1 

('12 

('I I 

('12 

h) ndhp pyi  'tlwse houses' 

g )  ndhp y i  'that house' 

11) ndip p i  'those houses' 

i) s iq  p$ 'those teeth' 

('16 
.i) l i r ~  Y? 'that wound' 

CI? 
The forms in the constructions above show that the morpheme For near addressee or 

previous referent has two alternants E- and corresponding to singular and plural referents 

respectively. We can say that the form is sensitive not to morphological noun class but rather to 

seniaiitic;illy singular itnd plural nouns. 'l'his might be because each of the forms is capable of 

being ambiguously used as demonstrative and pronomidal form for previous referent, without 

any change in morphological structure as these constructions below indicate: 

(85) 
a) nclhp yn 'that honse' or 'the aforesaid house' 

('I 1 

CIZ 

b) ndhp p i  'those houses' or 'the aforesaid houses' 

c) ktil y i  

CIS 

'that bed' or 'the aforesaid bed' 

d) tsit y i  'that head' or 'the aforesaid head' 

('I? 

1 lowever, when the forms are used uniquely Tor pm4ous referent, a further distinction 

can still be made with regards to something very shortly referred to and something referred to a 

little further in time. In this respect, the fotms become sensitive to noun classes manifesting 
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varying morphological structures conditioned by the noun class of the noun each form 

modifies. This is especially so when referring to something that lias been very shortly referred 

to. I n  atltlition, there is iin :idditiori:ll morpheme /ril suffixed to the forms of what could be 

called recent previous referent a5 opposed to remote previous referent as shown below: 

'the iiliwesaid market' (remote referent) 

'the aforesaid fowls' (remote referent) 

'the aforesaid siiake' (remote referent) 

'the aforesaid bed' (remote referent) 

'the aforesaid message' (remote referent) 

'the aforesaid cane' (recent referent) 

'the aforesaid birds' (recent referent) 

'the nlbresaid tree' (recent referent) 

'the aforesaid name' (recent referent) 

'the aforesaid oil' '(recent referent) 

With reference to retnoteness in time, the morpheme i mates with E, designating 

seniiuitic singulwity and plurality respectively (cf 86a - e). We realize that though /tjki!/ 

'message' in  Daba I .is morphologically in  a plural class, it is semantically singular (cf 86e). 
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Proximity in time is expressed by the other pronominal fonns: yari. pari and &with clear 

indication 111at their fonns are determined by the morphological noun classes with which they 

collocate. “I’his ohaervation is evident in the fact that the initial consonants of the pronominal 

forms in (86g and i) above are identical with the concord consonant of noun classes 2 and 6 

which these fonus respectively are modifying. As for the rest of the forms expressing recent 

referent, or proximity i n  time, there is no resemblance between the initial consonant and the 

concord consonants of the noun classes they are modifying (cf 85 f, h, i).This gives the 

impression that the form yari can modify exclusively nouns of classes 1,3 and 5 ,  while p& and 

& go only with nouns of classes 2 and 6 respectively. 

From our discussion so far, it is clear that demonstrative forms for ‘near speaker’ and 

’far from speaker and addressee’ referents are sensitive to the morphological noun classes of 

their head nouns. This is hue only with noun classes 2 and 6 (cf 84b, e, h). The form for near 

addressee referent and previous remoteness in time referent alternates between E and 

designating semantic singular and plural referents respectively (cf 85a 4 ) .  With respect to 

forms for previous referents. a further distinction as earlier indicated is made between 

something said a long time ago and something just said. The former is designated by and the 

latter by y&. Unlike E which alternates only with E, alternates with Darf and 4 

depending on the morphological noun classes of the head nouns as shown by the constructions 

below: 

(87) 

a) nd3r\p yJri ‘that meat’ (just mentioned) 

CI I 

C’ 1 

(‘12 

b) nd3Ap y s  ’that meat’ (mentioned earlier) 

c) p&iq psri ’those birds’ (just mentioned) 

d) prisig p;i ‘those birds’ (mefltionned earlier) 
c12 



e) rlq yiri  ‘that wound’ (just mentioned) 

CI? 

0 fir, Yj ‘that wound’ (mentioned earlier) 

C’3 

g )  fi57 y511 ‘that case’ (just mentioned) 

(‘15 

h) fl67 yi 

CIS 

‘that case’ (mentioned earlier) 

i) Ji mjri ‘that blood‘ (just mentioned) 

C16 

C16 

j) Ji YG ‘that blood’ (mentioned earlier) 

Looking at these constructions, it is clear that previous remote referent and recent 

previous referent have different morphological forms. Moreover, unlike the forms for previous 

remote referent which have only two alternations marking semantic singularity and plurality, 

recent previous referent makes a distinction between classes 1, 3 and 5 nouns, class 2 nouns 

and finally class 6 nouns (cf 86a -j) above. 

Enipirical facts from our analysis reveal that demonstrative forms in Baba I are used to 

express temporal and spatial locations. This enables us to subsume these forms under two bmad 

groups. Those that make general reference to the spatial location of something in relation to 

speaker and addressee include, &and E with possible structural alternations conditioned 

by the noun classes of their preceding nouns (cf 84a-j). The others which make teniporal 

reference to something already mentioned include, @ ygi ,  & and mJri whose forms are 

also determind to a certain degree by noun class of the respective preceding nouns (cf 86a-j). 

We could still sub-divide these forms denoting temporal referent into two groups based on 

morpho-semantic consideration. These are forms for recent referents which include &, p& 

and mar!, while the second sub-group consists of fomis that denote remote referent and include 

9 ana E. 
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I t  is quite clcnr that the division made ahove especially between spatial and temporal 

denionstratives is not consistent. This is because there is an overlapping in the forlils 

representirig ' tieiir :altlrcssec' referent and those fix remote referent as intliwted by the 

examples in @Sa-e). For us to make a clear distinction void of such overlapping among forms 

o f  the two hroad groups. there is need for contextual information as the forms are used in 

utterances. 'I IICSC tiior~d~cn~es liw tetnote and recent referents arc often used as anaphoric 

pronouns in  that they re-echo soniething e'ulier alluded to in the utterance. 

Other types of word c:itcgtiries nsiially considered as determiners are definite and 

indefinite articles. 'llie (lata presented by Isaha 1 show that articles are not morphologically 

marked in this language. For this reason, definite and indefinite articles do not constitute part o f  

our analysis, since our ;iim is to examine the internal arrangement of morphologically marked 

categnries in nnhn 1. and account for ohservahle alternations. This leads us to examine the form 

and hehavioitr OF possessive determiners. 

5.1.1.3 I'osscwivc dctcrn1inct-s 

Nunierous references have already heen made in preceding sections concerning 

possessive constnictions with pronominal attribution. Since we have regrouped these forms 

under the hroad category of determiners, they will be treated here with more emphasis on their 

linear ordering when they cn-occur with other determiners in a noun phrase and the shades of 

infomiation they convey in each ease will he revealed. 

Possessive qunliliers behave in many respects like demonstrative forms For 'near 

addressee' and 'far from speaker and addressee' referents. This is because they do not only 

follow the nninis they modify; they are also sensitive to the morphological noun classes of any 

n o w  that they specify (cf 4.1.1.2). Since possessive and demonstrative determiners all post 

, modify their head nouns, it will hc interesting to find nut if the two forms can eo-mndify a 

single noun, and if so, what are their respective positions in such a string. 

I n  our  hregoitig ;in:iIysi3 involving possessives, we have upheld the view that 

underlying possessive forms in Daha 1 are: -a, -u, -i, -0'60, -e and -ap representing the first, 

second and third person singnlar and plural respectively. Furthermore, we have noted that the 
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initial consonants these forms manifest in their surface representations are identical with the 

concord conson:ints of the niorpliological noun class of the preceding noun. In the same vein, 

demonstrative tlctrrrninrrs inclritle the fi)llr)wing forms: y ~ ,  yi, B, y x ,  which arc also 

sometinies conditioned by their preceding nouns. These constructions helow are aimed at 

determining the right order of  line,ar occurrence of possessive and demonstrative determiners in 

;I situation where thcy niodify a single noun: 

Singular persons 
a) /sisii? I -6 t y e /  is6su7-ti y* ] 

wind my this 

c1 I 

h) /gki i -5 I y h  lqki - ,I yil  

rope my this 

('13 

c) /nikSg I- -ii -t yi/ Inak8g-h yi) 

gun your that 

('13 

'this wind of mine' 

'that rope of mine' 

'that gun of yours' 

d) Iggbh t -i t ye / [clgb*li Yhl 
'cane his this 

('I 1 

e) /piprim t -i I yi/ 
animals his that 

Ip&+m pi pyi] 

CI2 
r) /nAx -k -ii + yc / I flax s~ y& ] 

job your this 

(115 

g) /IJghh I -6 t yi/ 
oil my th:it 

IlJgbir niil niyil 

('16 
11) /k8m i - i t  I yi I 

crab your tlin~ 
IkAni yl UI * 

'this cane of hishers 

'those animals of hidher' 

'this job of yours' 

'that oil of mine' 
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~ 

(89) 

a)/miqgip + -6y0 f ya'/ 
fowl our tlial 

Plural persons 
[rni&p ybab y i J  'that fowl of ours' 

CI 1 

I>) /p&J I -6 t ye/ I p A q  p6 pyk 1 
birds your these 
CI2 

c) /Is6 I- -Bp t yl l  
head their that 

ltsii pip  pyi I 

c12 

d) /&q -t- - 6 ~ 6  t y6l [tlilq y6a6 y+] 
prison our this 

'these birds o f  yours 

'those heads of theirs' 

'this prison of ours' 

CI3 
e) /Is; t -6 + y d  
kola nut your that 

f) /nib6 t -ipt yi/ 
hands their that 

[ t s j  s6 y3] 'that kola nut of yours' 

c15 
Irnhci m6p myi] 'those hands oftheirs 

ci(j 
g) /mil]& 4 -OX6 -f y d  [&IJg3P y i  YdTb] * 
fowl our that 

The constructions above have readily highlighted a number of issues on the behaviour 

of possessive and demonstrative determiners. They demonstrate that these two forms can co- 

occur as modiliers of the same noun. The demonstrative could not be considered as modifying 

the possessive determiner because, as earlier indicated, these possessive forms are bound 

morphemes which make sense only when they occur with their head nouns. This is the niore 

reason why they appear nearer to their head nouns than the other modifying elements. If any 

elenient ~ C C I I T S  between a noun and its possessive modifier, this will result in ill-formed 

structures as illustrated hy the constructions in (88h and 89g). The asterisks against the two 

constructions indicate that they are unacceptable forms in Baha 1. Further evidence to show that 

die demons~rative fbrnis niorlify the noiitis hut not the possessive is that these demonstrative 

forms have undergone alteriiiitions seen especially in their initial consonants. l'heuc! consonants 

are identical with the concord consonants of the noun classes of the respective nouns serving as 

hcnd notins in tlic constnictions. 
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Imoking at the tones of the constructions above, we notice that only the tones of the 

demonstrative determiners remain stable. We had earlier maintained that, for the purpose of 

predictiihility, the basic iintlerlying fi)rnis of the dependent possessive in this language are all 

toneless. 'I'he tonal variutiowi noticed at the surface level of these derivations are well 

accounted for using some tonal phenomena which include tone docking, assimilation and 

replacement, which are a11 general principles operating in the language (cf tone rules). 

Our analysis of possessive and demonstrative determiners has established that they can 

co-occur with the same noun in a collocational environment. They are similar in that they all 

post modify their head noun and their forms are often conditioned by the noun in question. 

They are different in that their position of occurrence is highly restricted when they co-occur 

with a noun. While the possessive determiners cannot allow anything to appear between them 

and their head nouns, the demonstratives can be separated from their head noun and the 

construction still remains well-formed. 

5.2 Adjectives 

Welmers (1973: 250) has remarked that in most African languages, concepts generally 

expressed by adjectives in European languages are expressed by other types of constructions 

using nouns or verbs or both. We are going to demonstrate that, this assertion to a greater 

extent is true for 13aba 1. In this language we will apply the term 'adjective' to designate any 

form which is reflected by an English adjective, or which helps to assign a particular quality to 

the noun or nominal form it modifies. Qualificative fonns in Raba 1 consist of those that are 

shown to be derived from verbs or are cognate with verb stems, while others, by their very 

nature are inherently adjectives. The former which predominate in this language are referred to 

as adjectivals while the latter which form a restricted but substantial class are called non- 

derived adiectives. 

5.2.1 Adjcctivals 

These are essentially seen to be verbal cognates used as qualificative forms. It could be 

shown h u t  in constnictions, they assume the morphological properties of verbs, taking tense 
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and aspectual morphenles unlike their non-derived counterparts as will be seen later. IIence, 

they are not adjectives per se, and are supposed to be derived from verbs mostly with inceptive 

meaning such as ‘get dirty’. ‘become old‘, ‘hecome wet’, etc. When these forms are used 

predicatively, they refer to present state, and in attributive association they oiten undergo 

inorphophonemic alternations. ‘I‘he examples below show the verh stems and the corresponding 

cogniite fcirins iised iis ntljectivals. 

Fig. 24 Verhs and Adjectivds compared 

I 

a) 4 1  ‘become fiill!’ I ndhr) ndziri ‘a full cup’ 
I 

b) -rli ‘become old!’ ‘an old job’ 

c) -p~tiga ‘get ripe!’ gg6m pi6g ‘ripe plantain’ 
‘become Sweet!’ ,,dzhx ‘sweet wine’ 

e) -yumi ‘gettlry!’ g d  nd3itmti ‘dry grass’ 
f) -kAnta ‘become short!’ gm6 gkhnta ‘a short person’ 

g) -khI ‘a stronghard tree’ 

‘become tall!’ I m A h  sA’lkar ‘a long road’ 

i) -lima ‘yet dirty!’ f ig  limkar ‘a dirty pot’ 

k) - w 6 d  get fat!’ manivi w15xkar ‘a fat dog’ 

I) -pAga ‘good kola nut’ 

These constructions above adequately illustrate that adjectivals in Daba I are shown to 

be derived from cognate verb fornis; and the verbs associated to these forms are mostly 

inceptive in meaning. 

The derivation of adjectivals from the cognate verb forms is done in a number of ways: 

prefixation, sullixation or both. The various derivational strdtegies have provoked some 

morphophonological processes which include assimilation, deletion, and tonal variations. The 

iidjeclival coiintcrpiirts ol‘tlie limns in fig 24 (a, b, c and g) have all taken a nasal prefix leading 

io some initial stem segmental alternations. Those in fig 24(d, f, i, j and k) have taken a suffixal 

morpheme, /kar/, while the form in 24(1) has undergone both suffixation and nasal prefixation. 

The prefixal morpheme in these cwes has no independent existence in this language, 
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I It should however be noted that, among the stnictures considered here as verb forms, 

nouns could he derived from those in 24( i, k and 1) by simple deletion of the final vowel. This 

will result to / I l rn / .  / w i d  and /p:h)/ which can respectively be rendered in English as ‘dirt’, 

‘fatnes’s and ‘goodnesslheauty’. The illustrations given above are valid empirical evidence to 

justify the assertion that concepts in l3aha I expressed by adjectives, are often expressed by 

constructions using nonns, verbs or both in English. 

It is worth noting here that adjectives or adjectivals in Baba 1 are capable of existing as 

independent Ibrms premoditied by the morphemes E and E. These morphemes in this context 

represent ‘one’ and ‘ones’ respectively used as pronominal forms to designate noun or nouns 

already mentioned in a construction. These examples will help to illuminate our explanation: 

fW 
A I3 

a) fiSx nt& ‘a big job’ ya nt6 ‘a big one’ 

b) inblArJ Illhi? ‘:I raw palni nut’ y i  mbh ’a raw one’ 

c) rlk51j ndiil ’different spears’ p i  ndid ‘different ones’ 

d) nd9q ndzui ‘a full cup’ y i  ndz6i ’a hll one’ 

e) kiq linikir ’a dirty pot’ ya limkjr ‘a dirty one’ 

11 pirnvi nt& ‘hig dogs’ p i  nt& ‘big ones’ 

In the forms in n, 
lhe attrihutivc constructions in A. 

and p~ refer to the singular and plural nouns respectively, used in 

We could further illustrate that adjectivals, verbs and nouns could be derived from a 

common underlying form as shown in (91a, b and c ) on the one hand, and (91d and e )on the 

othcr as shown below. 

(91) 
a) h h i 7 t h i  ’ I t  has hccome small’ 

I t  slllall (asp) 

h) it nil-inn ‘It has become fii11’ 
It full (asp) 
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c) a w6x-mo 'It has become big' 

It big (asp) 

d) ii p i  p:h 'I t  is goodness' 

It be good 

e) p5 w6x ' I t  is Fatrirss' 

11 bc hit 

'These constructions reveal that forms which can take prefix or suffix or both fo function 

as qualificatives can also take temporal or aspectual affixes to function as verbs as in (91a-c). 

At the same time they can stand independently without affixes to hnction as nouns as in (91d 

and e). llowever, we can find some lbrms in this language that can legitimately be called 

adjectives because they cannot be said to be derived from other lexical categories. 

5.2.2 Non-derived adjectives 

These are qualificative forms, as said earlier, which exhibit a unique morphological 

structure, showing that they are not derived from any word category in this language. This is a 

restricted class of forms though having a reasonable number of attested examples in Baba I. 

Just like their derived counterparts, they are not generally affected by the morphological noun 

class of the noun they modify as shown by the examples that follow: 

(92) 

b) k6m nt6 'a big crab' 

c) 116x nt6 'a higjoh' 

'a different garment' 
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e) JIC~ I& ' a  grccn snake' 

Cl3 

CI 1 

('13 

c"6 

r) lag s i  ':I new illness' 

g) mbihg illhi? 'inw p : h  nut' 

h) qkhi pi17 'unripe beans' 

These Ibrms are similar to their derived counterparts in that they attribute qualities to 

their nouns and can also take g and to function as independent noniinals. They have an 

exceptional characteristic in that they undergo reduplication when they modify a semantically 

plural noun. They are not as well affected by morphological noun class of their head noun and 

in addition, they are highly restricted to post modification. The examples below further clarify 

the explanation: 

(93) 

a)ilhx nthnth 'big jobs' 

b) qkgq ndiilndiil 'different spears' 

c) ndzi sisi 'new garments' 

d) nd5 mbii'mhi? 'raw things' 

e) yiim pi17pU7 'unripe plums' 

llaving analysed adjectives in Baba 1 and demonstrated that some are non-derived while 

others t ire derived o r  cognates with oiher morphological categories, we now examine ordinals 

which in many respects behave like adjectivals. 

5.3 Ordinals 

These are forms which show order or position in a series in Baba 1. As said earlier, they 

behave i n  some respects like acljectivals since they can be shown to derive from other word 
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categories especially verh steins. This class forms a highly restricted category with only three 

attested itents as sltown bclow: 

(94) 

a) filni gmP 

tl) I J ~ S I ~  gni6 

c) ndzi7ti gmh 

‘the lirst person’ 

‘the second / next person’ 

’the last person’ 

Just like adjectival fornis, they can function like independent forms modified by some 

bound sullixal morphemes 1 and d, representing semantic singularity and plurality markers 

respectively. These morphemes. unlike E and E which premodify independent adjectival 

fornis, rather post modify orditials as shown below: 

(05) 

Singular Plural 

a) fum-l ‘the lirst one’ a) Kim pi ‘first ones’ 

b) gk6ta-i ‘the secondlnext one‘ b) gk& pi ‘secondhext ones’ 

e) nd$?t&l ‘the last one’ c) nd& pi ‘last ones’ 

Though these sullixal morphemes do not have any independent meaning in the 

language, rather in this context, they usually refer back to a noun cited earlier, or to something 

already known to the addressee. 

IJsing the same line of reasoning as for adjectivals we could demonstrate that ordinals 

are verbal forms itsed to show order or position in a series. This i s  because these same forms 

are used as verbs exliihiting all the temporal and aspectual properties of verbs as demonstrated 

hclow: 
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Fig. 25: Verb and ordinal compared 

Vcrh I'ornis 

These illustrative constructions give empirical support to our claim that ordinals are 

derived from verbs; or rather they are derived from the same cognate root in Baba I as verbs 

and some adjectivals. 

Closely rrlated 10 onlinals are numerals whose analysis is our next preoccupation. 

5.4 Numerals 

These are forms in Baba 1 having numerical properties generally used to express 

quantitative notions. They present various morphological shapes depending on whether they are 

used in counting, as independent pronominal forms or attniutive noun modifiers. This 

structural disparity presented by numerals in the various hnctions becomes unified as we move 

to higher digits. 

In  counting, the following forms are used: 

(96) 
a) mb7 'one' d) ki16 'four' 

b) mh6 'two' e) t& 'five' 

c) ntl 'three' 9 nt1676 'six' 
As indcpentlent pronominal Tomis, a morpheme 

shown: 

h) y j  pii 'two' k) y3 t& 'five' 

generally introduces h e  numerals as 

g) y j  niilaa 'one' 1) Y;.  PA 'four' 

i )  y i  thri 'tbrce' 1) ya nti676 'six' 
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Ill) ntiBx 'one' p) kpA 'four' 

11) p6 'IWO' q) 15 'live' 

0) t6r 'three' r) nti676 'six' 

I.ooking at the various forms ahove, it can be noticed that the morphological shapes of 

the numerals vzry with their functions. 'Ihis is true especially for forms denoting the first four 

digits in Baha I. When numerals above four are used, whether in counting, as independent 

pronominal forms or in the attributive modification of a noun, there is no change in the 

segmental constitution (cf 96 e, f, k, I ,  q, and r). 

The forms for counting represented in (96 a-d) do not seem to show that they have 

something in common with similar forms in (96g-i and m-0). Instead of considering them as 

being derived from a common form with those for independent pronominal and noun 

attributive forms, it would be more convincing to consider them as completely different 

morphemes which may have been adopted from other languages. Ihis  is supported by the fact 

that these forms are also attested in many unrelated languages of the grassfield region, and 

represent the same numerals for counting. This argument is made more valid by Welmers' 

(1973: 289) observation that straightforward decimal systems without extensive adoption of 

words for numerals from other languages is not common in Africa. 

From our observation, we can establish a link between the numeral forms for 

independent pronominals and their attributive counterparts. This is especially true for forms 

representing digits from 'two' onward in the two functional groupings. The only morphological 

deviant form is the morpheme denoting 'three' in the two groups. This disparity can be 

accounted Ibr hy assuniing that two forrrts which are cognate are used as independent and noun 

attributive nunierals respectively. Instead of looking for rule to derive one from the other, we 

simply cunsitler th:it ~;EQ is ari independent numeral form while- is  an attributive adjectival 

form as shown bclow: 
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(97) 

a) y; tiiri .t  Iiree' 

h) 16r qin& '11trc.c pcrsons' 

These constructions show that when the numeral for 'three' is used as an independent 

pronorniilal, the hrni @a is used, but when expressing numerical attribution with a noun in 

intrnedinte seqiieiwe, the lin;il schwa is deleted. With this demonstration, we could be justified 

to say that the forms For numerais representing independent pronominal and numerical 

attribution are closely related in Baba I, except for the morpheme representing 'one' in both 

cases. 

Formal disparity between numerical forms for the different functions reduces to the 

barest minimum as we consider numerals from 'ten' upwards. 

Expressions for 'eleven' through 'nineteen' are combinations of either the independent 

or attributive numerical forms with another morpheme, /ntbp/. The distinction here is at the 

level of lincnr ortleriiig OF ~liese morplienies as well as slight segmental differences as shown 

hclow: 

(98) a) 
i) ntJbp y i  m ix i  'eleven' 

ii) ntbp y 5  p~ 'twelve' 

iii) nthp y i  thr4 'thirteen' 

iv) ntfcjp y4  fi)nii 'eighteen' 

v) ntjcjp y i  Jip6 'nineteen' 

vi) piggin1 'twenty' 

above ten by one 

above ten by two 

above ten by three 

nbove ten by eight 

above ten by nine 

two tens 

b) 
i )  nll6x ntfi,p n d ~ t j  'eleven cups' 

one nhove ten clips 

two above ten cups 
ii) pii ntj6p n d ~ i j  'twclve cups' 

'thirteen cups' iii) trir iitJcip iidi'q 
three above ten cups 
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iv) lip6 ntJ6p ndhq 'nineteen cups' 
ninc ahovc tcn cups 

two tens cups 
v) p6lJgiln IKih] 'Iwenly cnyrs' 

The firrnis i n  (Wo) are used as independent prenominals to refer to a quantity that has 

nirendy heen mentioned. while those in (98b) are used attributively with a noun. The alternation 

of tone from low to a rising contour on the morpheme ntJ& can be explained by a general 

principle ofassoci:itive lone tlockinl! process which is well attested in the language (cf TR,) 

As we exmiiine numerals f h n  twenty upwards, we realize that they consist of the plural 

of 'ten' /q&rnI and the independent pronominal forms as shown below: 

(99) 
a) p i  i j g h  ntjiip y i  mixi\ 

twti tens above hy orie 

I?) pa &in ntkq~ y i  p6 
two tens ahove hy twtr 

C) ph ggirn n t j ~ p  y i  Jipi) 
two tens above by nine 

d)  t L  ggim nthp y i  rniiri 
three tens ahovc hy one 

e) tgr gyini ntjbp y i  J i p ~  
three tens iihove hy nine 

I) k p i  q g ~ m  ntjOp y i  tixiah 
Tour tens nhove hy w c  

'twenty one' 

'twenty two' 

'twenty nine' 

'thirty one' 

'thirty nine' 

' rorty one' 

Mtrlliples of 'ten' are expressed by a combination of single digits from 'one' to 'nine' 

and the plural crf 'tcn' as shown in (99a, d and 0. To express numerical attribution with these 

forins above. the licitif noun is pliiced itnmediiitely aller the plural of 'ten' as illustrated below: 

( I  00) 
a) pB qR"1 p"l]g:np nllbp y i  mi1aii 

two tens hwis ahcive ten hy one 

I>) tar qgim pjijgjp n t l ~ p  y i  lip6 
three tens firwls ohove ten by nine 

c )  kpA i g h i  p;rijgap idbp y i  I6 
Tour tens Ibwls above ten by five 

, .  'twenty-one fowls' 

'thirty nine fowls' 

'fotly five Towid $ r  
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d) t& gyim paggap ntfOp y i  nti676 
live tens fowls ahove ten by six 

e) fom; ggim p&jgip ntj6p ya f6ma 
eight tens fowls above ten by eight 

'filly six fowls' 

'eighty eight fowls' 

The ahove illustration serves as empirical evidence that multiples of 'ten' are made up 

of numer:ils from 'one' to 'nine' preceding the plural morpheme for 'ten'. Furthermore, it shows 

that the noun is always placed immediately after the plural of 'ten' in attributive constructions. 

In the constructions, p&g& denotes 'fowls', indicating that in Baba I, numerals determine their 

head nouns from the point of view of semantic plurality and singularity. 

llundred and thousand are designated by the morphemes /gki/ and / g k W  respectively. 

They cannot exist independently without being modified by other numerals, or they themselves 

may modify nouns. This can be made clearer by the constructions that follow: 

(101) 
a) ntkh qki 'one hundred' 

b) p i  gki 'two hundred' 

c) ti! gki 'five hundred' 

d) hp6 gkl 'nine huridred' 

e) n t l h  g k h  'one thousand' 

f) PG 'two thousand' 

g) kph qkhm 'four thousand' 
h) nt1676 qkim 'six thousand' 

i)ijki g k h  'one hundred thousand' 

j) hp6 gk7 g k h  'nine hundred thousand' 

'One hundred' and 'one thousand' can optionally be used without the preceding 

morpheme lntlix1, especially when they precede another morpheme (cf 101 i). In this case, the 

following morpheme will function like a nominal form. This is why when the forms 

representing the multiples of 'ten' 'one hundred' and 'one thousand' respectively are used as 

independent fonns; they mostly futiction like value nouns alluding to sums of money. In this 

light tiley freely take possessives as shown in the constructions below: 

(102) 
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a) ph qgim-A 

b) thr &in-ir 

c) n l ik  qk7-i 

'my twenty (francs)' 

'your thirty (francs)' 

'his/her/its one hundred (francs)' 

d) r i m  qkdm-A 

e) tk qgbm qkrlni-i 

1) qki gkdm-ir 

'my ten thousand (francs)' 

'his/her/its fifty thousand (francs)' 

'your one hundred thousand (francs)' 
I 
I 

If we consider that these forms are actually nouns, then we need to establish their 

morphological noun classes. We have convincingly demonstrated earlier that morphological 

noun class affiliation for any noun can be determined by the use of possessive constructions (cf 

1.1.3.1). In such a construction, the possessive morphemes, represented here by -i, -a and -u for 

the singular persons usually bear a low tone when in collocation with morphological noun class 

1 and a high tone for all the remaining classes. Following this line of argument, dl our value 

nouns above are considered os class I nouns by 'virtue of the tone of their possessive 

morphemes. Despite the fact that these nouns denote huge sums, they belong to a singular class. 

A possible explunotion is lhat these huge sums are in effect looked upon as single indivisible 

entities. 

When these forms me used in association with other nouns which are morphologically 

and semantically plural, they usually function as quantifiers and their nouns are in the plurals as 

indicated helow: 

(103) 

a) pg &m p&hn p-8 

b) t& gki q-kdq m-d 

c) q k l n  p&;p p-ti 

d) kpMr i jk i  pS-qkl7 p-i 

'my twenty animals' 

'my five hundred spears' 

'your one thousand fowls' 

'hisher its seven hundred baskets' 

The following analysis has amply demonstmted that numerals often assume different 

morphological shape and linear order, depending on the various functions we have enumerated 
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in our discussion. 'l'liose few whose forms cannot be identified as having been derived from the 

same underlying morphemes with the rest have been considered having been borrowed from 

other languages. 

Right up to this point, we have been concerned with the occurrence of nouns with noun 

dependent morphemes itnd at times, some are seen to behave too like nouns. These morphemes 

conihine with nouns following various linear arrangements to form noun phrases. The 

relationship expressed in such a combination is usually attributive. However, nouns can also be 

shown to combine with othcr nouns to produce compound-like noun phrases. These types of 

phrases may be referred to as associative noun phrases. 

5.5 Associative noun phrases 

These constructions in Raba 1 are made exclusively of morphemes that could inherently 

be considered as nouns. In such a construction, one noun functians as the modifier of the other. 

This is what Welmers (1973: 281) refers to as nominal association in Bantu languages. 

In Babe I, just like in many other Bantu languages, when two or more nouns in a well 

defined sequence occur in collocation, a variety of semantic information is usually expressed. 

These varying pieces of infomation include: material, contents, place of origin and place of use, 

function, time of use, quantity and even possession as illustrated by the following examples. 

( 1  04) 

a) lid5 nd7Ar) 'house made of bamboo' 

house bamboo 
b) kig qkhl *a pot of beans' 

pot beans 

C) IJllU! t13hllhll 'a person from Germany' 

person German 
d') tkix tsb 'decoration for the head' (cap) 

d w ~ m i ~ i c ~ i  I i w d  

e) nt6m ndip 'support for the house' (pillar) 

slipport Iiouse 
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0 p6 sIi71; 'Tufu Tor the allernoon' (lunch) 

fufu alternoon 

g)  r J k h  l i i x  'a  thousand oTJohs' 

thousand )>I) 

11) m6mvi IG 'lbn's (log' 

dog Ton 

The conslructione illustratc noun collocation that occurs in the order N1 + N2. In this 

type of a structure, the hilowing iiouii gives mote specification to the preceding one in the 

sequence. We can therefore talk of post modification when referring to noun + noun 

association. 

Some tonal variations are however observed; the N1 nouns which generally bear level 

tones in citation form are seen here most oRen hearing contour tones (cf 104% b, d, g, h) above. 

We 1i:ive cskihlishetl i i i  previws sections that in an associative construction, there is a floating 

tonal morpheme marking ussociation (cf 4.1.1). In the present case, this tonal morpheme is 

dctcrmincd hy the morphological noun class of N1 nouns. This floating tone is low for class I 

nouns and high Tor the rest of the classes as earlier remarked. In associative constructions, this 

tone, following a general principle observed in Baba 1, usually docks to the left and affects the 

tonc of thc final syllable of N1 noun in such an association. In the case where the tonal 

associative marker is identical with the tone on the final syllable of the preceding noun, no 

ellkt is ohservtltl. 'I'his could he well illustrated by the derivations helow: 

( 105) 

a) CII mapi qku 

knife ralfia palm 

h) CI2 /p&m p;nivi/ 

animals dogs 

c )  ('11 /t61$6 OkC/ 

ear monkey 

d) ~ 1 5 / f i d x  m&$ 

job bird 

'tapping knife' 

'animals of dogs' 

'monkey's ear' 

'bid's job' 
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e) C16/ndzi)x tCl - Indzi3x tit] 'palm wine' 

wine pnlm 

The class specification is  only for N1 nouns to illustrate that they condition the nature of 

the associative tone marker which, as earlier said, is low for class 1 and high for the rest of the 

classes. 'I his ;~ssiiniptioii h:is in a straightforward manner accounted for the surface forms of 

our derivations. 

We have so far presented and analysed the various aspects of noun modification that 

could possibly result in the formation of a noun phrase in Baba 1. Apart from forms like 

ordinals and to a certain extent numerals which premodify their head nouns, the rest of the 

noun related forms in this language have been shown to generally postmodify their head nouns. 

In addition, some of the morphemes like demonstratives can invariably postmodify and 

premodify their head nouns. In the latter case, some grammatical or syntactic information like 

focussing is expressed, since chis reversal of word order is for emphatic purposes in such a 

context. 
It lias also heen demonstrated that when modifying elements concatenate with their 

modified heads. some tonal and segmental alternations are manifested. These alternations have 

well been accounted fix by means of morphophonological and tonal statements that are in 

accordance with general principles observed in the language. 

'I'he order of accurrence of the various noun modifying elements discussed above are 

summarized in the table helow.lhis will in a global manner present a general view of the 

notion of post and premodification in this language, 



Fig 26: psition of noun-modifying elements in Raha 1 

\Noun modifying elements I Premodificotion I Interrogative detcrmincrs 

Demonstrative determiners 

Singular possessive determiners 

Plural posscssive dctcrrtiiners 

Adjectivals 

Non-derived adjectives 

Ordinals 

Numerals 

Nouns as modifiers 

I 

+ 
+ 
- 
+ 
+ 
- 
+ 
+ 
- 

Postmodification 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
- 
+ 
+ 

'l'he preceding analysis on the noun phrase has clearly determined what co stitute this 

constituent in Ihba I .  Accordingly, it has ended up with a concise summary of the various 

positions the internul constitutive elements within the noun phrase take as they co-occur with 

their head noun. In order not to treat this constituent as an isolated entity in the language, it will 

be interesting to examine its behaviour as it co-occurs with other constituents in the information 

building process. l h e  varying positions oAen assumed by this constituent when it occurs in a 

complex syntactic structure will he construed in terms of movement. This is what will be the 

principal object of discussion in the follwing chapter. 



- - 
CiIhPTER SIX 

6.0 MOVEMENT 

According to linguistic theories there are at least two levels of representation for non- 

cationicnl sentences: the I)-structure and the S-structure. The D-structure is akin to the basic 

pattern of the linear arrangement of subject verb and object in any giveh natural language, and 

the S-stnature refers to the structure derived once certain sentence constituents such as NP, 
VP, PP. etc are displactxi fmm their canonical positions. The syntactic operations that dislodge 

these constituents from their original location and reorder them within the same structure are 

usually referred to as movement operations or transformation (Chomsky 1981, 1995; Radford 

1988; Koopman 1904; Knyne 1994) among others. This general transformation is often known 
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/ 
Det 

fu ndzi rJke ntam kop 

lh i s  simplilied representation above shows us how the adjectival phrase (ADP) and the 

prepositional phrase (PP) are all formed from the node of the noun phrase (NP) which is the 

highest projection in the hierarchical level of this syntactic tree following the framework of the 

x-bar syntactic theory. 

6.1.1 X-Bar theory. 

This theory calls for two levels of head projection where the head is the part of the 

linguistic unit or phrase which gives this unit its essential characteristic. This head is first of all 

projected by complements to a first order projection called X-bar. This X-bar is further 

projected by specifiers to a second order projection known as X-double bar. This explanation 

can be made clearer using a schematic representation given below: 

Complements 

. 
The X-bar schema above is appropriate for English and other related languages with word 

ptrnsal ordcr similiir to ttiat of English. This would not exactly fil into the Dubs 1 phrase 
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structure whose word phrasal order slightly differs from that of English. Consequently, we will 

use the extended schema proposed by flaegeman (1991) since this covers all types of word- 

order languages. 

This extended sclicniii is reprcsented in the diagram below: 

I3 fiB 
A +A X 

1 
A 

X 

B 

On the dingrani above there are three hierarchical levels represented A, B, C on either side o 

X. The symbol x stands for a variable that could be over a noun, verb, adjective, preposition, 

adverb etc. The label A represents complements which are used to project the word categories 

cited above to a higher level or phrasal categories x-bar ( X I  )just like U stands for adjuncts that 

project word categories to phrasal categories. The label C represents specifier that projects x- 

bar (XI) to x-double bar (X") which is referred to as maximal projection. 

I n  English, demonstratives precede adjectives which in turn precede the noun, but in 

Baba 1 it is generally the reverse as shown by this adjectival phrase. 

( 109) 

ndn rn ye  

dress new this-+ this new dress 

This Baba 1 phrase as well as its English equivalence can both be successfully represented on 

nn X-bar schema as shown below in (109) and (1 lo), hanks to the extended schema of 

Ilaegeman already noted above. 

a) Daba 1 : n d m  sa ye. 
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b) English: this new dress. 

N 

ndza 

"1 

I, 
A" N 
I 
A' 
I 
A 

I 

A' D 

I A 
I 

sa Ye 

This new dress 

I laving examined the functioning of X-bar theory and its application, we would now 

use this phenomenon to analyse and schematise NP movement in Baba 1 .It is important to note 

here that the X-bar system con be extended to clausal structures. According to Abney (1987) 

and Cliomsky (1993,1994) among others, this extension will permit functional categories like I 

(INFI,) nntl C (COMP) lo he consitleretl as values of X. Consequently S is reinterpreted RR a 
projection of (1NlX): Si is reinterpreted as a projection of(C0MP). Analogously, the 
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functional category 1) (Determiner) can be incorporated into the X-bar system such that NP is 
reinterpreted as part of a DP. It is within this reasoning that our analysis of Baba 1 NP- 

movement will be based, though we will limit our analysis to the movement ofNP as an entity. 

6.2 Sentence word order in Balm 1 

In Baha I ,  just like in English, the basic sentential word order which is unmarked is 

SVO, though this order can be altered when certain transformations like, c l e fhg  and related 

rocus constructions come lo play as will be illustrated in our on-going analysis. At this point a 

declarative sentence which shows the canonical position of individual constituents in Baba 1 in 

( 1  IO) and its representation on a tree diagram is given below: 

(1  IO) Ynri 16716 kpir n&Bp 

Name 171 eat meat. 3 Yari will eat meat. 

IP 

N'  I VP 

NP 

I 
Yari lea0 

Name will 

kpar n&ap 
eat meat 

Looking at the tree structure above, we see that a simple declarative sentence in Baba 1 has a 
structure siiiiilur to that orEnglish, beginning with a subject ~d ending with an object, which 

in most cases are NPs. IIowever. when we examine more complex structures like questions and 

relative constructions in the two languages, they will be seen to vary considerably. Though our 

objective is not to carry out a contrastive analysis of the structures in the said languages, we 

will all the same look at Wt I-movement in Baba 1. This is motivated by the fact that Thompson 

et nl(1996) hold that wh-movement is generally subsumed under NP movement since it moves 
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an NP with 1-1 wlil feature, when mapping representation from d-structure onto s-structure as 

illustrated in the tree in ( 1  1 1 )  below: 

r-b 

will ,.A 
NP 

” N’ I YP 
I / &  

u Wh-movemen 

The structure above illustrates the derivation of the question “What will Fred drink?”, 

and this serves as proof that wh-question words are NPs. At d-structure the NP ‘what’ is the 

abject of the verb ‘drink’ and is inside 1P occupying the direct object argument position. But at 

s-structure it is extracted from its initial position and moved to the specifier of CP which is 

outside IP, thereby leaving a trace marked [e] at its original site as indicated by the direction of 

the arrow line. 

6.3 WII-Movement. 

This is a transformation that usually involves the movement within a wh-phrase. This 

type of movement always moves an element to an A-bar psilion, particularly to the specifier 

position of CP especially in English and related languages as shown above. Languages differ in 

whether this movement is overt or  not .According to Chomsky (1992), Lasnik 81. Saito (1991) 

among others, this movement is overt in English nnd appears to be covert in Chinese and may 

be covert or overt in French This  means that not only does the nature of a wh-element differ 
from otic Iiinpuiigc io tiie oihcr; ilic type of movement sucli iin clement or constituent undergocs 

as well as their landing sites also vary with the language. Consequently, we will have to 

examine the nnture orwh-element in naba 1 and the type of movement associated with it as 
well as its lianding site. 
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6.3.1 The np ire of wh-element in Ibba 1. 

The general view is that wh-words in English are used to ask questions whose answers 

require giving specific pieces of information that the speaker wants to know. Oenerally these 

words stnrt with wl!: except 'how', although it manifesb the same syntactic behaviour like the 

rest of the memhers of this group. In Daba 1 just like in other languages there are a number of 

forms which correspond to these wh-words in English as enumerated below: 

( I  12) 

i )  w0 who 

ii) k5 what 

iii) yh where 

iv) ndik5 when 

v) mbU6 why 

vi) yi3 which 

vii) 18 htrw 

viii) y&u6 how many 

These forms in  this language are question markers as evident in their English equivalences. 

lJnlike in English where these question markers generally occur in question-initial position at s- 

structure, in Daba 1, they appear in question final position and may be moved to initial position 

through such syntactic operations like clefting, relativisation and other forms of focus 

constructions as will he illustrated below. 

6.1.2 Wh-movcment in Raba 1.  

As presented above, there are about eight wh-question words in Daba which differ 

from their English counterparts significantly in form. As already indicated, they are usually 

found in question find position in this language, that is, inside IP in post verbal position and 

practically can readily be moved to pre-IP position. Unlike in English. the movement of wh- 

element in Baba 1 is optional and if it fails to move, the construction will still have a question 

interpretation. This is what usually obtains in most Bantu languages as could be seen in Biloa 

(1991) i n  his analysis of Tuki, a Rantu language. Daba 1 unlike Ttiki does not have a focus 

marking p:uiiclt: nnd tbcdin~tioii is achieved thruugh cleRing iind reluted constructions. 

Though our ot?jective is not t o  orielyze fctciis construclion in this IangutIyc, we are concerned 

with all types of constructions that will illustrate NP-movement. 
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6.3.2.1 (:left sentences in  Itaha 1. 

(;eiierally,clelling involves placing a sequence of words within a structure beginning 

with ‘It islwas’ followed by the syntactic constituent one wants to bring into communicative 

prominence. Obviously clellling is a syntactic device whose function is related to highlighting 

certain pieces of information conveyed by the utterance. A cleft sentence is therefore a type of 

focus construction and it is used as a normal device for focusing mostly in languages where 

focus is not niarked by prosodic pruniinence. This is exactly the type of form Baba 1 employs 

in order to bring into focus its argument structures. It is however important to show here that, 

as earlier noted, in this language wh-question words usually occur in post verbal positions in 

questions wlicre they act as verbal objects or complements as presented below: 

Y&w6 ka pix w6? 
Yewo 1’2 kill who 
‘Who did Yewo kill?’ 

Wii kp’nr k‘i? 
You2sy cat what 
‘What are you eating?’ 

SllII~J Uc! yh 7 

Sama go whcre 
‘Where is Sama going to?’ 

Yari fh y: p b  m~ mi? 
Yari give which bag to me 
‘Which bag is Yari giving me? 

Sundze IC7t6 16 ndika? 
Sundze will come when 

‘When will Sundze come? 
These examples above clearly show that the unmarked position of wh-question words in 

Daba 1 is post verbal and within 1P. In clelt sentences they are moved out of their original 

position and placed in pre-1P position as illustrated in the forms below where the square 

bracketed tiraterial in each construction represents an inflectional phrase (IP).Typically, the 

clen sentences below highlight the constituents in the ‘it-clause’. 

(114) 

i) A mbj w6 yjlS [Yewo k; p,gX Ih?] 
It  was who that Yewo P2 kill emph. 
‘Who did Yewo kill?’ 



i i )  

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

h po kh yh16 1 wh k p h  I&?] 
I t  is what that you 2sg cat cniph 
‘What are you eating?’ 

8 pr; y i  [ y51a Sama a6 E?] 
It is whcrc that Sama is going 
‘Where is Sama going to?’ 

h po y0 phyi lS.[Yari  fB mbb wh I&?] 
It is which bag that Yari give to you2sg emph 
‘Which bag is Yari giving you?’ 

h pi  niiik; yil& [Sundw I67 16 G ]  
It is when that Sundza will come emph. 
‘When will Sundza come?’ 

Wh-niovcment in Raba 1 shown in the data above exhibits similar traits as would be noticed in 

the movement of verbal direct object as will be explained below. 

6.3.2.1.1 Movement of VI’-internal N P  

Verb phrase internal NPs refer to those arguments Spencer (1991) holds must be 

reaIized within the maximal pmjection of a VP. The movement of whquestion words in this 

language manifests the Same characteristics as the movement of VP-internal NPs or verbal 

objects. This is because, as earlier indicated, they occupy the same syntactic position serving as 

verbal objects or complements. The only difference is that wh-question words BI(: attested in 

interrogative structures while non-wh-NPs serve as VP-internal arguments in declarative 

structures. The latter nlso undergo movement in cleft sentences as illustrated below: 

Non- dcfl  declarative sentences 

i) Sama k i  g h k  til 
Sama 1’2 cut tree 

Samn cut n tree. 

ii) Yew0 kpir nd$p 
Ycwo cat meat 
Yewo is eating meat 
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Cleft declarative sentences. 

A p i  til yilfi Sama ka gbblfi 
It is tree that Sama P2 cut emph. 

It is a tree that Sama cut. 

A p i  nd3ap y& Yew0 kp& Ifi 
It is meat that Yew0 cat emph. 
It is meat that Yew0 is eating. 



iii) W“ I$ mimvi A p-i mimvi y& w i ~  l ip 18 

It is a dog which you are beating. 
You 2sg beat dog It is dog that you beat cmph. 
You are beating a dog. 

iv) Sundm kn tim qm6 A p i  om6 yilh Sundza ki tam 1 
It is person that Sundw PZshoot emph Suntlm P2 slioot person 

Sundm shot a person. It is a person who Sundza shot. 

Looking at the forms above, we notice that cleft construction in this language involves the use 

of a copula && ‘it is’ at sentence initial position before the NP that is to be focussed. This 
focussed NP is in tllni followcd by an obligatory complemcntizcr val$ which in English could 

variably be translated as ‘that, which, who, whose, or whom’. Another important characteristic 

of such a construction is that it ends with an emphatic particle la. All the sentences above 

dealing with clcn construction have to do with the extraction of an NP within a VP which is 
taken out of IP and placed in  a focus position at the beginning of the entire construction. This is 

a type of movement which Thompson et al(l997) call object clcll. Such a movement occurs 

when an NP is extracted from direct object position and the moved constituent lands in the 

specifier of CP (Spec, CP) nnd a chain is formed between lhe lrace site and the moved 

constituent. Such a prucess is similar to what Orunde! (1983) quoted in Drubig (2000:24) refers 

to as focus 1opicalisation. This can be illustrated using wh-movement in English as shown in 
11 6 below: 

(1 16) i )  [Cpe [IP [NPSama [1’ will [VP [Vshoat @P what]]]]]]l 

however be observed that auxiliary movement Cloes not concern us in this study. This is 

becouse il does not fall within the scope of ow proposed study and moreover, auxiliary 1 

ii) [CP, slpcWhat[C’will [IP [NP Sama [I’e [VP [V shoot ~Pe]]]]]]]] + I 

1 Wh-Movemen t I 
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movement does not operate in Baba 1, our principal Ian- Le of concern. We can however 

represent this bracketed sentence on a tree diagram so that various landing sites of the moved 

constituents can be clearly seen as the s-structure in 117(ii) is derived from the d-structure in 
1 I7(i) as alrently intlicatetl. 

e e 

i i )  

A 
Spec I '  

n 
'P I 

j A  V NP[+wh] 

Saiiia will shoot what 

CP 

'The structural 
adequate only 

represenlalion above has CP as its highest funclional projection and this is 
for the analysis of English wh-movement. Conversely in Baba I ,  wh-movement 
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is achieved through clefling as earlier mentioned or through what Drubig (2003) calls cleft- 

based focus construction. Consequently the structural configuration of wh-elements in Daba 1 

is different from their Ikglish counterparts and the structural frame used for their analysis is 
hountl to v:rry. I h l l  the Iliiylisli annlysis we noticc chat the analytical frame is: 

IXP llPll 
In this franie XP stands For the fociissed constituent which precedes the inflectional phrase (iP). 

I n  Baba 1 on the other hand, the focussed constituent is both preceded by a copula 

and followed by an obligatory complementizer y k w h i c h  is variously translated in English as 

explained in (6.3.2.1 . l )  above. In addition, there is an emphatic particle La introduced within the 

IF in a post VI’ position. It should however be noted that the emphatic particleladoes not 

constitute the focus of our analysis here and we just have to simply postulate a slot for it at the 

end of IP. For the current frame to incorporate data from Dabal there is need for it to be 

modified. Consequently we propose a frame for Daba 1 wh-movement as represented below: 

‘it is’ 

I 
(Cupula IXP ICOMP IIP ernphllll 

For i ts  to test nnd confirm the validity of our proposed analytical f m e ,  we will use it to 

represent this Ilaba 1 wh-cleit construction below: 

( I  18) 

?I mbi w6 ydii Yewo kn pzx 1 2  

I t  was who that Yew0 P2 kill emph. 

‘Who did Ycwo kill?’ 

This sentence above can be bracketed as in 119(i) and subsequently represented on a tree 

dingrain in 119(ii) below: 

( I  19) 

i) [IPA 11 nib; ICP w6[ C y& [IPYewo [I k i  [VP[VpiaX [e] [ emp li]]]]]]1] 

i 



i i )  A 
spec 

a I 

lee 

S P d  

la Yew0 

c' - 
1P 
A 

I' 
n 

VP 

V --m[. V' 

I i '  
t Wh-Movement I 

Our proposctl syntactic fratnc has aptly taken into account Daba 1 data with respect to 

wh-movement as well as VP-internal and external arguments movement. However, up to this 

level the on-going analysis has concentrated basically on wh-movement as well as the 

movement of non-wh VP-internal arguments (cf 6.3.2.1.1). In order to exhaustively examine 

NP movement in  this language, there is need to examine all kinds of possible constructions 

where an NP is believed to have been moved either overtly or covertly. Closely related to 

clefting is a type of construction referred to in the literature as left dislocation (Smith 1995, 

Rizzi 1997) .This form of information structure is also attested in Baba 1 as discussed below. 

6.3.2.1.2 Left dislocstion. 

This is another syntactic strategy used to highlight a constituent with the aim of 

bringing i t  into communicative prominence. Here a constituent is removed from its initial 

position within a sentence and placed in front of the sentence. Ilowever, this moved constituent 

is associated with sowe kind of pronoun occupying its supposedly extracted site as illustrated in 

these English sentences (i) and (ii) below: 

( 1-20) 

i )  I have already read that book. 
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ii) That Iiook, I have already read it. 

In  sentence 120( i )  ‘that hook’ is the direct object ofthe verb ‘read’ and in sentence (ii) this 

constituent has huen fronted nnd its original position is occupied by the pronoun ‘it’. Smith 

(1995) refers to this type of construction as ‘hanging topic left dislocation’ and feels that no 

overt movement is involved in such a situation. Evidently, this is a case of covert movement in 

English. Siriiiliir constructions of this nature are attested in naba 1 as illustrated below where 

the highlighted verbal objects in  121(i), (ii) and (iii) are fronted in 121(iv), (v) and (vi): 

(121) 
i) Sundm k i  kAr) ya’qgli y* 

Suntln 1’2 love woman this 

‘Sun&/a loved this woman’ 

Yewo 167ti) l i p  ma’mvi ya’ 

Yewo F1 heat dog thnt 

‘Yewo wil heat that dog’ 

i i )  

iii) Fred k i  fhxdya’mhl4~4y6 

Frcd P2 greet man this. 

iv) ya’qgdi y*, Sundm ki kAg 1. 
Woman this, Sundm P2 love her. 

‘This woman, Sundm loved her’ 

mamd ya’,Yewo 167 l j b  1. 
that Yewo F1 heat it 

‘Fred greeted this man.’ 

v) 

Dog 
‘That dog, Yew0 will beat it’ 

ya’mhihq4 y6, Fred k i  JaXd i 
Man 
‘’rllis nitui, I:rcd greeted him’ 

vi) 

this Fred P2 greet him 

It should be noted that Raba lin its use of pronouns does not make a distinction between 

masculine and feminine as in  (iv) and (vi) and human and non-human as in (v) and (vi).A 

distinction is made rather between mimate and inanimate references. See (4.5.1.2.1 and 4.5.2) 

iiir an exlinustive analysis of pronouns in this language. 



I lowever when this type of construction refers ' an inanimate entity as its ve 21 object, a 
co-referential pronotin is not used when this object is fronted as illustrated below: 

i i )  

iii) 

iv) 

~eiribt: 16716 36 n d h j  y i  

Yenihe 1.'1 hreak cup that 

'Yernbe will hreak that cup' 

Fii& kJ I5 qkim y b  

Chief P2 lock box this 

"fhc chief lockcd this box' 

ncliq ya ,Yemhe 1&"?b s6 

Cup that Yembe F i  break 

'That cup, Yeinbe will break it' 

qklim yk, fb8 k i  i*e 
I3ox this chiefP2 lock 

'This box, the chicf locked it.' 

Empirical evidence fmm the data presented above shows that with respect to leR dislocation in 

Daha 1, there is an ohliptory co-referential pronoun that occupies the site of the fronted verbal 

object. Ibis only happens if the fronted constituent refers to an animate entity. When the 

fronted constituent has an inanimate reference, the vacated site is empty. Unlike in English 

whereby the vacated site is always filled by a pronoun in all cases in such constructions, Baha 1 

shows a type of restrictive usage of the co-referential pronoun in such a context as explained 

above. Consequently we can observe that Baba lmanifests both overt and covert movement 

whereas English exhibits only covert movement with respect to leR dislocation. 

It is however important to note here that the fronted verbal objects in Baba 1 in such 

constructions usually take an obligatory demonstrative determiner, one among a class of words 

Van de WeQer (2004) refers to as definite determiners. The use of this word by Baha 1 is 

probably to make the reference ofthe NP definite since this language lacks the definite article. 

The absence of demonstratives in such constructions above will lead to ungrammaticality as 

illustrated by the highlighted NPs in 123(i),(ii)and( iii)which are fronted in 123(iv),(v) and (vi) 

below: 
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(123) 

i) Yemhc I157 s6 nd4j 

Yemhe FI break cup 

‘Ycnthc will break a cup’ 

ii) Yew0 167 1511 mamvi 

Yewo F1 bent dog 

‘Yewo wil beat ;I clog’ 

iii) Suntlm ka  khq yaegdi 

Sundm 1’2 lovc woman 

‘Sundm lovcd ii woman’ 

iv) * nd49 Yernbc 115716 st! 

Cup Yeiirbe I:I brc;ik 

‘M ‘A cup Yembe will break’ 

v) * m;mvi Yewo 167 l i p  

Ilog Yewo F1 beat 

??‘A dog Yewo will beat’ 

vi) * y&&, Sundza k a  khr) 

Woman Sundm 1’2 love 

??‘A woman Sundm loved’ 

Another closely related construction where Baba 1 exhibits covert movement concerns the 

fronting of clausol subjects. Whenever a verbal subject is fronted, the vacated site is occupied 

by &hut Cliomsky (1982) ciills n resurnptive pronoun. This is true for both animate and 
inanimate subjects alike as will he examined below. 

6.3.2.1.3 hlovenient of VI’-externsl NP. 
As mcnlioned ahove, this involves the movement of a clausal subject, usually the 

subject of (hc matrix clnuse r~u i  of its normal she ton higher position. It is similar to what 
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I’liompson et a1 (1907:4) term siibject- raising construction. These authors claim that in this 

type of sentence, movement is from the subject position of a sententiat complement to subject 

position of the inatrix sentence. Verb-external N P  movement in Daba 1 and subject-raising 

construction i n  Fiigli4i arc similar i n  tliat they both involve the movement of an NP constituent 

which originally occupics a suhject position. The data in 124(i) and (ii) illustrate subject raising 

i n  English: 

(124) 
i)  I- seeins Ithc hiker to have lilled the student] 

i i )  

The spice preceding the vcrh ‘seems’ in (i) indicates the subject position which is empty at 

ti-structure, and i t  is subsequently filled at s-structure following the movement ofthe 

suhject NI’ ‘the hiker’. The d-structure in (i) and the derivation ofits s-structure in (ii) will 

be compared with the Ihba 1 NP subject movement in (iii) and (iv) betow: 

iii) Yari k i  kpir nd3hp. 

I I‘lic bikcr scems I -- to have lined the sludenl)l 

Yiiri 1’2 eiit incat 

‘Yari lite the meat’ 

iv) A inhi Yari y i lh  yi k; kp& nd38p 18 

I t  was Yari t lrnt  he/she 1’2 eat meat emph 

‘It  was Yari who ate the meat’ 

I t  is evident that the constructions in124 (i)-(iv) above all involve the overt movement of 

subject N P  :IS indicated earlier. ‘The difTerence is that in (i) and (ii) movement occurs because 

the inlinitive verb in the sententid complement clause cannot assign nominative case to the 

subject position. meanwhile a subject is required in the matrix sentence in all English 

sentences. The verb ‘seem’ is one ofwh&t Chornsky (1981) calls raising verbs in English which 

do not have external arguments i n  their representation, consequently their matrix subject 

position is vacant. 

Conversely, the sentences in124 (iii) and (iv) are well formed in Daba 1 and movement 

is triggcrctl by the liict tliat the subject in (iii) needs to acquire focus feature in the position in 
(iv) which is 1is11:i1ly ohtitined in Habii 1 and related languages through fronting. 

Wlien we loirk at the movement ofNP object and NP subject in Daba 1 cleft 

constructions, we notice that when the former moves, D trace is left ai the extmction site unlike 
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tnovemeiit o f  the latter which leaves a trace which is subsequently filled by a co-referential 

p,rono\ni. ‘I his i? ilhi.;trated in the sentences below: 

(12.5) 

i )  

i i )  

iii) 

Yari IG k p i r  nd3hp 

Sari 1’2 eat meat 
‘y,  ‘ I I I  : atc the rncat’ 

IIP mhn 1C.P nd3hp y& [IPYari [VP k i  [V kp& [e] la]]]]] 

I t  was meat that Yari P2 eat. emph 

‘It wa.; mciil that Yari ale’ 

(11’ i\ nihi ICP Yari y& [IP yi [VP k i  lkp& (NP nd3Ap Ilril]ll]ll 

I t  was Yari that hekhe P2 eat meat emph 
‘ I 1  was Ynri who ate meat’ 

I t  should he noted here that when the moved subject refers to an animate entity, the pronoun 

tokes a diTfcrcnt Toml froin that which it takes when the reference is inanimate as shown helow: 

( 126) 

iv)  tJ&, k, gin qmi? 

Trap P2 catch person 

‘A trap caught a person’ 

Considering the l i ) rms in (i i)  and (iii) above, we notice that when an object moves, its trace 

remains without any phonetic content :is indicated hy the sqnarc bracketed [el in (ii). Contrary 

to the ohicct. when a subject moves, its trace has a phonetic content, a pronoun having 

nominativc c m e  as  the moved suhject. A co- referential relation is created between the 

sitpposetlly mewed niiimatc subject Y ~ r j  and its antecedent ‘yi’in ( i i i )  as well as the inanimate 

sul+xt &r? atid its co-rcli.rentinl pronouns. This can be explained by Chomsky’s (1 98 I )  

cxlentlctl prc!jcction priiiciple (RPP) which rcquires tlrat clniises liave subjects. The occurrence 
of the noininnlive pronoun y1 in tbe.supposedly extracted site of the focused subject w i n  (iii) 
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and .- a in (v )  is an attempt to obviate the violation of EPP a,. explained above. If this principle is 

violated, wc will have the ungrammatical form in (iii) repeated below as (vi) and (v) repeated 

its (vii) below: 

( 127) 

vi)* (11’ h tnh; \(:I’ Ywi ydfi [IP le1 [YP k i  lkpk [NP nd3ilp [lh)]]]]]] 

I t  w:tq Yari that r2 cat meat emph 

‘ I t  \viis Yitii thnt ittc thc meat’ 

vii) * (IP h thh3 (CP tf&< y31h [IP [e] lVPk5 Grn [NP gmc? li111lI 

It was trap that 1’2 catch person emph 

‘ I t  wits n trap that caught a person’ 

Judging li-om the triinsl;itecl version ofthe Daba I ungrammatical constructions in (vi) and (vii), 

we realize that they iire well limned in English but not in Balm 1. 

Tlic English version ofthe Daba 1 d e n  constructions looks like relativized 

constructions. (‘onsequenlly. it is itnpnrtant Tor us to examine relative constructions in Dahs 1 

so as t o  linil nnt wlictlier they tlifler from clening. 

6.3.2.1.4 Uelativizatinn 

This is a process by which a relative clause is derived from an underlying non- relative 

c1ause.A relative clause is one inlmduced by a relative pronoun and which modifies its NP 

nntecedenl. I n  English. relative pronouns include who, which, whom and whose which are 

iirttnlly used to lititig togetltcr two o r  more ideas within a single sentence as in the sentences 
hCl(W: 

( 1  28) 

i )  ’lhe child who wmie this letter is a liar. (subject relatve clause) 

i i )  She ate a plnintnin which was raw. (direct object relative clause) 

i i i )  I tleliveretl the message to the man whoin I met. (indirect objcct relative cla~tse) 

iv)  ‘I he dug w l i ~ ~ s c  titi1 was cutis ill. (genitive relative clause) 

Considering these scttteiiccs, wc rc*nlise t1i:tt rc1:ltive pronoolts i n  linglisli itre wh-elancnts. 

I n  kiba 1 we h:we this grammatical itern d a  which is a relative marker in relative 

constructions arid a11 obligatory coniplcmeritizer in cleR constructions (cf 6.3.2.1&6.3.2.1.2). 
The cnicinl din‘ercnce between these constructions is basically structural in terms of the 
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elenients which precede and follow this gramn~atical item in such constructions. In cleR 

construction tlie hi$cst liinctional pro.jection is an 1P which precedes the CP that hosts tlie T 
gr;tmmatic:il niorplieine yglg, Conversely in relative constructions, the highest pmjection is the 

(’1’ whose C notlc tlon1iii:itcs our y-?!;? :IS illustrated in this bracketed relative construction in (ii) 

below: 

We hiive $0 far shown th:it movement occurs in naha 1 and this has successfully heen 

illustrated using tlie NI’ constituent. It has heen illustrated that this movement is achieved 

ihrough dill’erent types of constructions using the particle &, and id1 these can be analysed 

tising our proposed syntactic frame for Bahal. Accordingly, we have come out with the 

conclusion lhot these conslnxtions in which the said particle nccurs are closely related hut with 

subtle shnilcs 11fcIi1li.renccs i n  terms of hierarchical structural configuntion within each given 

type of constnictioii. ‘I his ties with ’Iliwala’s (2004) observation that wh-questons, relative 

cl:tuucs anti clclts arc rcl;rtctl i n  I1:Intu languages. 

Our next target which i s  the focus of the following section is to look at what constitutes 

verb morphology in this liinguage 



VERB 
MORPHOLOGY 



c i I A 1 m R  SEWN 

7.0. Infroditctinn 

'This i s  one ctf the tliree chapters that constitute the final part of this dissertation, dealing 

excllisivcly with verb niorphology. In this part, we will examine the lempoml, aspectual, and 

modal features of Raba I verbs. These elements as enumerated above will cover chapters seven, 

eight and nine respectively. The temporal features refer to the different tenses that are attested 

in this language; the nspectual features are those which generally indicate the manner in which 

a vurb:tl action is  experienced; and finally modal features refer to the attitude of (he speaker in 

relation to the action expressed by the verb. The markers of these verb related elements (tense, 

aspect, and mood) may either be segmental' (consonants and vowels), supmsegmentals (tone in 

this study) or both of the ahove as will later be seen in the ongoing analysis. 

In order to easily bring out the verb related elements when verbs are iised ia 

constnictions, it is necessary to determine the basic verb form or what Wiesemann (1985:2) 

cells the nentcr Ihmi of the verh. As regards verb bases in Dantu Icannguages, Came (198653) 

rcniarks: 

Fn g&n&al. ley ntdicaux du proto-bantou ou bantou commun son1 

tnnncisyllnhiqucs. Nous avons ImuvC --, comme on en lrouve dans bien 

d'auires latigues bantoues, --- des radicaux qui n'apparaissent jamais en fome 

simple (sans afliwes). 

In keeping with this ohservation, Baba I which is evidently a Dantu language, exhibits 

nionosyllabic arid hisyllabic verb bases, and some occurring in citation form always with what 

look like afiixes (cf 172 ,and 133) below: 

7.0.1. Verh hnncs. 

a) Monosyllabic verb bases. 

'This is the least lexical form that D verb in this language can take. Though there are. 

hisyllabic verb bases in this Innpaye, the greater majority of verb bases as in Bantu languages 

have monosyllabic forms as(Carrie 398556) observed. 
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Mwiosyll:ihic verb limns in I3aha 1 either hear high or low tones as shown 

below: 

( 1  70) 

(1 1)I I .  

i) ti1 'come' iv) ghi 'buy' 

ii) ti6 'rim' v) ghdx 'throw away' 

iii) pip 'wait' vi) k h  'squeeze' 

(131) 

(IJ, 

i) kii6r 'toticti' iv) mihx 'throw' 

ii) pL. 'hate' v ) n U  'keep' 

iil) thx 'stop' vi) fiAx 'work' 

b) Hisyllahic verh bases. 

These veih hnses consistently end with /In/, Ita/ nnd/ma/ which are suftixes used in this 

Inngunge to  express some aspectual meanings. Such verb bases also hear either high or low 

tones as the following examples indicate: 

( 132) 

(11) 11-11 

i )  vi171G 'eriise' 

i i )  pi6710 

i i i )  kGmta 

'ask' 

'remind' 

'frighten' 

'press' 

grect 

iv)rii?j ' f i ~  

v) k~j'lrnj 'gather' 

vi) t k t a  'protect' 

iv) kti 'straighten' 

v) lA?l$ 'forget' 

vi) xhxla 'tickle' 
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I.ooking :it the nhovc hisyllahic verh hases, it is evident tlrat the final syllnhles are 

sittlixes. l h e y  1 1 0  not only  hear the same tone as their preceding syllahles, they also have a 

niorphologic:tl striicttire likc other forms that are used in the same position in monosyllabic 

verhs to encotlc some iispectual infimnation in this language. We will rather think that these 

hkyllahic hnses were liirrncrly monosyllabic, capable of existing independently without these 

sullixcs (tli:it h:ivc iiow Iircome iuherent parts of these verhs). At a given point in time, these 

nionosytliihles hec;tme rion-pmductive (Bauer 1983:48), and were lexicalized with their 

sullixes to tbnn unmialysnhle verh Torms. This is supported by the fact that some monosyllabic 

verh hases can take these same forms as suffixes to express additional information about the 

verh as illustr:ited by the fiillowing examples. 

( 1  34) 

i )  shp ‘pierce’ 

i i )  si\pt,i ‘pierce t iterative’ 

i i i )  +K; ‘pierce I reciprocal’ 

iv) siip-iilS ‘picrce t perfective’ 

7.1 ‘lenses. 

As earlier mentioned, this chapter focuses on the various tenses attested in Baha I .  
I. lelise tntirker. like aspect aud mood, could be either consonants and vowels, tones or both of * 

the ahove as earlier suggested. 

Jack Richards ct al (1985) consider tense as the relationship between the form of the 

verh and the time of the action o r  state that the verh describes. Comrie (1976) in the same line 

of thought subsumes tense into present, past and future. IIe notes that present tense describes a 

sittmtion which is temporally located as simultaneous with the moment of speaking. The past 

descrihes a situation which is located prior to the moment of speaking while the future 

descrihes a situatio>n that is located subsequent to the moment of speaking. ‘Jhe ahove views 

clearl> inilicate tlint. as Anrlerson (19802) confirms, time spectrum is symmetrical with respect 

to the moment ofspe;thing. Tense therefore has the function of relating the action of a verb in a 

given time t o  the nioment that time situation is heing allitded to or  discussed.Tense can ilitls he 
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reg:irtletl :IS :I gr:inmi:it icd c:itegory, usiially associated with verbs, and indicates the time of  an 

event i n  relation to t l i c  present nioment or  other relirence point. 

I3:th:i I clistinguislies three m:ijor tirne divisions namely: past, present and future, each of 

the divisions m:iy still he siibdivitled to indicate more specific location in time as will be seen 

in the ongoing :in:ilysis olteiiscs. For ease of presentation, present, past and future markers will 

he respectively rcprescntrtl by the symhols Pr. P. F. In order to exhaust the possible tonal 

variation exhibited by the verb base in collocation with other elements, our constructions will 

involve suhjects atid vel bs that could he representative of the various lexical tone patterns 

attested i n  Ihiho 1. l h i s  III~:IIIS that we will use monosyllabic nominals with high and low tones, 

verbs with low :+id high tones. Also we will use bisyllabic nominals having high-high, high- 

low and also verhs with high-high and low-low. 

7.1.1. Past tense 

111 l h l ~  1. pwt tciisc is of' viiiyiiig degrees tlepentlitig on  how remote thc event is to thc 

present. Thete is the immediate past (Po), recent past (PI), distant past (P2) and remote past 

7.1.1.1. lmmecliale pnsl (1'0) 

This tcnse is used to describe an action which has taken place and is completed just at 

the time of spe:tking The verb has a suffix (sfx) which can be called a terminative vebal marker 

morpheme i n  this language. The morpheme is suflihed to the verb to indicate that the action or 

event has ended at the time of speaking. FIowever, the verb has no prefixal marker which is 

usually a nasal prelixed to the verb in most constructions to designate varying verbal 

features. l'he vcilxil snflix could for the mean time be considered as terminative aspect in  this 

language hut which could translate the notion of an immediate past action. This is why we have 

decided to treat i t  under tense using tlic variable (Po), the only varinble with a zero suppercript 

CIS h r  ;IS tlie :inalysis o l ' t emp~~r~~ l  li.;rtures is concerned ."his is because of the double nature of' 

the construction in this I;ttigirage :IS the constructions below will make the explanation more 

concrete. 
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( I  35) 

1'0 

a) /wit sii?-tn~ n t I d  

YOU 2sg w:isli sfx garnient 

1)) I ~ G  sii-mJ i&/ 

They wash s l k  garment 

c) IWU l3-111; nlhaml 

You 2sg give slk money 

d) IpG lii-m; n i b h l  

[~ sit?-m6 ndz6l 

You have washed a garment. 

[pb sb7-ma ndzal 

They have washed a garment. 

[wb fh-ma m b h l  

You have given money. 

[pli F h n a  mbiml 

They give sfx money They have given money. 

e )  /t&x xiimti- ni4 JIC~/ ~t&x  xtmta- ma ~161 

Frog Iielp srx snake Frog has helped a snake. 

1) /xhwiini x:\nita-nia p i )  I lxawhm xAmt&nii ~161 

Kite Iiell) slix snahc Kite has helped a snake. 

, .  

g) I &x tiipti-mi nil/ [ t h x  tapti-rni JN~]  

Frog show sFx snake Frog has shown a snake. 
, ,  

h) IaAwiim trlpta-tnn POI  [aziwbm tapta-ma p6] 

Kite show sfx snake Kite has shown the snake. 

Imoking at the cnnstnicfions above, the underlying representations are directly identical 

to the surfiicc fiwnis. This means that there are no rules involved in the derivations. I t  is clear 

that the imniedinte past tense marker in naba I cannot be a floating tone, because if it were, 

there would have heen tonal modification in at least some of the surface fonns of the 

constructions. Ih i s  is an  example of a case where a lexical verb or what Wiesemann (1985:2) 

calls a 'naked" verb appears in a con.jiigated construction. There is usually a floating high tone 

object marker between the verb and its ohject .This is not our concern here, but it is worth 

mentioning 0cca11sc of  sonic tonal alternatioiis that such a tone can provoke i n  certain 

constructions. 'l'lie eflect of the tonnl ohject marker is  illustrated below in the infinitive verbal 

constructions in  A and 13 where (lilt) stands for infinitive marker. 
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( 1  36) 

i )  

ii) 

iii) 

i v) 

v) 

R 

md I5p iyne 

lnf heat person 

ma tam mishj 

ltif sliool hint 

mB x5 nt6 

Inf go market 

ni;i xApt3 nd3Ap 

Id'shan: meat 

ma ti6 ndji 

inf runrace 

to heat a person 

to shoot a bird 

to go to the market 

to share meat 

to run a race 

7.1.1.2. llcccnt pHst (PI)  

This past tense descrihes an action that took place on the day of speaking. It is marked 

by Inlid. follnwecl hy a hoinorg;inic nasal which is prefixed to the verb hase as these examples 

below illuslrate 

(137) 

a) / w u  m6 N-v& nW [wb m6 gg6 h t 6 1  

You 2sg P I  pfx g o  rnatket You went to the market. 

b) /ph in6 N-a& market/ rpri md ggd nt6] 

They PI pfx go market They went to the market 

c) /wit in6 N-kit nd3i I [wu in6 tjku nd311 

YOU 2sg PI pl'x die hunger You died of hunger. 

d) /pi1 nit! N-kti nd3i/ [p<i in& ijkh nd3il 

7 hey died of hunger 'Iliey P l  plic rlie hittiger 

c) /t&x 1116 N-khxti m h i i d  [ t h x  mB gk6xti mbiim] 

I h g  PI pfx add egg A frog added the egg. 
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Kite 1’1 p’cu riih oil A kite rubbed oil. 

These constriictions ahove exhihit some phonological processes that operate in this 

language. The n:isd prefixed to the verh assimilates the point of articulation of the ibllowing 

consonant, and in the case o f  a voiceless fricative, Uiis nasal simply deletes (ctRs). The high 

aflinity hetween the tense marker here and the verb is shown by the fact that the tense marker 

spreads its tonal doiwin onto the vcrh. l h e  proof is that the original tone(s) of the verbs in 

citation form :ire linally replaced by the spread tone ofthe tense marker as shown in (137e and 

I). These processes manifested here have already been discussed in chapter 2. Examples 

ilhistrating (lie iniinedi:tte ttn0 rccent p:ist tenses have revealed that the subject of the verh is 

urimlly unaffected hy tense markers as h r  as tone spreading is concerned (cf 137a, e, e and g). 

So the use nt’ I,isyll:~hic suhiects with varying tone patterns might seem unnecessary here since 

this does not i n  any way illuminate possible variations noticed in our constructions. We 

henceforth w e  only monosyllabic suhjects with varying tone patterns (low or high) so as .~ to 

limit the ninnher ofimnecrssary examples that may not help to explain anything at all. 

, 

7.1.1.3. Distant I’ust (1’2) 

The distant pwt (P2) in naha I describes an action or event which took place the 

previous t h y  and heyond. This tense can optionally be expressed in two different ways. Either 

hy the use of it morphenle &a/ hetween the subject and its verb or  a floating low tone in the 

same position. which suhsequenily docks to the syllabic nasal serving as a verb prefix marker 

as indicated below i n  I7R (h) and (c): 
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Dog P2 pl'x eat meat Dog ate meat 

We realiie t h a ~  though the construction in (a) above has exactly the same semantic 

meaning with those i n  (h) and (c), morphologically this Form looks queer among the past 

constructions in this Inngiiage. This is  hecause the verb in 138(a) lacks the homorgaiic nasal 

prefix which appe;irs in past constructons. For purpose of symmetry we adopt the 1'2 that is 

iiioip1iologic:iIly in;irketl by i i  ~i;isnl Iioniorganic with the initial consonant of the verb, while the 

othcr forni is considered a vantint of the same structure. In the above constructions, there is  the 

usual leflw:irtl lloating tone docking ol' the object marker which is a general principle in this 

language. 'I his is why the verhs in (138a, b, c) above assume contour tone at the surface as a 

result o f  the etTect or this Iloating tone verbal object marker. These examples below consisting 

of sub.jccts hcaring both low and high tones further illustrate the use of P2 constructions in 

B:iha 1. We are using thcse sentences below to prove that the low tone on the nasal prefix ofthe 

verb does not sprend from the last syllahle of the verbal subject of the sentence. 

( 139) 

a) /l'il& I", N-t& I I  l1lIl+/ 

I'on 1'2 plk shoot person 

b) /qkd I+ N-trim ijmc'l 

Monkey P2 plic shoot person A monkey shot a person. 



The Fon added money. 

[m&nvi !jkbxt3 mbiinl 

I)Og P? PfK :ltltl I l IOl l~y  A dog added money. I 
'I'lie ex:imples iii 139 ahove clearly show that we have chosen the right and more logical 

alterntitive of cxpressing tlic distant past in Uaba 1. The postulation of a floating low tone that 

docks onto :I syllabic ii:isd as P2 marker is well motivated because it has revealed some tonal 

moditications that are consistent with tonal behaviour in the language, and the output of tlie 

tone processes has given tlie required forms of these constructions at the surface level. The 

ilill'erence hetween PI imd 1'2 is that in the former the tone of the tense marker spreads and 

replaces the inherent verh tonc(s) while in  the latter, the nasal prefix becomes syllabic and the 

floating low tone tense marker docks to this syllabic nasal and affects only the verbal prefix. 

7.1.1.4. Remote past (P3) 
.. I hi$ past trnw tlcscrihcs :in :iction which occurred earlier than that described by P2. I t  is 

usually an xtioii whose real time of occurrence is almost out of memory. It could also describe 

;i rare occiirrcncc i n  the life o f  somebody or  something. 'I'his is morphologically marked by the 

morpheme k;nsnl which could approximately be rendered in English as 'once'. The examples 

that follow illitstrate the use of 1'3 in  Raba 1. 

a) /wa kspiin N-tid ndipl [wa kipim nthe ndip1 

YOU 2sgP3 pfx burn Iiouse You (once) burnt a house. 

b) /ph kip i i i  N-til6 ntlipl [ph k&m nhik ndlip] 

They P3 pfx hutn Iiouse They (once) burnt a house. 

c) /sit k&m N-wiiplh ah i t i n /  lsii k&m qglipl; i l  a9wiiml 

Fish P3 pTx imitate kite Fish (once) imitated the kite. 

d) /IJ& k&m N-pi& J K ' ~  [qg& k&xBm rnbhpt; pi,] 

('rocotlili. 1'3 pfx spoil sn:ikc Crocodile (once) spoilt the snake. 

c) / m h l 7 $  knpcirii N-gini sii/ I m h d 7 i  k&m ggim I 1  su I 
P3 pfx catch fish Ooat (once) caught a fish. 
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Apart from segmental alternations already discussed in chapter two, there are tonal 

variations i n  these ex;miples. I t  is a tone docking rule which is consistently recurrent in this 

langctage. As i n  1'1, tlicte is :IS well a lone spreading rule in the ahovc examples wherehy the 

elid tone of ihe P3 marker niorpheme spreads to the verb and subsequently replaces the initial 

tonc(s) of the verh root. I his explains why verbs with underlying low tones surface as high 

tot~rs verhs (cr 1.10 a 1) and e). This indicates the high aflinity that this morpheme has with its 

contiguous verh. For tone (locking and tone replacement rules, see TKI and TR2 respectively 

7.1.2. Present (Pr) 

This tense describes an action that is still goihg on in the present. There is an overlap 

hetween the simple present and progressive construbions in this language in that, they both 

describe actions in progress. Wit morphologically, the progressive forms are marked hy a 

morpheme I t id  i n  addition to a nasal prefixed to the verh as usual. The present tense is marked 

hy a replacive tone phenomenon whereby the tone of the subject of the construction spreads 

:itid replwx thc inliercni tow of  the vcrb hase. This is through a sitiiultaneous prncess of tone 

spreading nnd tlelction. The rule which states that an adjacent tone to a verb, associated or  

floating. replaces the inherent tone of the following verb is typically a morphologized rule 

limited to the verh paradigm. This rule is formally represented below as (TR3) as already 

treated under our tone rules. Re-statiug it here would help refresh our menlory and link it 

directly to the data presented here. 

TH 3: Heplnrivc tone rule. 

-1 1<1 i' li ___, /.I,. .. .. . [ --'I 
-t vi# V :v# &past J 

This nile gives a consistent account of tonal variation that occurs in the verbal 

conslruclions hclow. 

(141) 

11) IntJ C.7 kpir sh! Itit6 kp5 sir] 

Cha~shopper is eating fish. Grasshopper Pr. eat lish 
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[pi] ri?G will 
They are ending a funeral 

lwit lirn kir)] 

You are carrying a pot. 

[tnbrirnt~ k5x tii] 

Wrevil is climbing tree. 

Intirnvi xk $ntk] 

I h g  i s  going to (he market. 

(ntl3$; k p k  qgiJ 

Poreiipine Pr eat g~is.;  I'orcupine is eating grass. 

'These ex:iiIiples ahow show 1li:rt the present tense in this language describes only an 

ongoing event or xlioii. Ap:irt li-om the tonal variation noticed at the level of the verb, there is 

no :it ldil ion:il  s q ~ i i i c : i i t  lli;il G I I I  Iw wid lo mark llie present tense. In this particular tense, the 

subject I J S U ~ I I S  sliows ;I grr:iler allinity with the verb. This is surely IXCJUS~ there is no 

inlcrvening elciiicnt sqxiralinp, llie sub.iect rrom the verb as we have in other verhd 

constriictions. I I  siiou~d Iiowevcr IX noted that in the case or  Pr, i t  i s  only the tone of the fin;d 

syllable oftlie suhiect intmerliately preceding the verb that spreads its domain to the verb. Afler 

this spreading process, the intierent verb tone drops through a delinking process and provokes i~ 

clownstep process o n  tlie Iolluwing word. This usually happens ir  the associated tone of the 

following mol-plieiiie is high and the replaced tone is low (cT 141 e). We could use examples 

( I4 1 e illld I) ;h ive  t o  hclltr illustrate our explanation through aelosegnlentali7~d derivations 

cis shown hclow: 
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'fone simplification and deletion. 

Tone docking and down stepping. 

Dog is going to the market. 

Underlying representation. 

Tone spreading. 

Tone simplification and deletion. 

Tone docking. 

Porcupine is eating grass. 
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7.1.3. Flitinre tense 

'I'liis major terisc division generally describes an action or event yet to take place. In 

Ihha I, there is ii ntorpheme. IC7 which generally marks an unspecified future time. There are 

Ibur dcgrees of liituiity determined by the addition of some morphemes to the general future 

tcrrse marker. 'lhese niorphemes :ire E?&,. 167fihx 16711166 167nhni which respectively 

cwrcslnitd to  I : I ,  I:?. I:? ; r i d  I : 4  in this laiigrtage. 

7.1.3.1. Recent future ( V I )  

'l'his tense wltich describes an event to lake place on the day of speaking is 

niorphologicall y marked hy l&'K3 consisting of the generalized future marker and another 

morpheme specifying the degree of futurity. 'l'here is in addition a lloatirig low tone between 

thc tense marker and the verh, which conditions some tonal varialions in the constructions. The 

status of this lloatiiig Itrw tone will be determined latter. Its postulation at this level is just to 

cttiilile us tlcrivc tlic correct SIII (iice representation from our tmtlerlying lirrms. In our examples, 

I:I will reprewit totliiy's liiturity while F2, F3 and F4 will respectively represent the different 

degrees o f  fitturity fronr tomorrow upward. 'Ihe today's future tense also referred to as recent 

future is illustrated by the examples below: 

('roctitlile I:I p1.x sciirch lidi ('rococlilc will seitrch liir lislt. 

e) /wit I6 10 Id gbAr sir/ I wh 16710 gbhr SUI 

You will cut a lisli. You 2sg 1 1  plic cut lish 
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Just like i n  tltc prcseiit tensc where the subject tone spreads and replaces the inherent 

tone of the verb. the same plienomenon occurs in the future. Since the subject and verb in this 

case are not i n  iinnicdi;ilc sequence hecause of F1 and low lloating tonal morpheme separating 

thcm. it is this preceding I1ii:iting low tone that docks to the verb and linally replaces the 

inherent verb tone. Nevertheless, the past., present and future constructions in this language 

exhibit a gciicrnl vcrh toric ~-cplaccmcnt process. In the examples above, the lloating low tone 

preceding the verh totally replaces the inherent tone of the verb, no matter the number of 

syllables the verb t i a s .  (cf 144 a. c arid d). In this case, we could formulate a general tone 

replacement nile which applies to all 1.t past] constructions. This rule as earlier mentioned, 

states that i n  a I-f.pastl o r  progressive construction, the preceding tone to a verb whether 

associated or not, will replace the inherent tone(s) of the following verb, and the replaced 

tone(s) ultimately delete(s) (cfl'R 3 ) 

. .  

Altlio~igl~ tlierc is it hi-directional tone movement in this language, it is easy to 

tlilTerentiate betweeti them. lhere is a leftward movement rule or tone docking which is a 

general principle as  far as nhjcct marking and other processes are concerned and a rightward 

movement nr toric replncenient rule which af'ects all verh tones or only verbal prefixes in some 

specilic constructions (cf P2). 'Ihe former affects only the immediate syllable of the preceding 

word or  tnorphcine while the latter may affect all the tones of the following verb. Nevertheless, 

care must he taken to order these rules or else they will. sometimes give the wrong output. 

llnlike i n  the present tense constructions whereby tone docking is the last process, the 

rules will he ortlered i n  lilttire constructions such that tone docking precedes tone replacement. 

I I '  this order is not li~llowed, o n r  rules irr the future tense will give us the wrong output. The 

I-ight ordering ot'ttie rnles is illustrated i n  these sample derivations below: 

(145) 

Underlying representation. 

OM 'I'one (locking 
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Surface representation 

You will remind the fon. 

The postulation of Iloating tones and subsequent formulation of tone rules are well 

motivated because we have been able to come out with the required surface forms of our 

derivations. As said before, it sliould be noted that tone replacement rule unlike tone docking is 

a progressive process. Tone replacement rule re-applies until all the inherent tones of the verb 

an, replaced (cl' 1.15 i i i  and iv) above. The original tones of the verb which are now floating 

tones are not plionetically rcnliretl because they cannot be re-associated. Consequently, they 

finally drnp nnt rausing some tonal perturbation since post lexical tonal re-association is not 

permissible here. 

I n  addition to tnne replacement, there is also a downstep effect provoked by the fbmier. 

As earlier cxplained, downstep occurs when a low desociated tone immediately preceding an 

associated high tone or tones is lost. This rule is formally represented as 'I'&below. 

'lH4: Donwiistepping 

'l'liis tiilc ;ipplies until its application is stopped by a low tonc. 

Downstepping can he illnqtrated by ex:unples (14% and d) above,illustrated below as 146 in 

his otitose~meiilaiized derivation. 
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I Jnderlying representation 

OM Tone docking 

Tone replacement 1 

Tone replacenlent 2 

Tone replacement 3 

Downstep 

Dog will help fish. 

tlnderlying representation. 

OM Tone (locking. 

Tone replacement. 
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i v )  Iqg? I6716 v i m  sCil Crocodile will search for fish. 

I n  (147). do\wistcppiiig does not occur because the delctetl lone OF the verb is high. I t  

should be noted t1i:it the tone rcplaccnient rules with subscripts 1, 2, 3 actually apply vacuously 

i n  the ciisc whcic the inlicrcnl tones ;ire tlic same as the replacivc tone. Our intention of making 

low tone rcphce Itrw tone is juy t  liw illustrntive purposes so as lo make clear the various stages 

undcrgoiic by this procrss. I t  also makes clear the domain of tone replacement, showing that 

the progressive nature oftlic process is checked by the boundary of the verb stem. 

7.1.3.2. ‘Tomorrow’s future (172) 

In I\ab:i I this tense describes an action or event to take place the following day and 

beyond. In addition to the general ftilure marker, this tense is morpliologically marked by ! i i ~  

which is lhc m:irhcr lbr the degree of futurity in this particular tense. The various tone 

procrssc.; iiw>ciiitccl with I : I  iiic iilso coiiinion wit11 172 0s these cx;iniples illiistriile: 

(148) 

:I) /wii 16?1iix I. kinit; lwii I6’1’liilx kiinti fii&l 

You 2sg F2 plk remind fon You will remind the fon. 

b)/m&nvi 167lilix 6 ahnit; sh/ [mimvi I&‘~iiix aamt; sh] 

l h g  1’2 pfs help fish Dog will Iiclp fish. 
c)/pii l671iiu I, kit3 niayiiql lpil 1671i6x kat; iiiiyiigl 

They F2 plx look ring They will look i i t  the ring. 

d)/ijg& I67liBs 1.. v i m  sill [I]@! 167liiiX vhn1 slil 

Crocodile I? PI\: search lish Cmcodile will se:ucli h r  fish. 

c ) h i i  1671iis k, gMr sii/ [wh l~!?lk\x ghii sill 

you r:2 p f ~  cllt fish You will cut lish. 

1,ookiiig at the cxonlplcs under F l ,  we realize that the only diflerence between them and 

tl~ose of F2 is jiist the replacenient of F l  futurity morphenie ti, by that of F2 I&. ’These two 

morphemes occupy identical position:; in the two constructions. In aildition,they all bear high 
i 

i 
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.. . .. 

tones and arc itletitic;rl with tlie kxical verhs; 1; "come" and &I "pass the night" in this 

language. 'Ihis conlirnis Anderson's ( I980:2) ohservation that in Ngyembm, a grasslields 

13nntii latigiioge ol'the Mh:un-Nk:ttn group like Daha I ,  tense' markers just like in many African 

languages tlcvelop frorri vcrhs. 

7.1.3.3 Oislrrnl fiitiirc (li3) 

'l'his teiise n1:irketl hy !@?fil&G as indicated ahove is almost like the remote tense with the 

only dilliercrice that the event or action referred to here is less remote in the mind of the 

speaker. The speaker is certain that the action or event will take place in some unspecified 

period to c:oiiie. 'l'hc sei~tc i~rcs below illustrate the use d t h i s  tense in the language: 

( 1  19) 

:I) / fue I(.?mi.(. k hi. tjkpi. / [ tu. li??lTlei? lil6 rJkpi.1 

'l'he chief 13 pl:u beg slave 'he chiefwill beg the slave. 

h) / wii I&?mi.(. 1,. rii mhii? / [wh Ii??mt% rii mhii?l 

Y o u  ?st: 1:3 11I.x 1 ~ 1 1  lie You will  ell II lie 

c )  /~jtiit\ I ~ ? I ~ c c  I,. wiipIi tii4phni / I rjmi: I6?m(.6 wiipla r n ~ ~ ~ r t i j  

I'crson I 3  pfx iniit;itc :inirnal A person will imitate an animal 

d) / r t i i i ~  ~&?tni.it id xinit4 rim&/ [MX 167rn156 a h n t i  gmk] 

Ihhy 1 3  pfx help person A baby will help a person 

e)/ijkGmbix Ii??ink(. If lG6 tsh/ [rjkimbhx It?mM 1% tsu] 

Shouder 1 3  p(ic p:iss sheatl The shoulder will be ahove the head 

'l'hcse sentences ;ihove illustr:ile a l.ype of Future tense which is usually used in 

proverbiaf sayings i n  this laiiguiige. The speaker is giving a sort of warning by insinuating that 

things will never he the same. The intention here is to moralize and then make a poorly 

hch:iveil pcrsrm to ch:itigc Itis ways ol'cloing things. This 1:3 tense in Ihha 1 presents situations 

t11;it :ire sitiril;ir to the 1.kglish saying 'No condition is permanent'. l'he speaker is hopel'ul that a 

change will he renlized in some unspecified period in futitre unlike i n  F4 where :here is less 

rei1;iinty ;iri(l niwe reniotctiess. :ind the speaker is making a dccliintion not caring whether it 

tiiiitcriiiliscs or not. 
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7.1.3.4. Remote Future (F4) 

This terisc dcsciihcs actions whicli will take place beyond the time described by F3. 

llere the rnornent is sti itnccrt:iin in the speaker's imagination that n o  precision can he expected. 

Just like thc previous three liiture tenses described earlier, the same postulation of a floating 

tone that iisiially prccctles what we may call the main verb, ultimately replaces the inherent 

tone of the verh. This tone replacement can engender other tonal processes like downstep as 

alre:crly illustruted in che prcmding future tense constructions. The remote future as already said 

is rendered by 167p6nr as illustniled hy the constructions below: 

( 1  50) 

a) /wii l67p61n 1, tiin wid [wtj IC7p8m tlm wOl 

You F4 prx carry stone You will carry a stone. 

h)lm;siq k57ph 1". yit sir/ [in&& I&?Dhm yk sb] 

Rird 1 3  plic see lisli nird will see a fish. 

C)/I)g$ ll!7Jl;\tll I, k < l l l l ~  Iltlhl?/ ll~g~! lC7~16m khpta ndApj 

Crocodile 174 pfx change house Crocodile will change the house. 

d)/in&& k!?j~kl I, shpk inhitin/ ImarJ&p 167pAm sApt; mbiim] 

fowl i:'I plk scpafi1te eggs I%wl will sepwatc the eggs. 

As seen from the constructions involving future tenses, the subject of the construction is 

usually unatTectecl hy any tonal variation. There is a genera\ future prefix marker as already 

nientiotied, wliicli is recurrent in all [he future tenses in addition to the direrent morphemes 

marking the various levels of futurity. 'l'he floating low tone, which for now may obviously be 

~ 

an aspcclual niarkcr i n  all the future tenses, spreads and replaces the inherent tone($ of any 

vcrh, used in future construction. Oenerailly, Baba I has nine tenses: four past, one present and 

four future tenses. This partition is not water tight because it has been shown in 7.1.1.3 that 

there cxist IWO completely separate ways of expressing the 'yesterday' or  P2 past and also a 

tense 1'0 which s l i o ~ s  at1 iuterpretaation of  tense and aspect at the same time. We conld 

therefore say that time spcctnttii in  Raha I, just like Anderson (I 9RO:3) observes in Ngyemhm. , ,  

is Ilexihlc. 'l'he 11aha I speaker is li.ec to mocliry llie use of any tense hy the addition of some 

tirile iitlvctl~s likc I!dj$~h, n&&J niid ink, which respectively represent 'now', 'lotlay', , .  



‘ycstert1eyltorric)rrow’. I t  Iias hceii tioticed i n  Baha 1 that the terrn (hr ‘yesterday‘ and ‘tomorrow’ 

is identically i t &  the cwrt incaning heiiig tletcrrnined hy the tense crf the construction in which 

this niorpliemc is usrcl (p;ist/fuIure). ‘I his gives the iinpression that the real meaning of this 

morpheme is “Ihc clay ntli;~cent to today”. 

We can makc ;I rcc:ipitiil:ition 0 1  the nse of the various tenses in Bnha I, bringing out the 

1e11se I I I : I I ~ ~ I Y  :iwI I I I C  j ! , ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ r : ~ l i ~ c d  sli:ipe or !lie vcrh i n  each case 8s presented helow: 

Fig. 27 Verb fornis in the vwious tenses. 

‘I’.M.-- Tense Marker 

V e ~ b  limn Verhs whose inherent tone(s) will be replaced 

----I N (hormorganic) k A J 6 r n  
High TM tone replaces 
verb tone 

1;Ioating low tone docks 

to syllahic nasal prefixcd 
y(syllahic homorganic) 

.. . .. 

I, 

I I toverh 
I I 1 N (homorganic) High tone replaces verb 1116 

tone 

hspectunl marker /ma/ 
sulfixed to verb 

< 

w 0 

~ --i=P:- -- 

ne marking aspect 



1,ookitig :it tlic t:ihles (a )  : t i id  (h) :#hove, one notices that apart from Po in fig 27 (a) there 

is symnictry iii  llic \rib l i i i i n  ii.;eti in the vnrioits past constructions in Daba I. There is also 

symmetry i n  ternis of  llie :cspect~t:il marker, hut for Po as usual. This makes us question the 

validity of PO :is n tense i n  this 1:inpuage. Ilowever, there is vari:ttion noticed at the level of 

tense marker when: in otic c:ise, there 3re segmental morphemes while in another there is 

nothing :it all (cf 1'1. P?. I)'!, 171,  F2. I:? F4 and Po, Pr) as analy7ed in  preceding pages. 

I n  lig 27 (1)) the present constrnction (Pr) has a peculiar characteristic in that i t  has no 

tcnse marker :nid no :ispcctii:d ninrker :IS well. It is because of the way the present action is 

perceived in this I:iiigu:tge (ongoing) that makes us classify it under future where the action is 

sitpposed to he yct uti:rccotiiplishcd. l h e  final verb form is identical to the verb form used in 

liiture constrnction though the processes hy which the forms are derived are diflerent. l h e  verb 

h rm in the present tenre is derived hy tone spreading, delinking and ultimate replacement 

while the fiiture veth li)rni is got hy tone docking and replacement. The tone that spreads in tlte 

~it~~scclit tcti';r i.; t l t c  tone 01' tlir vc11):il siihject, while i t i  the future tense i t  is a Iloating tone 

posited hetween tlie suhjrct and verh. We would have as well posited a floating tone marker in 

the present. :tnd i f  we tlit1,it wciultl have tnade our underlying form more abstract and complex 

since the tone will he utipredictalde such that there ha to be a rule that will make this floating 

tone identical to the linal tone of the subject of the construction. Since this does not affect our 

surface represeiitatioti in any way, we have preferred a simpler process by which the final tone 

o f  the suhject spreads and replaces the inherent tone of the verh in the present construction (cf 

7.1.2 e, I). 'lliis looks more plausible in the sense that it expresses a high degree of affinity 

hetween the suhject and veib in tlie present tense in Daba 1. This is so because empirical 

evidence shows that no niorpheme exists in  between the suh.ject arid verb in any present 

construction i n  this l:ii~git:i~e. 

With rcspcct to the future tenses, there is a greater degree of correlation among the 

votious levels of ftiturity. 'i'hcy :ill It:ive a common morpheme which denotes future time i n  

genenil. 'llie aspectn;il matker h r  all the FIiture tenses is seen to be a lloating low tone as 

sliown on tahle (h) o f  lip 27 ahove. '1 his low tone docks rightward and replaces the inherent 

tone 0 1  iitiy ucrh ttsrtl in tlte given coiistntction as cxpliiincd in the iinal cnlumn of the snid 



table ahove. We citn divide tense i n  Ihha 1 into two large groups depending on the common 

characteristics exhibited hy verb forms of the different consttuctions. AI1 verb forms in the past 

tenses except Po have a tense marker and a nasal prefix marking aspect while all verb forms in 

the present and fiiture iire niaiked hy a sirprnsegmental low floating tone immediately preceding 

the vcrh. 1 his l1o:iting low tone can he dixhronically associated to a morpheme that was lost in 

the evolutionary tlcvelopmcnt of Doha I .  This can be proven by making allusion to P2 where 

we have a tlmting low tone when the morpheme /kd is deleted (cf 138 a and b). We can thus 

talk of[ t past1 Ihr all tile past tcirscs and I-past] Cor the present and all future tenses. This can be 

summari7ed in the tables helow: 

Fig. 28 1%- division of teitses i n  Ilaha 1 

a) [+past icrh forms. .... . 

--__ 
1’0  

I’ I N 
~. . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

.. 

1’3 N .... ............ 

b) [-past] verb Forms 

’lense .... . Prefix Verb Suffix 

I’r 0 V 0 

______... 

.... 

FI ~ c V 0 

1:2 .- k V .  0 

~ 1 3  c v ‘ 0  

F4 k V 0 _- . 

Since in  the treatnieiit of our tenses, some segmental and suprasegmental morphemes were seen 

and their exact st i i tus  were not determined, we suggested that they may be aspectual 

niarkcrs.lk)r us to conlirtii this suggestion we will examine aspect in Daba I in the next chapter. 



8.0 Aspects 

'l'lic- iiotion o f  iiq~cct h;is to [lo with ii gr:immalical category, I I S I J ~ ~ ~ Y  marked in verhs o r  

verh phrases, and roprescnts the way the parts of a situation (an action or state) are related to 

each other or lo tlie context. 

8. I Introiliirlii~n 

'1 he preceding chapter has dwelt on the din'erent and varying degrees of time reference 

i n  13;rha 1. 1 hose teniporiil categorics :ire inseparable from the vcrh. I n  like manner, this chapter 

li)ciises on iispcct which is :inotlicr vcrh related category. These two categories (tense and 

aspect) are so related in such :I way that they can easily be confused especially in languages 

where the distinction is not so obvious. 'They are also so related in a way that one cannot he 

discussed in isolation frwn the other. 'l'his is the reason why any definition of one will make 

allusion to the olhcr. 

'1 tic iiiiii of OIII  ongoing uii:rlysis here is to delermine the various aspectual categories 

iind markers l i) i intl  i n  Ihthit I .  bringing out those which are morphologically marked while 

iii;iking ;illusion to thosc tliiit iuc iiot. ('ornrie (19763) considers aspects as the dil'lerent ways 

of viewing the internal constituency o f a  situation. This is always in relation to tense as Comrie 

(19765) further niuhes tlic hllowing distinction: 

Aspect is  not concerned with relating the time of the situation to any time- 
point, but rather with the ititernal temporal constituency of  one situation; one 
ct i~ i ld  sliitc tlte ditTerencc as between situation intenial lime (aspect) and 
?iltt;ition cxterrinl time (Ieiisc). 

I1  is clear from this extract that aspect focuses on the development of an event i n  

re1:ition to ils intern:il temporal structure rather than the moment in which this event is being 

cxprcssctl. 

Furthermore Iksillie (1988:74) looks at tense and aspect in tlie following light: 

.... Iciisr is it dcictic nnlinii linking the time of  an even1 lo some ullter point and 
iisticcl hitvitig iiotliiiig ill :ill to do with time but miller rcfcrring to the intenlal 
r~ittstilticiicy 01'1lic evcnt. 

(Jnlike knse wl~iclt links the time of an event to some other point (usnnlly the moment of 

speaking), aspor.! is  concerned wit11 the internal temporal structure of an action, or evcnt, ustally with 

cmphasis nii !lie in:iiiner i n  \thich this evcni or action tlnfolds. Vorkuyl (1993) is of the opinion that 
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:Ispect is :I covcr tcriii f i ~ r  tliose properties of a sentence that constitute tile temporal st.ructure of 

the event tlcnotctl b y  t l i c  vcrh nnd its :irguments. Ile holds that aspect is in many languages arc 

cxpresscd syiit;ictic.:illy :ui&'or iiic~r~)lici-(ilion~ilogically. This mc;jn!i tliat there is no unique way 

ofcxl)ressiiil: :wpwi, :u111 :IS siicli i t  v:irics with 1:ingu:ige. 

In I M n  I : I U ~  rcl;itetl Iariguagcs, the verb base cannot host or designate aspect and tense 

at (fie sanic tiiiic. ('oriscqiirritly i n  such languages distinct morplicmc(s) quite separated from 

(he vrrh h:isc ciiiiltl serve :is tense iiiilicator as illustrated using Dabaa I in chapter 5. Other 

morplicmc(s). scgmcnt:il or  uon-segmental allixed to the verb base will in  this case indicate 

:~spcct. Oiir partitioil of :ispectunl c:itegnries in naba 1 will piirallel tliat of Wiesemann et a1 

(1084). wliile h w i n g  cxtciisively froni I)eavon (1991 :47-103). 

8.1.1 Asprctirrl catrgorirs 

M:irrlicsc ( I O W i )  working cxcliisively on the Kru languages makes mention of Tour 

aspcctual catcgorics n:irncly; the perfective, imperfective. progressive and perfect. Ibis lonks 

l i k e n  sirnplific:ition oftlir tlircc in:iior divisions alluded to by Wicsemmn et al (198.1) who talk 

( 1 1  inliciciit. clcrivc.tl :itit1 1cxic:iliit:d aspects. Since the latter division is wider and could 

cncotnpass tlic fi)rmc.r :is wcll :IS othcr aspectual forms not cited so far, it would be more 

liivour:ihlc to :itlopt tlic 1:ittcr. 

Inherent aspects. :is the name indicates are those aspects that are inseparable from the 

verbal cnnstiti~cnts existing in their simple forms. These are pieces of information contained or 

eiicodcd in the vcrh hy virtue of the very nature or semantic property of the verb. Since these 

aspects iirc rciiclcrc-cl i n  Ihib:~ I tliriiugh semantic interpretation of  the verb bearing them or  

syntactically, we tleein i t  necessary to treat hut those aspcctual categories that are 

morpliologicall y rnarkcd. 

8.1.1 1. 1)trivecI ssprrts 

'I 1ic.w :ire ;ispcc.ts I h i i d  iii tlic clillticiit conjugated vcrb:il tbrrns of a process i n  tllc 

v:irious Iimsihlc vcrhil wiistrrietions i i i  :I 1augii:ige. 'I'licsc ospccts wliicli are inorpli~ilogic:illy 

rrinrkctl we siihtlivitletl into pcrfcctivr and imperfective, which Cornric ( 1  976:25) considers the 

comninn siihtlivision i n  I:inguagcs OF the world. In D a h  1. we tire looking at perfectivity and 
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iinpcrficctivity I i o n i  t l ic  s:iiiic ;ingle i ts (’ornrie (1976:M) wlio makes :I distinction between them 

as rollows: 
Pctkctivity iiiclicnics tlic view of a situation as t i  singlc wliolc witlioul 
di.;tiiictirm o l  tlic varioiis separale phases (hat make lip that silualion, while 
inil”:rli.rtivc p;iys csscti~i~il attcniioii IO tiic inremd structure af rhc situation. 

In en‘ect. any cvciit rcntlcrctl by thc perfective is to be regarded from the view point of its 

totality while tliat rciitlcrctl by tlic irriperfcctive is considered as having an internal division of 

1x;giiiiiinp). iiiichllc :iii(l crti&rollctl into oric. 

8.1.1.2. Perfective mpwt 

In naha 1. tlic pcrficctivc prcscnts an action or event as il unilied whole without any 

incntirin as to the beginning or end  This is usnally evident from the segmental, non segmental 

or both affixcq Ihrmally exhibited by the verb fiirm in the various past time sequences. We will 

illustrate the various manireststions of mpect in PI, P2, and P3, then Pr. Ibis will enable 11s to 

liritl o i i t  wlirtlicr tlic prc.:ciit .;lioiiltl hc rmisitlered a pcrfective form or not. In the illustrative 

coiistiuctioii.: Iiclow ( I ’ I ~ R I ~ )  stmds liir tlic pcrfective mukcr. 

(rnjmvi k & u n  r~gi. h t 6 l  

Dog (once) went to the market 

IpOgla k&m nti6 ndil 

Dove (once) ran a race 

[k&7 k&m r~g6 h i ]  

Cat (once) went to the market 

I mapi kipam ~61~141 

(iod (once) spoke 

[marnvi r j g ~  ntdl 

Dog went to the market 



1)ovc 1’1 r u n  t:icc 

i )  lkdi7 G3 xi: nt6/ 

Cat Pr go market 

Dove ran a race. 

lk$? mf ggt! h t 6 1  

Cat went to the market 

[marnvi xt! Jntfl 

Dog is going to tlic market 

[pbgia ti6 ndiil 

Dove is rcinning a race. 

IkiifIi? a& ntel 

Cat is going to the market. 

Thew evatnples rcvcal !o 11s !hat in Baba I, aspectual markers espccially in PI,  P2 and 

P3 consist of  sepmcntal morphenies. There is B homorganic nasal prefixed to the verb 

especially i n  P I ,  1’2 iiitd 1’3, with P2 Iiaving a syllabic nasal as its vertial prefix. In addition, 

there is a process wlierchy the end tone of‘thc tense marker spreads and replaces the intierent 

tonc iif thc vr rh  in 1’1 :ind P3. We rcn1ii.e that in P2 where the tense marker is a lloatirig low 

tone, the tiinc siniply docks to tho syl1:ihic nasal that serves :IS a vcrhal prclix and docs not 

sprcntl to (tic cntirc verh. ’l‘lic sirrliice f‘brrns on the right of onr derivatitin show some tonal and 

scgmen~iil nltcrii;itions. I:or s c ~ c i i t i i l  niodificalion, changes arc within well defined 

phiiiiologic;~l contexts. ~~ccoiintcd (iir hy rules explairied in C1i:ipter 2. Tonal variotions are 

noticed only at the levcl OF the verh 1i)rnis. As :ilready explained, the atljnccnt tone preceding 
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the verb spreads :tiid rcpl:ices [lie illherent tone of the verb while the next adjircent tone 

following the vcrli (object marker) iindcrgoes docking. l h i s  explains why underlyingly we 

h:ivc lcvcl toiw. Iwt O I I  tlitr s~i t - f i~cc wc tiiive contour tones iii ( l 5 N  f, k and I). 'I'hcsc :ire 

ortlclrtl proccsscs in l h l ) : ~  1 wliicli :ire accounted fix hy a repladive arid docking tone rules as 

earlier nicntionrd. 

In discitssitif: :ilwiit Icnses, we have tacitly claimed that when verhs are used with verbal 

oh.jccts, there is iisu;illy an ob.ject marker in  between the verb and its object. This object marker 

is shown to be wnsistcntly :I floating high tone which docks to the lclt and affects the tone of 

the final syllohlr of thc verb in snme cases. Ilowever, we have also claimed that in P2 

constnictions, tlicrc is ii low f1o:iting tone that serves as a tense marker of the verb. 

Accordingly. this Iioiiiorg:inic nas:il prefix preceded by'a floating low tone becomes syllabic so 

as to receive this slrentlctl tone. In the preceding constructions we have shown hat if the 

replacing tone is iclcritical with that to he replaced, the process operates vacuously, meaning 

t11:it tlic two i(lciitiid toiics appciiriiig in this positioii neutralize tlicrnsclvcs through what coiiltl 

hc callctl the principle of itlcnlic:il tones merging. 'This can he expressed by a tone rule which 

slates thtit, two similar tones uiitfergo neutralization in the course of spreading. This is formally 

represented as 'TJM below. 

'I'R 6 TOIIE wrrging riilc. 

With r q w t  IO prczrnt construction (Pr), the aspect markers do not cnnfnrni to a 

pcrfectivc hrni pci sc. I lowevcr, the verbal fnnn shows some characteristics common to verhs 

in perfective constructioris (cf 1'1, P2 and P3). In Pr, the verb lacks a homorganic nasal prefix 

1iut tlicic is liit!li :it.liiiily Iwtwccn tlic suhjcct arid its verb where the strhject tone sprcads to the 

vcrh replacing the origimil tone of tlic verh. This happens because there is neither tense nor 

aspcct iti:iIkcr to iiilcrcctle hctwecn the verb and its subject in such a consttuction as it happens 



iii 1’1, 1’2 and 1’3. We ciin iissume that this construction encodes imperfectivity with a zero 

aspectti;il m:rrker. ‘ lhis i s  pl:wsihlc since the present construction st naturally falls under our 1- 
past I clivision [)I‘ t(:nse. Moreovcr. this constriiction expresses ;in action with an interiral 

constittiericy showing 1h:it the action started from a point and continues along the line. 

8.1.1.3. Imprrfcctivr aspect 

‘This aspect rlrtiws :i(tentinn to the fiict that the event in-question occurred over a period 

of time and it.s interniil inakc-up is relevant. According to Comrie (1 976:4), 

I he impcrfcctive looks at the situation from inside, and a5 such is  crucially 
coiiccrnc.d with the intcmal structure of  the silualion, since it can both look 
luckwiitd$ townnh llie twginning and without any end. 

From the ahovc lines it is apparent that imperfectivity portrays the notion of duration 

nnd contintlily. ‘l’hiu cuti:gorial subdivision of aspect in naba I involves actions viewed as 

taking place over an cxtcndetl period of time, whether in reference to thc present, past or fiiture. 

lh i s  rispect cvitlently consists of the progressive. liabitual, iterative and related verbal forms. 

8.1. I . X I .  Progressive 

The progressive iisually describes an ongoing action or situation. In naba I, it is marked 

by a morphrmc 11; placed imnietliately aAer the tense marker, and can he employed in a11 the 

lenses cxcept P2 and the present (1%). This is because the present tense in Baba I is already in 

the progressivc while 1’2 exclusively expresses a habitual action in the past as will be seen later 

in oitr anolpsis. 

8.1.1.3.1.1. Progressive in the Past. 

lliis is nsed in 1’1 and P3 tu express an ongoing sitiratiun or action in the past. In our 

:ni:iIysiu, PRO(; is iised to alihIevii~tc progressive while IMP stands for im1perfective aspct.  

( 1 5 3 )  

I’ 1 

a) I I ~ A X  I I I ~  114 N- xi: ntG/ ~tJttix ink 116 jgb S-ntdl 

lrog was going 10 tlic niarket 

[inimvi mk ni ntib ndiil 

Dog was running a nce.  

h o g  PI I’R( ) ( i  IMP go I I I : I I ~ C I  

t i )  /mirnvi mi. 114 N-tie iitlii/ 

Dog J’I PROU IMP run race 



[miphi k j p h  n i  fit65 mvil 

Squirrel was digging a hole. 
[m&& k&rn n5 qkp& qgi] 

Goat was eating gnss. 

Iph k$kini n i  j k i k r  $sill 

They were touching ;I lish. 

[wh k&m n i  r&mti rJrnL.1 

You were helping a person. 

8.1.1.3.1.2. Progrcwive in the htsrc  

A s  cwlicr nictitionetl. llic sirnplc present form in naba I iisiially describes an ongoing 

:kction (cl‘ 6. I . I  . I .  i. k, I ) .  This is why w e  do not want to belabour ourselves illustrating the 

ohvions. We have tlecitlctl to go straight to the future progressive, which in Daha I exists in F l ,  

1:2 F3 :mtl F4. We will illustrate the use of this form only in PI, F2 and F3 because the forms 

are basically tlic same hut For the changc in the degree of futurity morpheme as has been shown 

in  the 1re:itmcnt dtcns;es. ‘1 hrse examples 1x10~ will lucidly clarify (IU assertion above. 

( 1  5 5 )  
I’HOG I‘I 



(;oat I:I P R O ( ;  IMP cat grass Goat will hc eating grass. 

[pu 16716 na jkS6r rJni6l c)/pii li-7IO ti; N-kit& 1jnicY 

They F1 I’RO(3 IMP touch person I’hey will be touching a person. 

Iwa 16716 n i  rjgt5 tl)/wb IC710 114 N-X& uIC/ 

You F1 l’l<O~i IMP go rnnrket You will he going to the market. 

(156) 

I’ROG 1 2  

Dog F2 P R O 0  IMP carry meat 

They 1 7  PROCI IMP dig hole 

d ) d  li.71iAx n; N-yibp ntjil 

I Isg F2 PRO(’, IMP sing song 

057) 
l’l<o(; 1’3 

Kite will be catching fish. 

lmamvi IOMX n; iltirn nti3apl 

Dog will be carrying meat. 

lpli 167Iiix n i  rit6q mvil 

They will he digging a hole. 

[ i i ~ ~ i & x  n i  ht136p ntJi1 

1 will he singing a song. 
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‘l‘hey will he clirnhing a tree. 

[ m k d  IC7md6 n i  hd36 qrnL.) 

Dog will be seeing a person. 

All tltc cx;ni~plcs illitstrating the use of the progressive constructions in the various 

tcnscs h:tw clearly sttown th:it thc progressive morpheme is rn preceding the syllabic verbal 

prelix. It ciin he ohsrrvcd that apart from some segmental alternations conditioned by 

phonological contexts (cf F2 t l ,  1 3  a. h, d), there are no tonal variations between the underlying 

rind surlkce forms th;tt :ire not well accounted for by the tone rules we have postulated. It 

sliould he noted that the progressive, be it in the past or future looks at the action as ongoing, 

this is the reason why thcre is the presence of the syllahic nasal prefixed to the verb. We can 

now reprcscnl Ihc viii ions cottstructions so h r  in the table helow: 

fig: 20 Verhal li)rins in the impcrlect progressivc 

I M - I ensc inaiker 

I;-Future niarkcr 

N-= syllahic nnsal prelixeii to verb making imperfectivity. 

a) Past 

Same as above 
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I rJ- 

n5 

-v- i 11'1' 

- V - t  R'1' 

8.1.1.3.1 3. ' lhe  Ilrhilual 

'l'he habitual ospect o f  the inipcrfective describes an action that was or is recurrent over 

:I long peiiocl 10 :in extent th:tt it ciin he considered as a habit ofthc performer. In naha 1. this 

nspect sorn;intic:illy overkips with the progressive but it is niorphologically distinct from the 

Iattcr. 'ihc ovcrlnpping is evident i n  the fact that these two forms have some common 

characteristics :IS ('(iinric (1076:12. 27, 33) proposes that they should be well spelt out. Ile 

describes progressivrwss :IS "the combinaition of continuousness with nonstotivity", while 

ci)ntinuoii~ncss is seen as  "inipcrfcctivity that is not occaqioned by habituality". IIabituality in 

turn is regtlrded as clcscribing "a situation which is cliaracteristic o f  an extended period of time, 

so extended i n  f;irt that the situation referred to is viewed not as an incidental property of the 

rnomrnt. hut prccisclj. as a characteristic feature of a whole period." The above distinction 

rla)ws th:ii bo111 limns eupms a cnntinuous aclion or situation. one more extended and the 

other less so. I n  \ie\\ o f  this diqcussion, I3aba 1 distinguishes only two habitud fornis per se 

namely past and present 



8.1.1.3.1.3 1. IIabitanl in the past 

The Iirihitu:il in  the past tlcscrihes an action or hiat ion that used to occur but is no 

longei trbt;iinctl ;it 1lie prewnt niomenl OF speaking. ‘This action ur situation which had an 

extended period of time corrltl he viewed as constituting a habit of the subject concerned. I n  

I\nha 1, this aspec~ is cxpicssed only  i i i  thc distant past (1’2) arid neither in the recent past (PI) 

nor remotc past (1’3). I lowevcr, the morphologically (P2) construction in this aspect could r e h  

to it rernole time peiiod. I t  seeins :IS if this morphological dichotomy is meant to avoid the 

confiisioii th:rt coiilti arise i n  distinguishing the progressive from habitual aspect in this 

longtrage. l‘hese constrietior~s below illuslrnte the use of the habitual in the past. llabitual is 

designated hy I IAI3, while AUX tlenotcs auxiliary. 

Imimvi mh; ndiix nd6pl 

Dog used to sleep in the house. 

[t&x mba gg6 h t k ]  

Frog used to go to the market. 

I inin1 mhi sBgl4 1 

Ood used to speak. 

11jgii mbi mh6x gkirj 

(‘rocodilc used to play drum 

l j l ~  nb5 p i x  S-slil 

Snake used lo kill fish. 
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In these constr~icti~ins :ihcivc tlic imperfective miuker, ii syllztbic nasal tias moved to pre- 

:nixili:iry position wliilc the Iiti1~itn:il i w r k e r .  t i  non sylliihic n:isiil occupies the immcctiaw prc 

vcrhlil position. 'I'lic. revcrsd o f  posilion between the hiibituiilit.) antl imperfective markers can 

he expl;iinctl using cnipiriciil cvitlcticc presented by the d a h .  I n  the construction above, the 

11o:iting low tone trnsc inarkcr :illi:ct.s only the preiix of the lbllowing morpheme. Since tlie 

hnliitnnl r r u r k c r  is a ncirisyll:ihic n:is:iI, it exc1~:inges positon with the syll ic naslll as to emable 

the docking o f  the said tone.onto thc said nasal which i s  a tone bearing unit in this context. 

It is apparent that thoiigh the 1i;ibitual aTpect in the past is rendered by a P2 construction, 

i t  could ns well refer to :I remote pas!. 'l'he Iiiihitual marker in naba I as already indicated is a 

non syllabic ~i:isi i l  prcliwl to the veil,. :I plrice usually occupied by tlie imperfective aspect, a 

syll;thic nasal in siicli constrnctions. 'l'he low P2 tense marker docks to the syllahic nasal hut 

docs not alli.c~ tlrc inixili:iry tone. I t  is insteed the tone of the auxiliary which spreads antl 

repl;icc*s the original torie(s) of the verh, thereby provohing a downstepping eKect wherever the 

contlition iu  met (cl IS9b :ind e) .  In our constructions as usual, there are segmental alternations 

contlitionetl hy plionolo$il contexts. 

H.l.l.R.1.3 2. IliibituaI in the prcscnt. 

'This siihtypc of :1spcct11:11 cnlegory usiially exprtsses a situation or an action that the 

pcrliinncr is i n  the hnhit rtfdoing. In Ikrha I this construction is also used to express B universal 

truth. In the present h m ,  the tense is not marked; also the progressive marker does not feature 

m y  longer ;IS well a? the habituality marker. It can he observed that the progressive marker 

here h;ts tlclrtc(l Iwving  its high lonc which now renmins floating. The hiihituality marker 

which is not :I syllahic nesiil caniiot he:ir this floating tone. This nasal is immediately preceded 

hy :uiotlicr n:i~:iI. tlie sylliihic n:is:il lbr iniperfectivity. 'The non-syllahic nasal reatlily deletes to 

cn:~l)le its syll:ihic ci)iiiitc~r~xirt to cwry the Iloating tone of the deleted progressive marker and 

hnstnil ii lo tho uiitirc vcIh slcrn. Sitice it is the only tone hearing unit ticarest to Ihc verb. i t  is 



( 1 SO) 

I IA I3  I’r. 

Slieep f’Ri)(i IMP IlABroIch fish Sheep catches fish. 

c )  /t& I I  N @-Kiln sit/ [t&x jgim lsiil 

Frog PRO(> lh4P 11Alj <:itch lish Frog catches fish. 

t l \  /pi] I I N G7Ap;r iiiIs~ip/ Ipil j k p h  ntl3hpl 

1 hey I’l<O(l IMI’ AI IX c:il rnc:il ’lltey eat meat. 

‘l‘he tihove examples show that, :is earlier indicated, the progressive marker & has actually 

deleted and only  its tone h;is reniained floating. This floating tone has to dock to the following 

syllabic nasal and siibscqucntly replace the original tone of the following verb. This is 

impossible bec:iusc this verb already has a prefix (habitual marker). The only option i s  For the 

liabitual morpheme to tlelcte arid give way to the syllabic nasal which is bearer of the tone. As 

this happens, the sylhhic n:isal already bearing the tone of the deletctl progressive marker now 

grts prelixctl l o  t l ic*  vcrli :ind its tone replaces the original tonr o f  the verh causing a 

tlown.;irpping clli.ct :I.; in (160 h :uid c). 

8.1 .I 3 . 2 .  Ilcrwiivr 

This itsiiaI1y descrihes an action o r  situatiori that is repeated. 111 Baba I, i t  is marked hy a 

toneless rnorplicnie /ti$ siiffived to the verb, and i t  acquires the tone of the verb base witlr 
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' lhoy P2 IMP hcnt 11' clog 

c)/pimvi I. tj-tl i+ -14 ji/ 

'Ihey beat a dog (several times) 

lpimvi ri&i-t5 liI 

Ihgs P2 IMI' urin:ite IT down 

tI)/innivi I ,  N-n<in-tA tltni-/ I tiioinvi nitm-la !)11iL11 

Dog P2 1MI' bite I I' person 

'llte contour tone o 1 1  thc last syllablc ol'the verb in (%and c) above is caused by the presence of 

an ob.ject tone m:irker Iwtwecn the verb ant1 the following object (cf 136 A ant1 B). 

Ihgs nrinate<l on the ground (sevewl times) 

f , -  

Dog bit (several times) a person 

'l'hc surl'iice Ibrms of (:I) and (d) derivations are obtained by tone rules that can he 

uutose~mcnt:ili~ctI iis sho\v~r helow: 
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v)  lwii ritiAp15 wipl You beat them (several times) 

IJntlerlying representation 

'I'wc sprcxling 

Tone docking 

iv) /in. 'vi mvi n-tlic- . Segmental rules 

v) lnlarnvi itji&-l3 J i l  

I n  the ut)ovc coris(riictions, thc rules are nut ordered since tone docking or segmental 

rule can prccedc tonc spreading illltl the right output will still be arrived at. As alre;ttiy indicated 

above, tone acquisition is ;I comhincti process of clocking and spreatling and is accounted for hy 

a tone nile which stipiiliites that t i  toneless morpheme takes an identical tone to that of the 

prewding syll;ihle (cl' I'R2). 

A tlog urinated on the ground (several times) 

I t  s l ioi i l t l  be noted t f i a t  the itrrativc sullix is not a lexicitl item in this language. It 

cncodcs Ilic tiiciiiiiiig orilcritlivity oiily wllcri sullixcd to o verb base. 'fhis is a hotnd 
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morphcine \\liicli. wlicn :illixetl l o  I crhs indicates a compardbk mtxhficatirm (1 Ihe action 

indicated hy tlic pre\*iously intlcptvdcnt vcrh bases. However. thcrc are some verbal Toms in 

lhh:i  1 which Ii:ivc /I,>/ :is iiii iiil)crcnl part of the verb. 'lhese verbs iriclutle the inlinitive forms 

helow; wiicre (Inf) st:iriJs liir infinitive: 

1,ooking at the infinitive vertml forms above, it is apparent that the final syllables an: in 

cflect sullixes. We have earlier noted that the iterative suffix is toneless, and by a spreading 

tone rule, the tone of the preceding syllable to it extends its domain and assigns a similar tone 

to the sullix. 'Ihis explains why these infinitive forms either bear all high tones or low tones. 

What is pcculinr ;rbout these limns is that they do not convey any notion of iterativity without 

thc suflixation of /tal morpheme. I n  addition, none of the monosylhihic forms bearing Uie 

iterative-like sullix can independently be attested in this language as a lexical verh. We 

thcrchre iiwiuiw tliiil  :ill the inouosyllohic Ibrms constituting each ol' the verb liwm in this 

particuh case wquired their snflixes through a wont formation process which is no longer 

pnductive in this hngungc. 'The liinns are now what Outhrie (1970, Vol. 1V: 218). cited by 

Parrie (IOR6:SS) cdl.: restricted hnscs. The indepcndent meanings of the individual 

monosyllahic forms :ire I O S ~  in these infinitive verbs and they can now exist only together as 

lexicalizeced verbs in the language (cf Dauer 1983:48). 

The iterative aspect in this hngirage looks like a perfective aypect in the sense that i t  
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t;~kes ;111 tl~e 1i)rtti;iI coniponcnts nf porfeclivity in atltlitiori to the iterative maker as the 

g:ciici;ilin:tl hrniiii:i ticlow ilitistr:ttcs: 

I ( '  ----- 'I ' ,M, - Ihll' ,. v- 1'1' (013.1) 

I r t  o u r  Ioriiitila. 

11' - - -  lt~crativc constritctioil 

'I'M .. .- 'I'uiisc miwkcr 

I M P  --- IMI'I:KI~I:.C"I'IVl~Y 

v ---- Vcr-1, \,asc 

1.1' --- Iterative rnarker siilTix 

( 0 1 3 1 )  --- Optional oh,jcct 

'l'his wiistrttdion is typical of a perfective aspect in the sense that it hiis a pre-verhal 

and post verh:il inarker which is irriiisitnl with an imperfective construction in Dabs 1. l-he only 

tlillcrcitcc licrr is the :iddilioii:tl post vcrh:il rnorphenie tha1 mwks iteriltivity which is absent i n  

perfective coiislniction. ('lriscly rcl:tlcd to thc iterative aspect is the perfect verhtil construction. 

8.1.1.3.3 The Furfrct. 

This is another fbnn ol' aspect which according lo Comrie (1  97652) indicates 'the continuing 

present relevance n f a  past situation'. I t  can refer to a situation which occurred any  time in the 

past, hut thc prcsent result is still ofirnportance lo the speaker. in naha I this is usually marked 

b y  the post-vcilxtl n~~~iphcri ic  m2. W e  1i:id corlicr reficrred to ii sirnilzir form as the immediate 

p i s t  (1'0) sincc i t  cciiiveys a notioil of past time, but hllowing Wilkenclds (1991) reasoning, 

this is plzicisihly considered as an a.spcctual notion because: 

1.c p a r f 5 t  sett 4 erprirncr tin procEs qui eat envisagf coiiimc accwnpli rriais 
loiiicfi)is, wiiliriutiiil  ... ~lniis scs cmsfqucnccs. au nioiitcnl de I'acw de parole. 
(:e plocPs il e11 lieir darts le pass6 cl ... ses repercussions contifluent dans le 
prEsenl." (Slaiify I986 I 16) quoted by Wilkendorf ( I99 I : 139). 

'rhis indicates tho1 tho pcrkcl is it perl'twtive aspect since it  can "look backward towards thc 

heginning ol' the sititation, and h r w a d  to the end of the siluation"(Comrie 1976:4). This 

suhtype of'uspectual category in I3ah:l I can occur uniquely in the present and past tenses. Ibere 

is iin crverl;ip l~ctwccn the irnrnctliale post tcrisc anti the perfect i~spcci in  lhe prcsent as shown in 

lhc uoiislniolioiis l d ) w :  I lotc, tlic pcrkct is tvprcscoicd by (I'PT). 



lyi a8-m; rite1 

Ile/SIe has gone to the market. 

[wh virnG-mG qm&l 

You have helped a person. 

[iniinvi xila ma si11 

I h g  Iias frightened fish 

I p b ~ b  wilpla ma I%&] 

We have imittated the Ton. 

, ,  

. ,  
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I t  i.s oppaicnt l iorn the examples above tlial in PI,  the perfect is niarked by the 

morpheme nia. This niorphcnie which is similar to that of (Po) constriiction places enipbasis 

lirrc on tlic r~miplrtcil n:itiirr o l  ~ h c  event or ;iction that is being related as well as its present 

impoilaiicc 1 1 )  thc titiic of utterance. ‘I his i s  why in this construction there is the pre-verbnl 

nasal that iisu:illy nwrks pi*rli.ctivity unlike in Po where this marker is absent. This pre-verbal 

niarhcr 0 1  pcrli.ctivity is now prelixed not to the verb as usual, bnt to Uic auxiliay which is 

iiow onc d i h c  constiturnts (if  the p e r k t  construction. 

They P2 1’I;RF AIJX I’rigliten PIY child 

(167) 

c) ITI r.1 

Dog had caught a fish 

Iphql8 i& :&a-ma r$xl 

Dove had stirred yam 

fpu mbi xi7la-ma mu&\ 

, ,  

, ,  

They had frightened a child 

[wh k&rn nib; yd-ma fhi.1 

You had seen the hn. 
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lpii k&im mha aii-m; t i t i . )  

They had gone to the market 

(pip; k$t&n rnb5 k6-ma rnbiin] 

We had taken money 

fkiili7 k;phn niha tOr)-ma mvil 

Cat had dug a hole. 

I n  the consiructions using !.he perfect aspect, the present tense as usual is unmarked l i ~ r  

tense i n  Pr. I t  110s no prevcrhol marker h r  pert‘eclivity, no auxiliary particle as well (cF165). 

‘ h i s  sccrns to bc ii  h:irc c.onstruciion (iom which the perfect h r m  OF all tenses is derived. 

(’onvcrscly in thc piisi tcnsc. it Iins tense ;rnd perfective markers as well a? an auxiliary. The 

various constituents of lhe pcrFccl construction can be recapitulated as illustrated on the tahle 

helow 

Fig 30 (’onstitircnls ol’l’crlkl constrnction in Daba 1. 
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TM = Tense Marker 

PERF = perkctivity 

P I T  -1’crfcct 

- AUX =Auxiliary 

V- h r e  verb 

u=syliebic nasal 

t in all perfect verbal constructions is 

the post verh:tl morphcme n,; supposedly marking the perfect aspect. The perfect present 

construction iis sirid ithove is ttnmitrhctl l iw tense aid pcrt‘ectivity. The (PI, F2 and P3) are 

re~nli~cly tn:irkctl Iiir pet li.c.tivity hy ii troniorgmic nasal consonnnt placed betwecrl t l ~  tense 



t~:~sal. Ilie ; tuxi l i :q  tnotpllrrne which can he rendered in English by 'to he' takes on IIle 

prevcibal pcrlkctivr marker, which in OthCT constructions, are prefixed to the main veth (cf 

6. I .  I .2.3.). Also t h r  :iiixili:iry nicirpltcme for ( P i ,  1'2 ant1 (P?) consistently hears a high tone 

ur&rlyinyly and on the surfncc. This shows that there is no need h r  any floating or replacive 

tone t o  provokc :iny lon:tl v;trietion in  all the perfect conslructions. 

I tic prt Iicc't vc.tl):il Ii)riu i l l  11:ih:i I can have a tense reading in tlie sensc that it relates the 

time o f a  past action to ii present time. Nevertheless i t  can be considered as perfective aspect in 

that Coniric (1976: 13)  c:ills ;ittention to the fact that perfective does not denote an action as 

simply tieing corripletcd in the seiise 01' hcussing or1 the termination ora situation, hut rather as 

complete hy portraying a globnl view of a situation with a beginning and middle as well as a 

knninus. 

A gloh;il vicw o i i  aspectnal conslntctions in Daha 1 will reveal that everytliing cliistcrs 

:iri~iind pcrlcctivily and intpcrli.ctiviiy. Ihis is trite in terms of tlie morphologic:il rnarkings 

assigncd t o  the wrioir.; constructions. 'l'herc are onen cases where the linear arrarigcnicnt nf 

elements artrunil the vcrh is distorted in cider to allow for a consistent application of rules in 

keeping will1 the vcibal paradigm. Semantically one can talk of' inherent aspects which are 

Ibund i n  the meanings ofcerVain verhs by virtnc of the type of  processes the said verbs convey. 

As concerns Icxicalij.ed aspect, one cannot clearly make a distinction het\reen it aritl 

consecutive constritelions ill naha 1. This is because, instead of using verbs as atlxiliaries in 

some conslntctions, i t  lias been clearly shown that auxiliary exisls in  Baba I (cf perfect). Any 

construction wing verbs iu  scquencc is reg:ircled a5 a consecutive or  serial verb constnlction 

since ti l l  tlic verbs i n  siicli :i sequence f'unction as main verb having a single subject. With all 

Ilia1 11:rs been s i i t l  rclaling to aspect, the l i~s t  verbal feature to he examined is mood which is the 

topic of thc ncvt clmptrl, 



(.'llAl''Il~R NINE 

9 n n m o i )  
l'tiis chapter will solcly h c u s  on the last of our verbal feature as we enumerated them at 

tlic 1)eginning ol'this scctioii c i f o i i r  stndy. 

9 I tit n r c l  u et ion 

(:losely rrlatetl to tense ;tnd aspect discussed in the two preceding chapters, we also 

1i:ive mood which is iinotlicr gr:initnatical category having an aflinity with the verb. 

Acwrding l o  Wiescni:inii et :11 ( 1984: Ion), mood dcnotes 

" ... h t t i i i d c  1111 locutcur ail agent vis-a-vis de I'action qui sc d&oulc." 

These :iuthors further subdivide mood into two classes namely: "mode r6el" and "mode irrkel". 

'lhey explain th:it "~iict~le r6cl" expresses cewainty and thus consists o f  the indicative, while 

"niotle irr6el' includes the iinperiitive, conditional, wish and permission. 

Glidden (l981:24) in tlie siiine line of thought considers that: 

hlmitl rcfcm to tlic prenimalicaIi7~lio11 of tlie relationship hclwcen the speaker 

:ind his iiicss:igc (whcillcr hc is nflirming, commanding, asking) or of the 

rcla~ionshili 11V thc n~eswgc~s conicnt to rcnlity (i.c. truc. possible, probable. 

ncccvmy). 'Ilius, granlill:itiC:ilil.~d cntcgorics tlliit distinguisli dcgrccs or 

actuality or dcsiraliility ofan aciion arc mood cnlcgories. 
Ile also makes mention of a bipartite division of mood, whereby different authors assign 

clillicrent nanies to such divisions. Such labels include the opposition between 

factivelnonfactive, reallnon-actual, actualiz~d/non-actualil.ed, realislirrealis. 

In heeping with tlie same bi-division of mood, Deavon (1991:94) points out that in 

Km;l.inie, there are live moods which could fall under two main classes namely: indicative and 

noli-indicativc. 1 IC holds th:it the i n t h t i v e  encodes statements of fact while the non-indicative 

consists of iinperativc. consecutive imperative, hortative and interrogative. 

The exp1:inations obove make it :tpparent that mood varies from language to language 

tllougli ni:iitlt:iining ; I  t1i:unctric;il division. The label given to each division nlso varies with 

authors. Drawing inspiration from dill'erent authors cited above adopting difliirent approaches 

to the malysis of mood, we have heen able to locate four moods in baba 1 namely: indicative, 

imperittivc, 1iort;itive. ;md negation. 

9.1. The Indicative 

I I I  13;i11it 1, this tnooil risii;illy expresses a high degree of certaillty. It presents a realistic 

situ;ttion 111:it has taken pl:icc. or is taking place, or has 10 take place. It means that this mood 



wliicli is inorplii)lolric:illy uniniirked in this Iangwge can express an action or situation in the 

present.  pas^, and fittiire. Since we have Icngthily treated Uie diflerent tenses liwrid in naha I in 

chapter five, we iust have t o  give :I less detailed illustration of tenses here to serve as examples 

liir indiciitivc niood i i t  the I:iiigitogc. 

9.1.1. Indicative in the pad, present and future 

As already noted. this mood makes a statement of fact in the past, present and fiiture. 

and cim hc used in 1’3. 1’2, 1’1 Pr and F4, F3, F2 and FI as shown below: Note that rNr, 

Monkey rim a race. 

I IX ntir pel 

[:on refused fXu. 

[ph jkht i  nd&p,l 

They looked at the house. 
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You tire selling wine 

Iy i  ghi. ijgh&I 

Ile/She is selling oil. 

, .  
[ahwhn lt!?tb girn maggap1 

Kite will catch fowl. 

Idtax Ii.7t6 ak nt61 

Frog will go to the market. 

lntJi Ii.7liax d17Ii rnvil 

Water will fill the hole. 

~ i y i o ~ i  IKMX IYI rniJlil 

Sugar cane will grow on the WJd. 



Imu6 167m66 khx tiil 

A child will clinih a tree. 

Crocodile F3 pl:U scntl lid, Crocodile will send a fish. 

These coii*;lructions as already staled, represent a global i~~uslralion that the indicalive 

mood wliich is uiimarketl i n  Ihhn I is expressed in all the tenses. For details of the various 

tcnses, (Cfchaptcr S~VFI I ) .  

9.2. The 1mper:itive 

I n  I M a  I ,  his niood is generally nsetl to command or give orders whose execution may 

he iiiinicdiiile ( 1 1  1:iki. As i i  tcsull, i t  is direclcil to :in aniniute wliich might he an aninial nr a 

person. IJsually it is incitlc up just of a basic verbal form without a subject. A tonal morpheirie 

plirced immediately after the verb marks this mood. Since it is unmarked for tense, we could 

re;itlily Sily thi11 i t  is i l l  the prcsent, because this is the only tense in this language which is 

nnmarked. llowever, i t  ciui he expressed i n  the future by using some time adverbials to show 

that the execution should he carried out later and not immediately. In this case. futurity is 

marked by scimiiitic and syntactic properties rather than verb based morphological informzition. 

Anolher characteristic of this mood is that there i s  a distinction hetween what Welmers 

(1973:357) calls singcll:tr imperative and another form of imperative that addresses ninny 

inriiniiles, wliich wc could refer to :IS plural iniperative. 

9.2.1. Singiilrr imperative 

I lcie, thc conitiiiind or order is addressed lo a single animate. I n  the imperitive, the 

syllabic shape ol'  lie vcrh ustially dctermines to some extent, the niodilication that takes place 

at the lcvcl or the vcrhd stiucturc. i;or tliat reason we could further make a distinction between 

imperatives expressed by closeti syllahle (CVC') and open syllahle (CV) verbal forms. 

9 2.1.1 Open syllable iinpcrativc (CV) ur (CYCV) 

l l ic  oitly motlification in the structuie of the verb on the surthce is tonal as illustrated 



WO!’ 

‘Come!’ 

‘Insult!’ 

‘Speak!’ 

9.2.1.2. Closed syllal)le (C’VC) imperative 

’i‘his is an itripcialive expresscd hy a verb that ends in a consonant as illustrated hy the 

li)llowing constructions: 

(176) 

i l )  I pip 11 I ipih; 1 ‘Wait (fbr it)!’ 

Wail IMI’I~I< 

h) I sa7 11 I I d ;  I ‘Wash (it)!’ 

W:i.;li IMI’I,I< 

c) I k h j  I]  I I khln I ‘Cry!’ 

Cry IMI’ER 

d) Ikix I]/ (kha; I ‘climb!’ 

(*liitili IMI’I~R 

We tloiicc rtotli our  illustrations that Ihcrc has been some slruclural modificnlions at the 
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level o f  the verhal lirnns. 'l'hese inodilications which are ei ... :r tonal, segmental or hoth can 

well he seen when we coniparc the underlying  OMI IS on the Ictt with the surface phonetic 

ren1i;zations on tlic right. I t  is noticetl here that our tone docking process seems to violate the 

normal riglitwnrtl torie inoveintmt rule that obtains in the verhal paradigm. If we consider tlie 

movcincnt 0 1  the Ilwting ohjcct toiic mrirker, we will realise that 1efiw:d tone docking is also 

:I regular pi-owss in thc vcIh p:ir:iiligni i n  this language. The data :ihove need some explanation 

with rcspcct to the fiicts ohscrvetl. 

First OF ;ill.  there is a tone docking rule whereby the high floating tone marking the 

imperative (locks to the lelt and influences the tone of the final syllable of the verb. This 

inlluence is only visihle when tlie tone ofthe final syllable is low. In such a case, the high tonal 

tnorphcmc docks wid creates a contonr tone on the final verh syllable (d9.2. l  .l.a ant1 c).'ln the 

situation where tlie imperative tone marker is identical to the tone of the preceding syllahle to 

the tonal morpheme. there is absorption or neutralization (cf 9.2.1.1 .b and d). It is important 

d s o  to rccd t11:iI \VI: c.:irlic:r rcco~:nizctl the presence of it lloating high tone object marker in the 

siinie position whcre this other lloating tone imperdtive marker occurs. This does not contradict 

our clniin hcc~iuse these two tones arc identical arid in Uie event where they both occur, they 

merge :ind neutralize themselves. 

Secondly there is a process of vowel epenthesis whereby a predictable vowel, schwa la/ 

is suflixed to the verh if this verb ends in a consonant. This is what happens to all the 

constructions in (9.2.1.2). In addition, there is a phonological rule that applies to the form in 

(0.2. I .2 a). whereby a voiceless hilahial stop is voiced hecause it finds itself in between two 

vowels as :I conscqnence of the schwa insertion rule (cf chapter 2 for phonological rules). 

9.2.2. Plural imperative 

As alrendy nientionctl, this imperative is acldressed to many animates. It resembles the 

singiihr itnpcralivc in ~ I I : I I  i t  i s  without :I stibject and the imperative marker is once more a high 

tonal niorphenw that ilnincdiately follows the verh. The difference between singular and plural 

imperative is that, unlike the singular, the plural form has an additional morpheme li, which 

conies inimeclintely :iller the imperative tone marker. This morpheme is presumably a plural 

nwker, since it has n o  independent meaning in this langwage. The plwal marker of the 

imperative cini occur with hot11 open ((3 (C'V)) and closed (CVC) vcrhol fomis as illustrated 

below: Note that pl tlenoles plural n:Kerence marker. 



(177) 
9.2.2.1. Plural imperative with CV (CV) form 

‘Lock!’ 

‘ I k ! ’  

‘Insult!‘ 

‘Speak!’ 

( 1  74) 

9.2.2.2. Ptural imperative with CVC form 

:I) /y6x 11 li / lyOx li I 
Ilcar IMI’TSII pl 

h) I gim l j  li / 

Ilold IMPEII pl 

c )  / khg Ij li / I k i q  li 1 

(’ry IMI’EII pl 

d) Ikpir 11 Ii/ 

Eat IMPER pl. 

[@in  li 1 

[ kpar l i l  

‘ 1 isten!’ 

‘I lold!’ 

‘ 1  Lry! 

‘Eat!’ 

As it c:tn he noticed from the constructions so far presented, the tone docking rule also 

applies to pluiiil imperatives. The din‘erence is situated at the level of schwa epenthesis. IJnlike 

i n  the singiihr iinpel:itivc con‘;trilctions the closed syllahle verhs in the plural imperative do not 

undergo tlic schwa insertion process. ‘This can be reiidily explained by the &ct that the 

eplilltesis rule is 1ilockt.d hy arry segmental morpheme whatsoever, Following the verb. This is 

made clearer when we look at the singular imperative constructions below occurring with 

ohiccts: 

21 I 



(179) 

9.2.3. Imperative with vrrhnl ol+xts 

a) /yhn 11 mire / 1 yjm rntX 1 
Wiikc IMI’I<R child 

I?) I yhp ~j ntJi I ryi,pntJi I 
Sing IMPER song. 

c )  /ntiix 1 J nd?i / 

Wear IMPER :I garntcnt. 

tl) / tAg fj nd;iq / 

IUow IMPI:I< horn. 

‘Wake up the child!’ 

‘Sing a song!’ 

‘Wear a garment!’ 

‘Ulow a horn!’ 

Our conslriictions h ive  so f i r  illustrated that in the imperative, closed syllable verbs 

behave dillt.rently from open syllables; the latter do not undergo any vowel epenthesis rule 

when mother morpherme follows them. This indicates that our syntactic rule will be 
cmstrainetl to :ipply only to constructions that do not have any following morpheme after the 

verh. Siidt :t rule slate:; that in the imperative, schwa is sufixed to verhs that end in consonants 

in absolute utterlitice linul position. ‘The rule can he formally represented below where the 

slashes ( I / )  denote absolute utterance iinal position. 

H 9 Nerrtral vowel or schwa insertion 

I n /  ---+ [e]/ cvc- +/ 

9. 

It9 @+ + syll 
-t hack 
- high 
- low ! - round 

Imperittivc in the hturc 

lfere we use future as a time reference denoting the moment the order encoded in the 

inipcrlilive i s  expected tu he exccirted. As earlier indicated, future imperative is marked not by 

tense hut by adverhinl particles serving as a sort of complement to the verb. These time 

:iilvcrhi:ils arc & A Y ~  .- -- ;ind !I& which in this context are rcspectively rendered by the English 

‘tothy‘ and “tornorrow”. ‘I’tiese time advcrhials placed :ifler the verh ilnd or its plural marker as 



the ciise t n a y  tic, iiiilic:itc ii spccilic timo rcl’erence i i i  tlie future. Our examples below which 

focus mainly on closctl syll:ihlc verbs will further show the iriapplicability of our schwa 

eperitlirsis rule siiicc ~ l r e  vcrt)s lakc on complements or adverhial piwticles. 

‘Cry today!‘ 

‘Dury tomorrow!’ 

‘Tie today!’ 

‘Carry tomorrow!’ 

‘The inapplicahilily ol’ the schwa isertion rule is  shown by the uiigramrnaticality of the 

‘Cry today!’ 

‘Dury tomorrow!’ 

‘Tie today!’ 

‘Carry tomorrow!’ 

(ieiicr:illy tlir iiiipcrative i n  Dahe I is a direct order addressed to an animate, with the 

intention ol’ ohtiiiiiing i i  result which is usii;illy 21 reaction to the execulion of such an ortlcr. 

(’losely rcl:iled to the iiiipciiiiive is the 1iort;itive mood. 



9.3. The IIorlalive 

Ileavnn (1001 9.1) with retkrence to the Kmzime language states that this mood is nscd 

to express iiri intciitioii, licrniission, wish o r  prohibition. 

In  Ihlw 1. tliis I I I O L I ~  ciin ciisily lie conlirserl with the imperative. The only clcar 

distinction hrt\vccri tlicni i.; liiriniil i n  the sense h a t  unlike the imperative which does not take 

any  siihject. t l i c  hortiitivc is iisiiiilly expressed using a verlxil snhject. This mood which 

expresscs wish. stiggeslioti or permission in this language is much more like what Welmers 

(\973:357) i n  J n k i i r i  coiisiclcrs ii more courteons or gentle way of telling someone to do 

stinictliinK. 

The vcrliol suhject here is either a noun or a pronoun. In the ease of'a subject pronoun, 

the hortative can use o n l y  the first and second person plural on ttie 'one hand, and the third 

person singular uniqiiely :ind then plural on the other. In the second person singular, the 

imperative Form is rather used, giving the impression tfiat these two moods are to an extent 

coinpletnentnry i n  this latii:u:igc. 

IJnlike the inipccitive wliich is marked by a floating high tone placed immediately 

fi)llowing the verb. tlic hortative is marked by a replacive high tone preceding the verb. The 
rc;isun fur postuI:iting i i  Iiigli tone tli:it precedes the verb is because, 111) to this point, we have 

consistently shown th;it repl:icivc tones in verbal paradigm in this language are unidirectional. 

They itre ;ilw:iys seen to precede the morpheme whose tones are to be replaced. Consequently 

this .serves tis :in ntltlitioiial liirnial dill'erence hctween the imperative and the hortative in naha 

1. 

With respect t o  tenirwrd mirking. this mood, just like in the imperative is unmarked for 

tense, giving the impression that it is used in the present tense. Nevertheless, it can also he used 

tu express :in :tctioii or  cvcnt to take place in future. in such a situation i t  uses the time 

iidverhi;il to niiike reference to specitic time pcriod in the fiiture (cf 9.2.4.). In the following 

constructions serving :IS illustriition fbr  the use of the hortative mood, I IOll'r denotes hortative: 

. . .  
9.3.1. Ilortiltivc wilh pronnun subjects 

Iir this Iiuigii;ige. the s:nne pliciionienon noticed by Welmers ( I973:356) in most Niyer- 

Congo Itinyuagcs prcv;tils. Ile nutes that in most languages, the first person singular of the 

1iort;rtivc is used prim:irily or exclusively in  questions. This is what happens i n  naha I as these 

questions lielow illustrnte. Question marker is represented by IN'I'ER in all hortative 

constriiclions. 



a ) m  11 Ki 1, / 1;Jge I Should 1 go? 

I IIOICI' go IN I I ' R  

h) / N I]  l i t  I,. / 1 ntii. Should I run? 

I 110R I '  riin IN'I l:l< 
. .  

c ) /  N I1 snln 1". l I kj13 1 Should 1 insult? 

1 11011'1' i n w l t  IN I I:l1 

'1 hese constiuctions dcmonstrate that the lirst person singular hortative in Daba I is used 

exclusively in questions. Since the second person singular pmrioun is rather used in the 

imperative as earlier intlicatctl, wc only have the first and second person plural and the third 

person singukir :ind plural hortative respectively as shown in the examples that follow: 

We should go. 

You should sing. 

1 fe/she should separate. 

They should help. 

We should hear. 

I IC/ShU sllclllltl cll;lnpc. 

You should call. 

I hese cori.;tructions slrirctrirally rcselrlhle the present lcnse constructions (cf chapler 5). 
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'lhe diiTerence here is that while the present tense has a spreading tone rule whereby the subject 

tone spreads and rcplaccs the inherent verb tone, the hortative has a consistent floating lligli 

replacive tone p1:icetl hctween the sihject and the verb thereby blocking the spread of the 

sriliject toiic C I I I I O  lhc vcrl) ~'iitiur.qiici~tly i t  is the hortative marker, a tlwitiiig high tone which 

docks and Iiii:tlly replaces the originzil tone of the verh. In addition, the present tense has a 

floating high tone rmt hili&; iinperfectivity which is placed inmediately following the verb base. 

Wh:it stands c ) u t  as  :I common c1r:iracteristic shared by both present tense and the hortative 

mood in H : h i  I is t h t  IWC icplacenicnt applies progressively across the verh base until it is 

blocked hy a morphenie hoiindary. Another crucial feature about the hortative is that the 

stlbject apparently hears a low tone. This is an attempt to lower the voice so as io sound polite 

since hortative implies courtesy. We can claim that the hortative in this language pmvokes a 

downstepping process in utterance initial position. That is a plausible argument that helps to 

explain the correct fnmi of our sample utterances because one consistently hears a low tone 

subject each tiinc sitch it constrirction is uttered. 

The derivation ol' the hortative constructions in (IRBa, c and t) can be 

:iutosegnicnt:iliictl :IS shown below: 

YC underlying fnrm. 

'I'one replacement 

Ip:7p3 Yt! 1 Surface form. 'W e should go' 



iv) I fi kiiptGl 

'I 011c rr~plnccrllcnt ( 1  ) 

' I  otic Icp1;lcclllent (2). 

Siirl.;ict. fornm. I ,et himlher separate 

'I'oric rcplaccnient ( I  .) 

'l'oiie replacement (2) 

Siirliice rorni. 1x1 himher cli;inge 

F i o i i i  our  dcriwtion. i t  is :ip'pttrciit t1i;it the tone rep1:icivc rille applies on the entire 

vcrhd niorphcnie ;rnd rep1:ices the inherent tone(s), no matter the number of syllables the verh 

conlnins (cf 1 H3:i. c tl e mid f ). Also this rule applies vacuously on forms whose tones are 

identical to the rcplacive tone. This is why there is no difference between the underlying and 

surfiice verh tone i n  ( I H ? l j  unlike in (183a and c) where the surface verb tones are different 

froni the underlying ones. 

i laving e.c:ririinetl hortative constiuclions with the various perniissible subject pronouns, 

w e  now turn to noiiiin:il subject tiortativc constructions. 

9.3.2. ItorMivc with nominal subject 

ApmI li.oni prociotriin:il sul)jecf, hortetive can nlso he expressed using nominal subject 
11i:it is citlier miiiiialc or in;iiiiiii;itc. I t  r:in he rioticed froni 11ie piwotiiiniil subject horlativc 

constructions above tltat the suhject just like the verb is usually affected in the resultant surface 

output. 'I hi< will (ittiher he coiilitniecl by the fidlowiiig il1nstr:itions where the subjects are both 

inaniniate end nnitnatc: 



Il:iin sho~ld 1;iIl. 

'i'he Fon slioiiltl heat :I child. 

A dog shoultl drink water. 

Dirds should gieet :I Mi. 

Animals should gather. 

Ihnkeys should go to the market. 

Monkeys sliould climb trees. 

Millipedes should g o  to the farm. 

We notice I h i i i i  tlicsc constructions that plurality is no( marked hy a sepwiitc 

ninrpliemc. lint i t  is rn;irl\etl on the suhjccl by a nominal prefix, hut if the noun does not have an 

overt prclix rnzirkcr. ;I particle pi2 siipposcdly :I plurality marker in  this case precedes it as ill 

( 1  X7g and 11) ;ihove. Also there is it downstepping process provoked hy the replacement of a 

Iciw tone oftlic vcrh hy the high tone Iiortative marker (cfh and f). This happens Tor verbs that 

t:ihc :I hllowiiig I I I O ~ ~ I ~ I C I I I C .  ;nd i t  docs only  if this morpheme hews ii high tone. 

Just like in the irnperative, the hortative can be expressed i n  the future. This is done 

whcn the cxpcctctl pcrniission, wish o r  intention is IO be accomplished in the future. This htim 

rcl;.rence is nsnally ni;irkcd by time :irlvcrhials discussed in (9.2.4) with respect to impemfive. 

We Ii:ivc ctinsisteiitly shown that imperative and hortative i n  Ihha 1 have a m i n  
coininon cIi:ii-:ictcristics espcciiilly i l l  their sctnnlitic properties. 'i'here iire certain silwtitm 

\\here tlicy could fiinction iiitcrcli;iiigci~l~ly. A horhlive expression ullered wilh 11 lot O f  force 



IIOR'I~AI'IVI~--,rSuh.jcct t Verh .t I! + (0D.I). 

I%otli coiistrtictions iis seeii li.orn the Formulas can take optional ohjects as represented 

by (Ol3.l). Since rcpl:icivc lories occiir o n l y  i n  verbal paradigm i n  this language, :I positional 

tlistinctioii ciiii c;isily he m:dc hctweeri tones that replnce original verh tones and tliose that 

simply docks zrnd :ill;.cts oiily a single sylldde of the verb. Replwive tone: as earlier 

nieiitionetl :dw;iys prcccdd~tlie morplienie whose tone it replaces. Non relpacive tones mostly 

liillow verhs i n  verh paradigni while they can r0llow or precede nouns in noun paradigm (cf 

I 

(-ll:lplel- 4). 

9.4. Neration 

Iti I\ah;t 1. :I speaker c:in use negirtion to express his relationship with an event or action 

t1i:it Ii:is p;issrd. iiiiliilcliiil: o r  is still to (like pl;icc. Coiisccltiently. this mood ciiii be used i i i  ;ill 

tlic tlirce tempord c;itc.gories ii:i~~icIy: past, present and future, which are dl attested iii  this 

langiiage. 1:vitlently this mood is iis widely iised as  the indicative in terms of the various time 

refewnccs i t  iiiakes. Ncg:itiwi nimker i i i  this Ircrigu;ige is generally the morpheme l& wliicli 

could iiudergo tonal :ind seginental modifications conditioned by the tense as well :IS the 

phonological context in which it finds itself. 

9.4.1. Negation in the p a s t  

llere i t  occtirs only i n  tlie recent (1'1) arid distant (P2) past tenses, bot (P2) c:in have a 

rriiiotc past tense reding I)cc;iiisc it can refer to an event or action quite remote i n  h ie .  

Neg;ition liere takes tlic ;ispect marker, a honiorgmic nasal which, tliougli usually prelixeil lo  

the verh hisc i n  itidic;itive constrttctions i s  in this case prefixed to the negation marker. Our 

illiistratioii t d  i icpit ioii  i i i  llic p i s t  Ixpiiis with tlic recent past wllcrc the vilrious striicturiil 



I r n h v i  m i  irdi ti, nt&l 

A clog ditlii't coin(: t t i  Ilic: w t r k c t  

I t h x  in6 n t ~ i  giin .Isill 

Frog didn't catch lish. 

lwii m i  ndh SA; qnikj 

You didii't insult a person. 

lpii in6 ndii wiiptn gghir] 

?'hey tlitln't nieasure Ihe oil. 

. .  

[sli &lh kpir tjgil 

Fish didn't eat grass. 

Iwli lid5 YC S-llI6l 

You didn't go to the nwket. 

~rnqgap rid6 y ~ g t i  4sUl 

Fowl didn't rollow fish. 

, *  

[tr;thx ndh Klta Sill  

Frog didn't look at lisli. 

These construclions rcvcd the siune tonal processes that operate in the past tense 

constructions in  this lunguxge. The lloatitig high tone representing h e  ohject marker (locks to 

h e  :icl,i:icent preceding morpheme as earlier claimed, thereby affecting the tone of the linal 
syll:ihl(: ( 1 1  the vcIl). 'l'his is illttstr;itctl hy the din'erenccs imuiifested hy  the underlying ind  

sni-lhce vcrh limns i n  ( 1  XOa ii. iiij, (189h ii, and iii). In the underlying rorms, the verbal limns 

dl he:it. level tones while on the siirliicc they hear contour tones in these cases cited uhove. 'I'lie 

t~t i ly  tliflbiciicc hct\vccii p:ist iic1::ition :inti the indicative i n  this I ; I I I ~ I I ~ I ~ C  is that, in the former 

thore is :in explicit nq;atioii inorplicine, while Ihe latter lacks an explicit indicative marker. 

Aspcct i u  iieg:itioit is iii;nkecl hy a honiorganic nasal prefixed to this neKation marker instead of 

to the verh :is is usu:illy the case with positive constructions. I n  the past indicative, aspcct is 
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iisiiiilly tniirketl by ii lioinorgiiiiic n:is:il prefixed to the verb iuitl a high Iloating tone siiflixetl to 

the verb which is 1101 trlrviocts hwnnse lliere is ti sitniler floating tone niarkiny object. ‘1’11~ 

coiistitnents ~ i l ‘nc~ id io i i  i n  tlw pxi! c ~ i i  he recapitulated iis on the (able below. 

I M  -: ‘l’ensc marker 

I ’ I X I ~  = I’crrectivc 

N I X  -Negation 

V - Vcrh 

L 
V - 

9.4.2. Negation in the prcsctit 

Just l ike  iri  the present tense, negation here expresses an action or went which is 

supposedly riot corilinuiiig :IS shown by these conslructions tielow: 

( 190) 

i )  / I I I & I \ ~  LI I;i N k61o Kit / [ rnarnvi 15 rjk&ti I36 1 

A clog is not looking at the fon. I)og I’r Nl:(i IMP l o o k  hi. 

i i )  / ~ k i x  61 N YBniti I I sill 

i i i )  /pil c i  I& N ti6 i r  II&/ 

I tbax 16 jgalllta $sir I 

I ph lii ntiC ndlil 

I:rog I’r N F ( l  IMP help OM M i  Frog i s  not hclpirig fish. 

‘I’lwy I’r NiXi IMP I I I I I  OM race They are not running a race. 
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I~dliiwiiq: the wiistriiclions above, we realize that negation in tlie present tense h:is :I 

peculiar cliaractcristic. 'I'his is hccanse i t  has tlie syllahic nasal preceding the verh, sonieiliing 

tlint docs noi Iiiippuii in ;I prwent tense conslruction in this language. What is more striking i s  

11r:it this :ispcc~ ~ i i : i I k w  w h i c l i  is :I syl1:hic low tcinetl Iionioriyiiiic ii~is:iI is usii:dly used to inark 
t1ist:mt past tense (1'2.) iiiid iniperfectivily i i i  general. l h i s  means that negation in this language 

oh1ig;itorily I:ikcs i i n  nsprclual marker even i n  the present unlike the bther present 

conslrirctions. A p1:nisihlc explanation h r  the pemuliarity of this limn may be that since the 

prcsciit I C ~ I I : ~  i i i: iIks tlic ciicl (11' the past and the heginning ofthe fuiure i n  this lmguage, this is 

why i t  cxcuptiondly acquires ihc :rspecloal marker. 'lhis rensoning is Further strengthened by 

the symmetr~ic;il relationship at least with respect to aspectual markers, noticed between the 

Fiiture tense constriiction a i d  negation i n  tlie Future. 

7.4.3. Ncgation in l l ie  fiilurc. 

Ncgalioii here ixui Iic expressed i n  all the Ibur dilTeerer11 degrees of Fiiture time 

references namely: receiit futiire (1'1 ). tomorrow's future (F2) disiant firlure ( ~ 3 )  and reniotc 

fntiirc (F4). I n  pl;icc 0 1  the nnspecilictl futiire marker prelix E?, the negation marker lgprefixcs 

itscll'to tlie c l ~ : ~ : i w  01' liitiirity n~o~~phcn~e niiirker iri ench liiture coiistrnction. We now have only 

:I Iloiiting 1iil;li t w c  rqwsciiliiig 167. ant1 i l  then clocks to  tlie lell m l  may irillucnce the tone of 

llie suhject i n  siich n consirclction. This letlward tone docking in this particular construction 

seems lo he intrtivated by the Ikcl that if it the tone docks to the right, its influence can never he 

felt. 'l'liis is becarise the nrp:ition marker that has taken its place always hears ;1 high tone in  all 

contexts. 

' 

We 1i:ive empirie:il evidence t o  snppori the fact that the lone which alfects the verbal 

siihject iii the consti-uctions Ixlow comes froin the tleletetl generalised future prelix marker. 

'l'liis is supportc~l lis the fact t11;il if  lhis tone were lo spread from i i  ncighhouring associated 

lone of i i  tone hcariiig tnorphcnit:, it would rather maintain its nnitlirectional rightward 

movemcnt 1ow;irtls the vcrli:il hasc. 'lhis is true Tor the low floating tone that usuillly niarks 

tviisc i n  1';). coiistiiivtioiis. 'I'liis low tonc i ~ s  we said ciirlicr is tlic ~onc  o f  thc tlclclcd ICIISC 

wrkcr  ik; / i l l  the s:iitl constrnction wliicli actually is a variant expression of 1'2 (cf 138 a). 

'l'liese constriiciions helow will serve as  illustration to our liegation in the future. 

(191) 

:I) Negation i n  V I  

i)/ni<mvi I )  IA<I I, xi: nib/ Im<nivi 16 iti ~6 ntGJ 
1hg plk NIX; FI PIXI;  g o  nwrkct Ihg  will not go t o  Ilie market. 



lt&x I i  tO ticin sil l  

I:rog will not send Iish. 

I wb 16 \ii sit; riikl 

You will not insult the fon. 

[ph 18 16 kupt6 n d k  1 

They will not change the garment. 

(n-iiiiivi 16 Iiix xi. ntt.1 

Dog will not go t o  the inarket. 

~t i tkx  16 liix timi sill 

Frog will not send fish. 

[Wii  16 lihx sit6 fill.] 

You will not insult the fon. 

lpi i  I;i l i ix  kiipln n t l i .~ l  

They will not change the garment. 
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rnimvi ItipBm xi: ntel 

Dog will not g o  lo fhe market. 

[tithx IS pSm tbni si11 

Frog will not send lish. 

I w ii lii p i m  sit; fb61 

You will not insult Ton. 

[ pu I& phi  khpta ndral 

They will not change the garinenl. 

'1 hesc cor~~tiucl ioi i~  :rhovc repc;itctl i n  the various future teiiscs in  Ikah;i 1 make some 

revelations worth commenting upon. 11ie unspecilied future prelix marker that usually occurs 

i n  !lie fiiturc intlic:itive hiis hrcii tleleted in  the negation Tuture construction. In its place as 

int1ic;iIcd c;iilict, flicic ih :I iicpitioii iii:iihci : I I I ~  :I I1o;itiiig Itigh tone It1:Irking uiispccilied liitiirc 

tt-nse. lhis  lloatiiig tone which precedes tlie negation marker docks to the left and creates a 

contour tone on tlie tinat syllable oftlie subject ifthis syllable bears a low tone (cf 191,192,193, 

There is llie iiorrniil Iloating low tone that marks perfectivity in future tenses. This tone 

docks as ustial and sirhsequently spreads to replace the inherent tones of verbs. There is no 

downsteppiiig elTec~ oii !lie high tone morpheme immediately following the verbal base 

because the replaced :ind replacing tones are all low (cf 191i. 192i, 193i). Since the replaced 

tone is siniilar to the replacing tone in this case, there i s  neutraliialion ard the original verb 

tones still visibly remain on the surface. 'The negation marker in all (he cases is unaffected hy 

any ton:ll or scgniciit:il proces.;. A recapitulation of the constituents of negation in the future 

c i~n  he represented on ~ h c  tahle helow: 

f ig  72: '1 lie Iiiiem or(lcr of constituents of negation in the future 
'I'.M-'Icrise marker 

l ~ I X ~ =  Ik~fectivc 
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It shorild be noted that in any construction where there are hoth tone docking aid tone 

spreading rilles applying. the Ikrmer is always given priority. This is the reason why in all 1- 
p:istl constrilctioiis. tlie cll'cct 01' the object inarker, tisually a Iiigli floating tone following the 

verb hase i s  not visible :it the siirliice. 'Illis is because tone docking rule allows this tone to dock 

to the verb. h i i t  sttlwxpxt totie spt-e:itling nile replaces the docked ohject tone o f  tlie object 

marker. Oiir ~:ihle docs not iiit1ic:tte verbal object marker which, as mentioned above. is R 

Ilonting high toiic 1icc:irtse we do not think that this is necessary at this level since it has heen 

elaborately t.reated in preceding sections. For proof of the existence of a verbal object marker in  

this Inngiiogc (cl' chapter 7 t1:tta 136). A glohal view of the analysis so far shows that Daba 1 

iii;tkes proliise use 0 1  tonal niot-phcines especially in the verb paradigm. The abundant existence 

of these floating tonal morphemes i n  this language is enough proof that %it has undergone an 

exhaus\ive internal restructuring of its lexical loatl. 

W e  h;tvc litt:dly conic to 11ie eiid ol' our annlysis with respect to verb related elements. 

The next lircris is to rewiew the whole work bringing out the results obtained as well as 

prohlcnis circrwtltctcd siich that rcconirrientl:itictris could he made concerning fillitre stiltlies o n  

the l:iii~i~~i~!c,~l'ltis i s  going to coristitutc :I briel' chapter so thnt we can make our results niore 

systenwtic i i n d  colicrelit. 



( 'I I A 1'1'1 :R '1'1 :N 
I O .  (:ENC:RAI. C'4)N(.' l , i lSlON 

As \VI: Ii:ive coiiie lo the r d  of our research, i t  is but normal lo bring ou t  some salient 

ii1wcrv:iIiiiiis :iri(l  t l i c  I ~ s i i l ~ ! ;  \vc I K I W  hc.i:l-I aldi: to coinc 0111 with iii tlic stricly ii  well :IS iii:ikc 

icci)i i i i i i(! i i( l~iti(~iis Iiir liirllicr r e w i r c l i .  I lowever, due to the wide range of topics discussed we 

tleeni i t  ncccss:iry to iii:ike mi ovcrview of each of the sections treated so as to refresh onr  

minds : i t i d  :idcqu:i!dy sitn:ilc the wrioits results and the importance of each area within the 

overall stwly. 

10.1 Part I 

This 1i:irt ctrtikiins the initial tlaita on  which our analysis is hascd as well as information 

on the phonologic:i\ :ind tonit1 processes th:iI operate in this language. Accirdingly, the sound 

sysreni of the I:in~~ii:igc is cst:ililisticd based o n  the behaviour of various segments in well 

tlelirietl plroiioltrgical contests. 'l'hc permissible linear arrmgeineirt of segments within the 

tnorphcmc h:is cn:rl)lotl 11s to propose the canonical sltape for the syll:ible stnicture within the 

wortl.in Ihis I:ini,y:ige. 'l'lrc (I:it:i presented have evidently sliown that there are no initiul 

consoiiant cliistcrs hn! therc :ire prcn:is:tlisecl initial setlriences in the language. Based on the 

iiilimi:rtioii prcscntctl Iiy tlic ptionologiciil phenomena observed in this hnguage, we have been 

ahle to propose i u i  ort1iogr:iphy lbr  Ihba 1. 'This is untloubtably an important tool for the 

speukcrs who cii i i  now use i f  liir writing their langnage which helilre now was basically oral. I t  

is also a niocles~ contrihut.ion to the ongoing government's elE)ri to introduce the teaching of 

n:ition:il 1:iiiguq:es in lo  the school crrrricrilum in Cameroon. The existence of an orthography 

can Ikcilitiite the i:oiiccptioii 0 1  tlickrctic materials in  the language if i t  were to be taught i r i  

sch~lols. 

10.2 I'rrt two. 

'l'lic liicits here i s  o n  noriii rnorphology, and we have consistently shown that jns t  likc 

other I:ingiiirges of t l ic <ir:rsslieltls Ihntu, [)aha I has a noiin class system, though highly 

retluced. which c m  effectively match with the Bantu numher system. l o  do this we have not 

resorted to the nsc? of notin cl:rss prelixcs alone as  is usually the ciise with \agu:iges with ii rich 

i i i m i i n d  cliiss systcni. hh: i  I has :I less developed nominal prefix system and i t  does not exhibit 

aiiy coherent noun prclixes. Our stiitly has thus gone a long way to show that not only nonn 

prelixcs :ire inipi)rt:int in :issigning 10 a I:ingri:ige its char:icteristie cl:iss system, hut possessive 

liirnrs. cowiitcl coiisori:i~its :iid I~iiics its well are cruciol i i i  elliciently doing [he juh. 

(:onsequcntly this has cleilrly ant1 unequivoc:illy sitiialed 13aba 1 within the (irassfields Bantu 

group wliicli i s  tltrriiiti:i(ctl I)y Img~i:ige!i will1 miin cluss prelim. 'I'lrrough our arrdysis, we 



h;we noticed 111:it tlicre is :I degree ol' correlation hetween morphological antl semrintic noun 

gmupings. t11ouph i n  l h l u  1 i t  wries liom one class to the other. Also muns and their related 

elements :ire stn~wn t o  :il\viys co-occiir i n  a principled manner, though this may vary from 
I ; I Q ~ I K I ~ : C  t t ~  l : ~ q ~ ~ w ~ ~ , c .  \Vc Ii:ivtr presrirfccl &t:i which suhshnfitiiifes ihc I k f .  that in nilha I, 1 ~ 1 1  

lijr sonic li:w i i o i i n  rcl:i~atl li)rms 1h:tt premodify their henil nouns, nominal post modification is 

pretlomin:irrt i l l  this I:uign:ige. Just like i n  African languages in general, notions which are 

usually rcralcretl h y  :icl,jectives i n  English antl other European languages are generally rendered 

i n  n3hl I limns ccinsitlcretl as  verhs or verbal ccignates. 'I'tiough there itre some few forms 

that ccinltl IIC consitlcrctl :icl,jectives per se in  I.h;it they have a unique Ibrm used only in nominal 

attrihution. thcy :ire st:rtistically l'cw to constitute a reasonable class of their own as our data 

illucid:ite, ;~l~hougli quite :I re:isoriahle number has heen attested. Related to this class of 

iidjcctivcs w c  Ii;ive riiily Ilircc li)t-ins i i i  Ihha I that express nuinerical or positional attribution 

and they s t M y  prcinotlil'y their head nouns. ,411 the same, we have heen ahle to sliow that 

adjectives renlly exist in i n  I3ab:i 1 contrary to what some authors belief that adjectives per se 

itre hardly tlecern;ihle i n  African 1:ingu:iges in general and Bantu languages in particular. TO 
crown this secliun we 1i:ive examined the positional occurrence of the noun phrase constituent 

within a htgcr :syntactic structure (the sentence) in our language. This constituent is shown to 

occiipy varying positions tlepentleuing on the synactic information such a position conveys in 

relation to (tic entire :;tructiirc. 'I'he ;ibility for this constituent to optionally occupy different 

syntactic positions within n sentence in this 1:tngiii~ge his heen interpreted in terms of  

movement and Lis bas made u s  arrive at the conclusion that J3ab;i 1 is a [+movement 1 
langll;lj~e. 

10.3 Part three. 

'This section is solely consccrated to verb morphology with the intention of zmlysing 

the various al l l ixes that l'unction concertedly to give :in appropriate and acceptahle verbal tiwin 

in any givcn cwjugatiou. We h:wc consistently shown ttrat all the verbal phenoiuena like tense, 

:ispect, zrnd mood are well represeuted in this language though they may he iniplied in  certain 

cases. I leiice, illis k:ivcs flie iniprcssion that not :dl elements may he explicitly expressed i n  

I~iiigi~:i~;cs. 111 c x x s  where they we overtly present in Ilalxi I, these elements are usually marked 

hy verhal iillixes tli:it niey he either segmenkil or  tonal morphemes, with a common 

ch:inictcristic liciiij!, t l i n t  thcy sysftrin:itic:illy :chow ii high degree o f  itlliiiity with the vcrh antl 

thcy ;ilsci lirllow ;I strict lincar ortlcrirtg i i i  eitch given situation. All the verhs in this language 

can re:itlily lakc :HI ohject. and in such i i  c:w, ltrrc is always a predictahle high floating tone 

iiinctioniiig its mi ohjccl tnilrker hctwccn the verh i I d  its stipposcd object. 'I'his tone ultimately 



(locks to the preceding linnl vcrh syll;thle when the said verh and its ohject co-occnr i n  a 

construction; this is : i k o  a gencr:iI principle i n  nominal constructions i n  this Innguage. 

0 1 1  tllc~>rctic:tl grotmd!: wc h w c  chosen the imperative verh Form as basic in this 

I I I I I ~ I I ; I ~ ! , C  I)C.~;IIISC* i (  II:IS ;I piul i ( : tahlv ione  he linol syllahlc iilways I)eiirs :I high one) and d l  

other vcrh Ii,rnis are tlrrivctl froin i l .  Tone niovement is bi-direction:il in verbs ,just like in 

11otuis and otl~rr rc*l:~tet l  c;itegorics. 'l.he phenomenon of  tone replacement is widely applicahle 

t o  the verlwl p:il-:dignt \diereby the initi:il tones of a verbal form i n  one construction become 

completely dill'erent i n  anothcr. This h:is heen well explained through the Formulation of sonie 

n1orphologi;retl tone rilles t1i:it th:it apply dten v;~cuously throughout our analysis. 

I f  we hove hern ahle to siiccesfidly and consistently account liw the various mutations 

occurring i n  the tlilli.rent morphemes. i n  isolation and in concatenation with other inorplienies 

in  this I;ingunge, i t  is Ili;inks to the postulation of floating tones and the li~rnmulation of niles that 

ntlequately spcll i ) i i t  their fiinctitining, 'Ilie rules which are phonological, tonal, morpliological 

:ind even synt:ictic i i i  some cases :ilways apply in an ordered manner to give us the required 

surface forms of  our utterwaes just like tliey operate in any natural 1:mguage. This in a w i s e  

jristilies o w  cniph:isis 011 the gcnrativc approach that dominates the whole work, li)r i t  

coiisiders rule hi-ndisin as ii c;trdbi:i\ principle in the analysis of any lingitistic data. 

10.4 Problcnis, rrlticvcment and recommendations. 

We cannot pretcid that the whole analysis has been all roses. First of all working on a 

language that has no existing literature on any of its aspects is not an easy endeavour. 1\11 the 

postulations and explanations niatle are hnsed on the observation of  the data coupled with our 

ingenuity nntl references to cross-linpiistic 1Scts from related Iangilages. Some readers may 

find sonie or the eap\;niations given i n  the course of the ananlysis to he ;I bit complex prohahly 

hecnuse of the thcoretical fmiieworks cniployetl. We tire tliereli)re assuming that some of the 

interpretntions given lo the heli;ivioiir of our data may not he delinitve. I t  may he possible that a 

parallel analysis using alternate, frameworks applied to the same data from a diRerent view 

point iniglit give mnre justiliahle and better explnnalions to some ol' the phenomena tlvat have 

IIOI heen given sottllrl explmi:iliotis here. A case in point is the delciion 0)' bil;iI>j:il stops in 

collwalional i*nvironmcnI. ' h i s  is ii co~nmon hnt yet unexplainetl phenomenon that is ohservetl 

i n  reliilrtl I : I I I ~ I I ~ I ~ ! ~ ~ s  01' the i n i n  gro i ip  siicli as. M i  nyonga, I h t i .  iind bpi. I t  will be anottter 

g1e:Il conlrihution lo  resetlreh il' n~ore  recent theories will be applied lo tllternpt giving a better 

expl:u~ntion to this pheni)nienon that looks like a linguistic puzzle. It will also he interesting to 

look at the data fiirnislietl hy this stiitly from a tliRcrcnt perspective so as to raise isstles that 

riiight go a lo~ig way to iimeliorate our iIilalysis. It is true that having hccn the first descriptive 



milysis tnaile on tliis.l~iii~~ii:i~!e. soiiie ol' the assertions rnatlt: niight twvc been ilti oversight. 

The pIo[,riscttl i j r thoppl iy  th:i1 \vc hnve wine rip with at tlie end or o u r  plioiiologicsl 

:in:ilysis is siipriosrcl to hi! i i  pr~iticai otic li)r the users of'ilie language. Consequen~ly, i t  neetls to 

hc lesled 1)s n\i[ilic.tl liiipiiists o i i  I l i c  liclrl s o  as to  coiif'rtn its usability. 'lliis is hecause we niight 

hiiw hreri so tht*orclic:.il i i i  oiir propowl especially with respect to lone markings. We have 

i t t i l~ r"ss io i i i s t i~ : i l l~  optcrl li)r siii.liice toric marking in 1)uhi~l tlrough this method has 

we;ikiicsscs i i i  soiiic I:riigci:igcs. 'l'liis in:iy not he the case wit.h o u r  language since Bernard et a1 

quoted i i i  Ilird ( IOOOd: I O )  I i : ivc  driiwii :ittcnlion to tlie l;ict that Iaiigitages use foiie i n  diil'erent 

wirys .Coiiseqiiently lhcy have siq;gested ' a  program of research to test systeniatically arid 

coinp:iratively tlic need for and tlie e l k t s  o f  marking tone i n  (lie languages of the world'.'fo 

lxillrcss this liict I\irtl ( I W M )  Iins etnpliasized that such a prograin should he completnentecl by 

ii research on tlill'etent iitc.lliods OF iiiarlting tone lirr the ~ a i i i e  laiiguage. given the wide variety 

(il'lone iiiiirkiiit! i i i ~ t h o d s  tl i: i l  exisl. 

Not wi1Iist:inding the prohlcins ericounlered, and may he the possihle weaknesses 01 

soine of  oiir p)stiiI:itioiis mid ;isscl-tions in llic course o f  tlie milysis, we are rievertheless 

convinced to h:we acliievcd some concrete results. The study has succeeded in producing a 

represenlalive sarnple 01' llie Haha 1 laiigriage thereby rendering explicit the implicit kriowletlge 

o f  the iisiive spcdier of  the I:ingii:ige. and this is a liindanient:il objective c?r lingtiistic research 

oil :I Iiiiigu:ige having only  im oral Irixiitioii. Future stiidies on :iny aspect of the language can 

now have a ref'creiice fioiii which i t  can rreely quoie, thanks to this realiz;ition. 

~. 
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